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Summary 
Understanding the various steps involved in chemical transformations 

occurring at solid-liquid or solid-gas interfaces is a prerequisite for the rational 
design of more efficient heterogeneous catalysts and processes. The aim of this 
doctoral thesis is to probe in situ catalytic solid-liquid interfaces under 
conditions as close as possible to real technical conditions. For this purpose an 
approach combining catalysis, spectroscopy and surface science, supported by 
theoretical studies was pursued. 

In general, in situ studies of catalyzed reactions require a highly sensitive 
spectroscopic technique, due to the low density of molecules on the surface 
(typically 1015 molecules per cm2). Probing surface molecules is even more 
demanding when the chemistry takes place on a surface that is covered by a 
dense liquid phase. In this case the spectroscopic information obtained is usually 
dominated by liquid phase (solvent) molecules. Solvent molecules, however, are 
normally not expected to be involved in the molecular transformation. Hence, 
while solvent signals have to be filtered away, molecular information on the 
reactants residing in the liquid or on the surface has to be obtained separately. 

The main part of this work deals with the design, development, and 
application of a novel technique to investigate the solid-liquid interface in a 
time-resolved manner. A device, centered on a micro-reactor, was constructed 
and aligned in an infrared spectrometer suited for polarization-modulation 
infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS). PM-IRRAS was used 
to obtain time-resolved spectra of liquid phase and surface species at the same 
time. The challenge in this work was to detect liquid phase and surface 
molecules simultaneously and separately at a high time resolution. Modulation 
excitation spectroscopy (MES) was combined with the PM-IRRAS technique to 
further enhance the sensitivity. In addition, MES proved suitable to specifically 
probe interactions and transformations of the active species by effectively 
canceling out the signals due to spectator species. With MES, the response of 
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the system to perturbations of physicochemical parameters, such as 
concentration and temperature, was studied. 

As a proof of principle (presented in Chapter 2) the surface sensitivity was 
determined by detecting CO on a Pt thin film and the liquid phase sensitivity 
was tested by measuring salicylic acid dissolved in cyclohexane. Concentration 
and temperature MES experiments were performed, yielding a high temporal 
resolution and a precisely controllable temperature profile. Most importantly, 
surface and liquid phase spectra were obtained simultaneously. The fact that 
liquid phase molecules as well as the surface bound molecules could be 
observed simultaneously render this technique powerful for investigating 
heterogeneously catalyzed reactions in continuous and batchwise systems. 

The unique properties of the new cell were exploited in a transient adsorption 
study of CO dissolved in the liquid phase and its Pt catalyzed oxidation to CO2 
by molecular oxygen (Chapter 3). Both the evaluation of the surface CO signal 
and the CO2 evolving and dissolving into the liquid phase were analyzed. 

In Chapter 4, the adsorption-desorption behavior of salicylic acid on alumina 
is spectroscopically investigated and compared to benzoic acid and 2-methyl-2-
hexenoic acid. Analysis of in situ PM-IRRA, in situ attenuated total reflection 
(ATR) spectra, and density functional theory (DFT) calculations assured the 
sensitivity, reliability, and assignment of the measured spectra. The acids 
investigated were found to adsorb irreversibly on the alumina surface. In 
addition, PM-IRRAS was combined with concentration MES; thereby the 
kinetic sorption behavior was studied by varying the modulation frequency. 
Interestingly, concentration modulation revealed that salicylic acid also adsorbs 
in two reversible binding modes. One is a loosely bound, dimer-like species, 
while the other is more tightly bound to other adsorbed salicylic acid molecules.  

The PM-IRRAS case study presented in Chapter 5 clarified the origin of 
different selectivities obtained in the oxidation of benzyl alcohol to 
benzaldehyde under aerobic and anaerobic conditions over Pd. It was observed 
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that the selectivity is higher under aerobic conditions when compared to 
anaerobic conditions because the major side product, toluene, is not produced in 
the presence of oxygen. Interestingly, CO2 and benzoic acid, both detected in the 
liquid phase PM-IRRA spectra, were formed under aerobic conditions, although 
in small amounts only. It was also clarified that benzoates, previously found to 
dominate surface spectra, in this reaction do not adsorb on the active catalytic 
sites. The influence of surface adsorbed species was detrimental to the activity 
of the catalyst. Under aerobic conditions, oxygen formed a passivating film on 
Pd that slowed down the reaction rate. In the absence of oxygen, CO produced 
by decarbonylation of the product accumulated on the catalyst. This 
decomposition reaction was identified to occur on specific surface sites (Pd 111) 
and could be followed in the surface PM-IRRA spectra. With time, CO blocked 
the surface and completely poisoned the catalyst. 

In Chapter 6 the vibrational spectroscopy studies were extended to a less well 
understood reaction system, the heterogeneous asymmetric hydrogenation of 
unsaturated carboxylic acid. ATR-IR was successfully combined with 
concentration MES to examine the liquid phase interaction of cinchonidine (CD) 
with 2-methyl-2-hexenoic acid. Molecular interaction of carboxylic acids with 
CD plays an important role in the asymmetric hydrogenation where CD acts as a 
chiral modifier inducing enantioselectivity to the prochiral substrate. Evaluation 
of the ATR-IR spectra, supported by NMR and theoretical calculations, revealed 
that three acid molecules interact with one modifier molecule in a dynamic 
manner. 

In the study presented in Chapter 7, different chiral modifiers were observed 
in situ on Pt catalysts by ATR-IRS in the hydrogenation of ethyl-pyruvate. In 
dynamic modifier substitution experiments, it has been established that the 
inferior adsorption strength of quinidine compared to cinchonidine originates 
from distinct adsorption geometries. 

In conclusion, in this doctoral thesis the PM-IRRAS technique could be 
further developed to a powerful tool for the time resolved investigation of 
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catalytic solid-liquid interfaces. ATR-IRS served as an important technique to 
explain catalytic phenomena and as a comparative tool to the newly designed 
PM-IRRAS device. The combined approach of catalysis, spectroscopy and 
surface science supported by theoretical studies proved to be very promising for 
uncovering the phenomena occurring at catalytic solid-liquid interfaces and is 
likely to emerge as one of the most powerful tools for this type of investigations. 
Some limitations of the PM-IRRAS technique originate from the requirements 
imposed by the sample geometry and reflectivity. 
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Zusammenfassung 
Mechanistische Kenntnisse von chemischen Reaktionsschritten an der fest-

flüssig Grenzfläche gehören zur Grundvoraussetzung für das gezielte Design 
von effizienten heterogenen Katalysatoren und Prozessen. Das Hauptziel dieser 
Doktorarbeit war die Untersuchung von chemischen Prozessen an fest-flüssig 
Grenzfächen unter möglichst realen Bedingungen und in situ. Dazu wurden 
Techniken und Methoden der Katalyse, der Spektroskopie und der 
Oberflächenwissenschaft kombiniert und mit theoretischen Simulationen 
ergänzt. 

Aufgrund der geringen Konzentration von Oberflächenmolekülen 
(typischerweise 1015 Moleküle pro cm2) braucht man für in situ 
spektroskopische Studien von katalysierten Reaktionen äusserst sensitive 
Methoden. Die Detektion von Oberflächenmolekülen wird noch erschwert, 
wenn die Oberfläche von einer dichten kondensierten Phase, z.B. einem 
Lösungsmittel bedeckt ist. Oft dominieren dann die Lösungsmittelsignale die 
erhaltenen Spektren. Es ist daher notwendig diese Signale herauszufiltern, um 
nur die relevanten aktiven Spezies beobachten zu können. Eine weitere 
Herausforderungen stellt die selektive Detektion und Unterscheidung von 
Signalen dar, die entweder von der Flüssigphase oder von auf der Oberfläche 
adsorbierten Molekülen stammen. 

Der Hauptteil dieser Arbeit beschreibt das Design, die Entwicklung und die 
Anwendung einer neuartigen infrarot-spektroskopischen Methode, welche es 
erlaubt die fest-flüssig Grenzfläche zeitaufgelöst zu studieren. Die dafür 
entwickelte und konsturierte Infrarot-Zelle, deren Herzstück ein Mikroreaktor 
ist, wurde in einem Infrarotspektrometer mit einer Polarisations-Modulation 
Infrarot Reflektions-Absorptions Spektroskopie (PM-IRRAS) Einrichtung 
platziert. Mit PM-IRRAS wurden Flüssigphasen- und Oberflächenspezies zur 
gleichen Zeit detektiert. Eine Herausforderung dieser Arbeit war die simultane 
und separate Detektion von Flüssigphasen– und Oberfächenspezies mit hoher 
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Zeitauflösung. Dazu wurde PM-IRRAS mit modulierter Anregungs-
Spektroskopie (MES) kombiniert um die Sensitivität weiter zu erhöhen. Mit 
MES ist es möglich, gezielt Interaktionen und Transformationen der aktiven 
Spezies zu beobachten. Dabei wird die Wirkung externer Parameter, wie der 
Temperatur oder der Konzentration untersucht.  

In einer ersten Studie (Kapitel 2) wurde die Funktionstüchtigkeit der Methode 
getestet. Die Adsorption von CO auf einer Pt-Oberfläche diente zur 
Verifizierung der Oberflächensensitivität. Salicylsäure wurde als Indikator für 
die Flüssigphasensensitivität benutzt. Konzentrations- und Temperatur-MES 
wurden erfolgreich durchgeführt. Dabei erreichte man eine hohe Zeitauflösung 
bei genauer Kontrolle der Temperatur. Am wichtigsten war die Tatsache, dass 
Signale von der Oberfläche und der Flüssigphase simultan gemessen werden 
konnten, was diese Technik besonders geeignet macht, um heterogen 
katalysierte Reaktionen zu untersuchen. 

Die Pt katalysierte Oxidation von CO mit molekularem Sauerstoff in flüssiger 
Phase war die erste chemische Transformation die mit der neuen Technik 
ausgewertet wurde (Kapitel 3). Mit der PM-IRRAS Technik konnten sowohl das 
charakteristische Oberflächensignal von CO als auch das entstehende CO2 in der 
Flüssigphase detektiert werden. Die Reaktion wurde in kontinuierlicher Weise 
durchgeführt. 

Die in Kapitel 4 vorgestellte Studie gibt Einsicht über das Adsorptions und 
Desorptionsverhalten von Carbonsäuren auf Alumina. Dazu wurden Spektren 
von Saliyclsäure, Benzoesäure und 2-Methyl-2-hexensäure mittels 
Abgeschwächter Total-Reflektion (ATR), wie auch mit PM-IRRAS gemessen 
und verglichen, um die Zuverlässlichkeit der PM-IRRAS Technik zu prüfen. 
DFT Berechnungen dienten zur Identifizierung der Signale. Die Untersuchungen 
zeigten, dass die Säuren irreversibel an die Aluminiumoxid-Oberfläche binden. 
Das Sorptionsverhalten von Salicylsäure wurde in einer kinetischen Analyse 
genauer untersucht. Dazu wurde PM-IRRAS mit Konzentrations-MES 
kombiniert. Es zeigte sich, dass Salicylsäure zusätzlich auf reversible Weise auf 
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der Oberfläche haftet. Zum einen bindet Salicylsäure als Dimer, und zum 
anderen kann es sich mit adsorbierten Säuremolekülen verbinden, was zu einer 
stärkeren Bindung führt.  

Als nächstes wurde die Ursache der Selektivitätsunterschiede in der 
Palladium-katalysierten Oxidation von Benzylalkohol zu Benzaldehyd unter 
aeroben und anaeroben Bedingungen untersucht (Kapitel 5). Die Reaktion 
wurde durch einen Pd Film katalysiert. Man konnte die geringere Selektivität 
unter anaeroben Bedingung im Vergleich zu aeroben Bedingungen auf die 
Bildung des Nebenproduktes Toluol zurückführen. Unter aeroben Bedingungen 
wurden in kleinen Mengen CO2 und Benzoesäure in der Flüssigphase detektiert, 
jedoch kein Toluol. Interessant war auch die Beobachtung, dass Benzoate nicht 
auf aktiven katalytischen Stellen adsorbieren. Die auf dem Pd adsorbierten 
Atome und Moleküle bestimmten die Aktivität des Katalysators. Einerseits 
hemmte die Ausbildung einer passivierenden Oxidschicht unter aeroben 
Bedingungen die katalytische Aktivität, andererseits akkumulierte unter 
anaeroben Bedingungen CO auf der Pd Oberfläche. CO wurde durch die 
Decarbonylierung von Benzaldeyd gebildet. Die Untersuchungen zeigten, dass 
CO zuerst auf Pd (111) adsorbiert und mit der Zeit den Katalysator vollständig 
deaktiviert. 

In Kapitel 6 wurde eine weniger gut verstandene Reaktion, die heterogene 
asymmetrische Hydrierung von ungesättigten Carbonsäuren, mit Hilfe der 
Vibrationsspektroskopie untersucht. ATR-IR wurde mit MES kombiniert und 
die Interaktion von Cinchonidin (CD) mit 2-Methyl-2-hexansäure in flüssiger 
Phase studiert. Diese intermolekulare Wechselwirkung spielt eine wichtige 
Rolle in heterogenen asymmetrischen Hydrierung, wobei CD als chiraler 
Modifikator die Enantioselektivität in prochiralen Edukten induziert. ATR-IR 
Experimente, unterstützt von NMR Untersuchungen und theoretischen 
Simulationen offenbarten, dass drei Säuremoleküle mit einem Modifikator 
Molekül eine dynamische Wechselwirkung eingehen. 
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In Kapitel 7 wurde die Adsorption von chiralen Modifikatoren auf 
katalytischen Oberflächen mit in situ ATR-IR Spektroskopie während der 
asymmetrischen Hydrierung von Ethylpyruvat untersucht. In dynamischen 
Substitutionsexperimenten wurden die Modifikatoren ausgetauscht. Man konnte 
zeigen, dass die im Vergleich zu CD schwächere Adsorption von Quinidin auf 
eine unterschiedliche Adsorptionsgeometrie zurückzuführen ist. 

Zusammenfassend kann festgehalten werden, dass die gewonnenen 
Erkenntnisse zu einer wesentlichen Erweiterung des Potenzials der PM-IRRAS 
Technik geführt haben und damit auch in deren Anwendungsbereich für die 
Untersuchung von heterogen katalysierten Prozessen an fest-flüssig 
Phasengrenzen mit hoher Zeitauflösung. Dabei wurden Moleküle in der 
Flüssigphase und auf der Oberfläche gleichzeitig detektiert. ATR-IRS diente zur 
Validierung der neu entwickelten PM-IRRAS Zelle und als wichtige 
Referenzmethode zur Erklärung der katalytischen Vorgänge. Die 
Interdisziplinäre Arbeitsweise bestehend aus der Kombination von Katalyse, 
Spektroskopie und Oberflächenwissenschaften führte zu neuen mechanistischen 
Erkenntnissen und hat das Potenzial in Zukunft erfolgreich für andere fest-
flüssig Grenzflächenunteruchungen eingesetzt zu werden. Zukünftige 
Herausforderungen betreffend PM-IRRAS sind verbunden mit den 
Limitierungen bezüglich Geometrie und Reflektivität der Proben. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Catalysis – General aspects and underlying principle 

Catalysis plays a key role in modern life as it is involved in the production of 

a broad variety of everyday products - in plastics, washing agents, fuels, 

foodstuffs, and pharmaceuticals among others.1-3 Important industrial sectors 

such as petro-chemistry, fine-chemistry, polymer industry, transportation, or 

food-processors, to name only a few, rely on catalysts in the production of their 

goods. In 90 % of all chemical processes a catalyst is employed and thereof 

more than 85 % are heterogeneous (solid) catalysts.1 According to the OECD, 

30-40 % of the planetary GDP depends on catalysis.4 The use of catalysts 

reduces energy consumption and also production costs in chemical processes as 

well as greatly decreases emissions of pollutants as for example in the treatment 

of automotive exhaust gases.5 Catalysts are the essential ingredients for 

emerging technologies as fuel cells6-8, green chemistry9, 10, and 

nanotechnology.11  

Catalyzed chemical reactions follow the basic concept, schematically shown 

in Figure 1-1. The interaction of catalyst with reactants alters the hyper-potential 

energy landscape and lowers the activation energy Ea. As a consequence, the 

reaction rate is accelerated to yield desired products whereby the catalyst is, in 

ideal case, neither consumed nor altered during the reaction it mediates.  
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The science of catalysis covers three major areas: biocatalysis, homogeneous 
catalysis and heterogeneous catalysis. The object of this study is heterogeneous 
catalysis. It offers inherent advantages connected with reuse, separation and 
longevity of catalysts and allows reactions to be conducted continuously.  

 In heterogeneous catalysis more than one phase is involved and the chemical 
mediation generally takes place over the interface between a gaseous or liquid 
reactant phase and a solid catalyst. Adsorption and transformation of the 
reactants occur on surface sites of the catalyst. As these sites are coordinatively 
unsaturated, they are highly reactive as indicated by their surface free energy Gs. 
The surface free energy, the actual driving force for surface reactions, can be 
illustrated by using the example of cutting a piece of metal with a sharp blade 
(Figure 1-1, right). The force required to do the cutting is the sum of the metal-
metal bond energy holding the piece of metal together. The energy used to cut 
through the metal is added to the uppermost metal layers. The surface is then a 
lieu of high energy. Chemical reaction intermediates are stabilized on high 
energy surface sites in a thermodynamically downhill process (indicated by the 
lower energy of the adsorbed reactant compared to the reactant itself in figure 1-
1, left). These surface adsorbates are transformed with a certain probability, and 
released from the surface so that the catalytic cycle can start again.  

1.1.1 Spectroscopy at Interfaces 

Efficient catalysts have been developed for many reactions. The molecular 

level mechanism of a chemical transformation that occurs at the catalytic 

interface is often not known as the processes involved are too complex, and 

there are little adequate means to observe and monitor the reactions at industrial 

conditions. To date, the common practice in the development of new catalysts 

and their enhanced performance does not always rely upon scientific principles, 

but are referred to as trial-and-error or stare-and-compare principles. 
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Figure 1-1. Left: Simplified energy diagram for a catalyzed surface reaction (black) and 
uncatalyzed reaction (grey). Right: Illustration of the surface energy by the force needed to 
cut a metal with a blade. 

Despite these difficulties, the quest to follow molecular processes during 

chemical reactions is crucial. Chemists are searching for efficient concepts, 

models, and theories to design innovative catalysts. Ideally, the information 

required to develop such concepts, models and theories should be deduced from 

model reactions suitable to be applied and predict the influence of 

physicochemical parameters on the catalyst performance in relevant industrial 

reactions.  

Sophisticated spectroscopic techniques have been developped12 for this 

purpose and these are based on various excitation and detection modes 

summarized in the Propst diagram (Figure 1-2).13 Application of these 

techniques yielded invaluable information on surface chemistry; its importance 

being underlined by the Nobel committee that awarded G. Ertl with Nobel Prize 

in Chemistry in 2007.14  

Many of these techniques rely on a high-vacuum environment as for example 
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS), electron energy loss spectroscopy 
(EELS) or Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). Unfortunately, such idealized 
conditions greatly differ from the operating conditions necessary to conduct 
efficient and economically sound processes. 
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Figure 1-2. The Probst diagram representing the various possibilities to excite a catalytic 
sample and to detect its response. 

Furthermore, catalysts and adsorbed molecular species are often observed before 

and/or after the reaction (ex situ), but not during the reaction (in situ). Therefore, 

it is likely that any results and conclusions made may not be significant under 

industrial conditions.15 Thus, closing the gap between idealized (low 

temperature, low pressure) and technical conditions (often ≥ ambient pressure 

and temperature), as well as studying the reaction in situ is a vibrant field of 

research within catalysis.15-19  

The result of intensive research, mainly in the last decade, shows that the 

panoply of techniques suitable for in situ detection has grown considerably, and 

the approach of a more rational design of new catalyst has become a realistic 

option.18-23 

This thesis introduces a novel technique for polarization-modulation infrared 

reflection absorption spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS), suitable to detect the solid-

liquid interface. This technique enables in situ time resolved simultaneous 

detection of liquid and surface molecules, allowing an insight into reaction 

mechanisms of surface reactions. It is hoped that this technique will contribute 

to our understanding of fundamental mechanisms involved in catalyzed 

reactions. 
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1.2 Infrared Spectroscopy for Solutions, Interfaces and Surfaces 

There are only few techniques as versatile and broadly used in all fields of 
chemistry as infrared spectroscopy (IRS). Clearly, its non-invasive nature, its 
high sensitivity, the low time scale, and the high ability to probe gases, solids, 
liquids, and interfaces made IRS the most important analytical technique in 
catalysis by far.17, 24-26 

In IRS molecular bonding arrangements are identified by excitation of the 
vibrational and rotational transitions. Only vibrational modes undergoing a 
dipole-moment change are IR active and are detectable. Depending on its 
wavelength, IR light used to excite these transitions is subdivided in three 
classes.25 IR light in the range of 14000-4000 cm-1, the so-called near infrared 
region, is used to detect overtone and combination vibrations. Far IR light in the 
range of 400-10 cm-1 is used to probe lattice vibrations. Mid IR range (4000-400 
cm-1) was selected in the studies presented in this thesis, as it covers the energy 
where vibrational transitions of functional groups, as well as “fingerprints” of 
organic molecules are found. 

Due to the sensitivity of the IR absorption energy towards changes in the near 
environment of the probed molecule (i.e. solvents, solutes, matrices, 
intermolecular interactions, or the proximity of a surface), IR is an excellent tool 
to obtain characteristic information of molecules in different phases, interfaces, 
and surfaces. However, compared to homogeneous systems, IR spectroscopy of 
heterogeneous samples is more demanding. For example, different signals can 
originate from identical molecules residing in different phases. In addition, there 
are often many more spectators than active species, especially if the aim is to 
investigate a surface covered by a gas or a liquid phase. Yet, the solid-gas or 
solid-liquid interface is exactly where chemistry in heterogeneous catalysis takes 
place and where the focus of key interest lies. 

Furthermore, a priori knowledge of the system is usually not available. 

Therefore, it is important to compare results from different IR techniques, 
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supported by quantum mechanical calculations, and other spectroscopic 

techniques such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR).  

In this thesis, transmission IR is used to probe homogenous solutions, and 

reflectance IR methods are employed to probe interfaces and surfaces. These 

techniques are introduced in the following sections. 

1.2.1 Transmission IR Spectroscopy (TIRS) 

TIRS is routinely applied in all fields of chemistry and represents the simplest 

IR method. As the name suggests, in TRIS, the IR beam is passed through the 

partially transmissive sample (Figure 1-3).  

 

 

Figure 1-3. Schematic illustration of the transmission IR principle 

The sample may be a thin disk of pressed solid material, sometimes diluted 

with an IR transparent salt such as potassium bromide, a thin liquid film, or a 

gas trapped between two IR permeable windows. The choice of the appropriate 

window or diluting material is pivotal and depends on the wavenumber range to 

be observed.25, 27 Table 1-1 lists the window materials used. 

The IR light intensity decreases when light passing through the sample is 
absorbed by the vibrating molecules. Obviously, the light intensity  at the 
detector is dependent on the absorption cross-section , the sample 
concentration , and the sample thickness , as described by the Lambert-Beer 
Law (Eq. (1-1)) 

         (1-1) 
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0.4343     (1-2) 

Tuning the sample concentration and the path length trough the sample leads 

to optimum conditions. The wavenumber-dependent intensity is measured and 

usually shown as transmission , or absorption , relative to the incident light. 

Table 1-1. Optical and physical properties of the window materials used.  

Material Transmission 
Range (cm-1) 

Refractive Index    
(at 5000 cm-1) Properties 

CaF2 77000-1100 1.42 
Strong; water insoluble; 

resistant to acids and bases; 
withstands high pressures 

KBr 40000-400 1.53 Very soft; water soluble; cheap

Ge 5500-600 4.00 Hard and brittle; water 
insoluble; well suited for ATR 

ZnSe 20000-454 2.40 Hard and brittle, inert, ideal for 
ATR 

    TIRS has been used in pioneering in situ IR studies28, 29, and IR cells that 

withstand harsh conditions were constructed.24, 30-33 With regard to in situ 

spectroscopy in heterogeneous catalysis, the TIR arrangement often suffers from 

absorption, reflection, or scattering of the major part of the light by the metallic 

catalyst or its oxidic support, and in liquid phase reactions, from the liquid 

phase. To overcome this problem, modern, analytical cells used in the field of 

heterogeneous catalysis, are based on reflection of the IR beam.  

1.2.2 Infrared External Reflectance Absorption Spectroscopy (IRRAS)  

IRRAS has widely spread after its first application34, 35 mainly in the field of 
catalysis and spectroelectrochemistry.36, 37 In IRRAS, the incident IR light is 
resolved in one of the two orthogonal polarizations, p-(parallel) and s-
(perpendicular), employing an optical filter. The polarizations are defined with 
respect to the plane spanned by the incident and reflected IR light. The light is 
directed through the gas or liquid phase covering the reflective element (RE), 
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which is a polished and highly reflecting material that acts as a mirror to the 
incoming light directing it to the detector.  

At the point of reflection, the sum of the electric field of the incident and 

reflected light is a function of the incident angle and the light polarization. The 

angle dependence seems intuitive when considering light approaching the 

surface normal to the RE.38 Then, the standing wave, the combination of the 

incident and reflected IR beam, has a node on the surface and its electric field is 

zero.34 Usually, an optimized incident angle θ between 60 and 85° is chosen. 

 

 

Figure 1-4. Phase shifts upon surface reflection for s- and p-polarized light. 

On the other hand, polarization dependence is a consequence of the so-called 

phase shift of different polarized light (the mathematical description is presented 

in Chapter 2). As illustrated in Figure 1-4 s-polarized light undergoes a phase 

shift of ~180° upon reflection, regardless of the incident angle. In contrast, the 

phase shift for the p-polarized component remains small up to near grazing 

incident angle where it suddenly changes to 180°. The result of the phase shift is 

that s-polarized light combines destructively and p-polarized light constructively 

on the surface. Since the s-polarization combines destructively on the surface, 

no surface relevant information can be obtained with this light fraction. Hence, 

generally, only the p-polarized light is used in IRRAS, to detect surface species 

in a high-vacuum environment, while both light polarizations are used in PM-

IRRAS, as explained below.  
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1.2.3 Polarization-Modulation Infrared Reflection-Absorption 

Spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS) 

In PM-IRRAS nonpolarized IR-light is resolved into both, s and p 
components, using a photoelastic modulator (PEM)39-41 at a high frequency. 
Compared to IRRAS, high frequency polarization modulation allows quasi-
simultaneous detection of the reflected s-polarized (Rs) and p-polarized light 
(Rp). Furthermore, PM-IRRAS experiments may be conducted under ambient 
pressures.  

Detected p-polarized light contains information of both the bulk phase 
covering the RE and the surface. Due to the 180° surface phase shift, s-polarized 
light only contains bulk phase information. Surface information is obtained by 
subtraction of the later from the former (Rp-Rs = ΔR). Division of the difference 
reflectivity by the sum reflectivity yields the normalized PM-IRRAS surface 
spectrum ΔR/R (R=Rs+Rp), where bulk phase absorbance is compensated. By 
this mathematical treatment of the different reflectivities molecular species at 
the solid-gas,16, 42, 43 gas-liquid44, 45 and solid-liquid36, 37, 46, 47 interfaces can be 
detected.  

In addition, the spectrum obtained by Rs contains pure bulk phase information 
only. Hence, with PM-IRRAS, molecular information of the bulk phase and 
surface species can be obtained separately but simultaneously that otherwise 
require the combination of two different methods, one for each phase.32 This 
unique feature of the PM-IRRAS technique has been applied to study catalyzed 
gas phase reactions on the surface and in the gas phase at the same time and in 
situ.48  

In Chapter 2, the design of a new device, allowing simultaneous and separate 
detection of liquid phase and surface species will be presented. This device was 
applied to investigate heterogeneously catalyzed liquid phase reactions in a 
dynamic, time resolved manner with high sensitivity that has not been possible 
so far (Chapters 2-5). 
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1.2.4 Attenuated Total Reflection Spectroscopy (ATR-IRS) 

ATR-IRS is an important, very sensitive in situ method in the analysis of 
solid-liquid interfaces. In ATR, the infrared light approaches the interface to be 
studied from the opposite side compared to PM-IRRAS (see Figure 1-5).  

ATR is an internal reflective technique, as the IR beam is coupled into an 
internal reflecting element (IRE) of high refracting index n1. The IR beam enters 
the IRE, and is incident on the surfaces of the prism shaped IRE at an angle θ. 
As long as θ is larger than the critical angle θc, defined in Eq. (1-3), the light is 
trapped in the IRE and can only escape after one or multiple reflections at the 
opposite side of the entrance. The sample to be measured is in intimate contact 
with the IRE, it is less dense than the IRE, thus has a lower refracting n2. 

Θ sin          (1-3) 

 

Figure 1-5. Schematic presentation of the experimental ATR-IR geometry. Below: 
Multiple total internal reflection; Above: Enlarged view of catalyst particles deposited onto 
the IRE, showing the attenuation of the evanescent wave. The penetration depth is 
exaggerated compared to the size of the IR beam in order to show the principal of the 
technique.  

At each reflection point, the so-called evanescent wave extending the 
boundary of the IRE is generated. Its intensity decays exponentially as the 
sample is penetrated. The penetration depth, dp is the distance measured from the 
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IRE surface where the original intensity of the evanescent field decayed to 37 % 
(1/e). Usually, dp is on the scale of micrometers, as calculated by using 
Eq.(1-4)49 

        (1-4)  

where n21=n2/n1 and λ the wavelength of the IR light. The penetration depth 

increases with longer wavelengths of the incident IR beam. Therefore, the 

relative intensity of transmission and ATR spectra is expected to deviate.50 The 

path length necessary in an equivalent TIRS experiment, yielding the same 

absorbance as an ATR experiment, is called the effective thickness de, and given 

in Eq. (1-5). 

          (1-5) 

When taking ZnSe (n1=2.4) or Ge (n1=4.0) as IRE materials, a typical organic 
solvent (n2=1.5), and an angle of incidence of 45°, the effective thickness is 
estimated to be 2 μm and 0.664 μm for the respective materials at 1000 cm-1. 
This very short effective thickness is unique for ATR-IR, and renders it the 
method of choice to probe bulk liquids, that in a normal TIR arrangement fully 
absorb the IR light. This advantage was used in the studies presented in Chapters 
4,6 and 7. If necessary, ATR-IR was combined with MES (vide infra) to further 
enhance the sensitivity.  

In catalytic studies, the IRE is coated with a catalyst and the catalyst-bulk 
interface can be investigated. The catalyst films are prepared by physical vapour 
deposition51, 52, or by evaporation of a suspension of industrial catalysts on the 
IRE53, so that a homogenous catalyst film is formed.  

Since in ATR, the interface and the bulk phase are probed simultaneously but 
not separately, a bulk phase reference spectrum is necessary for subtraction from 
the in-situ spectra. In Chapter 4, spectra obtained by, ATR and PM-IRRAS are 
compared and show that high surface sensitivity is given for both techniques.  
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1.2.5 Other Techniques Suitable for Surface Vibrational Spectroscopy 

Vibrational surface information may also be obtained by scattering photons 
(DRIFTS, Raman spectroscopy), electrons (electron energy loss spectroscopy, 
EELS) or neutrons (inelastic neutrons scattering, INS).  

Application of DRIFTS is restricted to investigate solid-gas interfaces, and it 
is widely applied in in situ spectroscopic investigations of catalytic systems.54 
Raman spectroscopy often yields complementary information to IR 
spectroscopy; Its application to probe the solid-liquid interface, however, is 
limited. EELS and INS cannot be applied in such dense systems, but serve as 
indispensable tools for fundamental studies. Sum-frequency generation (SFG), a 
method in which two lasers, a visible, and a tunable infrared laser are combined, 
is an excellent method to observe surface species covered with a liquid phase, 
and may be used to confirm spectral features observed by ATR-IR and PM-
IRRAS. 

1.3 Modulation Excitation Spectroscopy (MES) 

A major obstacle for in situ spectroscopic studies in heterogeneous catalysis is 
in the fact that the total amount of reactants, intermediates, and products present 
at the catalytic interface amount to only one monolayer or even less. Hence, the 
signal from spectator species and noise overrides the signal from the active 
species by many orders of magnitude. Detection of species undergoing a 
transformation can be compared to the search for a needle in a haystack.55 

Selective filtering of the signal to observe the transforming active species is 
achieved by applying modulation excitation spectroscopy (MES). This method 
involves periodical stimulation of an external parameter, such as concentration, 
temperature, electric potential, pH, or absolute configuration. The system under 
investigation responds to the stimulation with a frequency-dependent delay in 
time, called phase delay (φ).56, 57 
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The principle of MES is illustrated in Figure 1-6. The system’s response (gray 
line) to a periodic stimulation (black line) is measured. Measuring points are 
indicated by asterisks. The shorter the time interval (Δt) between two measuring 
points, the higher is the time resolution, important for kinetics studies. Usually, 
several full periods are measured consecutively, and averaged, thus achieving a 
very high signal to noise ratio. The first period(s) usually help the system to 
reach a quasi steady state; these so called dummy periods are not further taken 
into account in the analysis of the data.  

 

Figure 1-6. Principle of MES: A perturbation is applied in repetitive manner (black line) 
provoking a time delayed response of the active species. High sampling frequency and 
averaging of many excitation cycles leads to time resolved spectra with an enhanced signal 
to noise ratio. 

Time-resolved spectra are treated mathematically to obtain phase-resolved 
spectra by so-called phase sensitive detection (PSD)57, according to Eq.( 1-6). 

 , sin  cos    (1-6) 

Ak (φk
PSD), being the phase domain response obtained by integration of the 

time-domain response A(ν,t) multiplied by a sine function with the 
demodulation frequency k=1 for the fundamental frequency and k=2,3,… for 
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higher harmonics. T represents the modulation period, φk
PSD is the demodulation 

phase that can be selected by the operator, and ω is the modulation frequency.  

Eq. 1-6 shows that if φk
PSD is equal to the phase lag (φk), the amplitude 

reaches its maximum level, it is “in-phase”. Furthermore, Eq. (1-6) yields zero 
for all species responding with a frequency different to the modulation 
frequency, i.e. noise, and for spectator species, hence species that do not respond 
to the stimulation. Noise and spectator signals are effectively filtered off, and 
again the signal to noise ratio is enhanced.  

Another important result of the PSD is that species with a different phase lags 
with respect to the stimulation reach their maximum intensity in the phase 
domain having different φk

PSD. Signals exhibiting the same phase angle belong 
to the same species or are formed at the same time. This is how sequences of 
chemical reactions can be elucidated and kinetics studies can be performed. 

In Chapters 2, 3, 4, 6 ME was combined with PM-IRRAS or ATR-IR. 
Thereby chemical reactions and dynamics were observed at a time resolution of 
about 1 s with minimal disturbances from solvent species and noise. 

1.4 Model reactions and Probe Molecules  

Model systems studied in this thesis are of importance in industrial processes, 
or may lead to a new fundamental understanding of reaction mechanisms. 
Furthermore, probe molecules were employed to verify the newly developed 
solid-liquid PM-IRRAS technique, and to investigate intra-molecular and inter-
molecular interactions. The reactions and probe molecules are briefly 
introduced. 

1.4.1 Carboxylic Acids  

Carboxylic acids served as probe molecules for PM-IRRAS. The acid’s 
intense carboxyl C=O stretching vibration is an optimal indicator for the state of 
the acid molecules. In apolar solutions, a concentration-dependent equilibrium 
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between the monomeric and dimeric form of the carboxylic acids is established. 
Whether the equilibrium lies on the side of the monomeric or dimeric species 
may easily be verified by IRS since the dimer band is shifted to lower 
wavenumber by about 50 cm-1. In contact with a base, the acid is deprotonated, 
and the carboxylate salt is formed. Carboxylates have lower vibration 
frequencies than their corresponding acids since the carbon-oxygen bonds are 
resonant between C=O and C-O. The IR frequencies for monomeric and dimeric 
forms of carboxylic acids and carboxylates are summarized in Table 1-1. 

Table 1-2. Infrared band ranges of carboxylic acid monomers, dimers and carboxylates58 

Species Band  Range(cm-1) 

Carboxylic acid monomer

 
ν(C=O) 1760-1730a 

Carboxylic acid dimer

 

ν(C=O) 1715-1680a 

Carboxylate

 

νas(C=O) 1650-1540 

νsy(C=O) 1450-1360 

a) Data correspond to aromatic carboxylic acids 

The strategy of a study presented in Chapter 4 was to use a highly diluted 
acidic apolar solutions, that were continuously admitted and removed, i.e. 
modulated, to the PM-IRRAS cell to investigate the monomer dimer 
equilibrium. Furthermore, the reflective element was coated with an Al2O3 layer. 
The carboxylic acid is deprotonated by the basic sites of this layer and the 
formed carboxylate is known to bind on the alumina surface. Employing 
carboxylic acids should therefore be an unambiguous test verifying the surface 
and liquid phase sensitivity of PM-IRRAS. 

1.4.2 CO Adsorption and Oxidation  

 Adsorption and oxidation of CO is probably the best studied reaction, and has 

attracted significant attention in literature, due to the importance of its removal 
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from industrial and automotive combustion exhaust, and in electrocatalysis 

where CO acts as a poison in the anodic reaction of fuel cells.59, 60  

 CO per se is an excellent probe molecule due to its strong interaction with 

transition metal catalysts and its sensitivity towards the electronic state and 

surface property of the metal. The interaction is explained by molecular orbital 

theory showing that CO frontier orbitals are located at the carbon atom. This is 

why the CO binds via the carbon to catalyst surface (Figure 1-7). The frontier 

orbitals are significantly changed upon chemisorptions of the CO on the metal, 

as the Blyholder model explains.61 The filled 3σ orbital donates electrons to the 

empty metal orbitals of similar symmetry. On the other hand, filled metal dπ 

orbitals overlap with the antibonding 2π* molecular orbital of CO. Hence, the 

stronger the donation, the stronger the backdonation. As a consequence of this 

process, the bond-order of the carbon oxygen bond decreases, which leads to a 

lower CO stretching vibration frequency, observable by IR.  

 
Figure 1-7. Left; Molecular orbital diagram of CO. Middle: Frontier orbitals and the 
donation-backdonation mechanism. Right; Predominant CO adsorption modes and the 
corresponding vibration frequencies of the CO stretching vibration for Pt and Pd.62 

 

 In addition, CO is found to adsorb in different modes on the metal surface as 

“on-top” and “bridged” characterized by their unique vibration frequency. The 
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adsorption mode is also dependent on coverage63, temperature64 and geometry of 

the metal.63  

 In this thesis, adsorption of CO from the liquid phase and its oxidation by 

molecular O2 on Pt, serves as a model reaction. The surface sensitivity of PM-

IRRAS and its capability to detect at the same time an adsorbed species and the 

dissolved reaction product (CO2) is verified (Chapter 3). 

1.4.3 Aerobic Oxidation of Benzyl Alcohol  

Over the past decade, and with the implementation of stringent ecological 
standards, the aim to substitute toxic inorganic oxidants with more 
environmentally benign reactants was pursued, exploiting the use of molecular 
oxygen for alcohol oxidation. Direct use of molecular oxygen is a green 
chemistry approach to the production of aldehydes and acids since the oxidant is 
used up during the reaction leaving water as the only byproduct.65 

 

Figure 1-8. Selective oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde over Pd using molecular 
oxygen.  

The selective oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde, which is the 
simplest but most important aromatic industrial aldehyde (20kt/a)66, has served 
as a model reaction to better understand the reaction mechanism. The 
transformation was investigated on solid Pd catalyst.67 A considerable 
knowledge about the reaction mechanism has been accumulated, to a great 
extent in the Baiker Group. 

Most importantly, it is accepted that the key step in the reaction is the 
dehydrogenation of the alcohol on the Pd surface.68-70 Interestingly, it was found 
that the oxidation takes place under anaerobic and aerobic atmosphere, however 
with different reaction rates and products.69 71 The selectivity could be 
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significantly enhanced under aerobic conditions and explained with 
spectroscopic studies.62, 72 It was also clarified by in-situ EXAFS measurements 
that the oxidation proceeds best while the catalyst is in its metallic state.73 

In Chapter 5, PM-IRRAS was the method employed to learn more about the 
influence of aerobic and anaerobic conditions on the selectivity and activity of 
the Pd catalyst. 

1.4.4 Asymmetric Hydrogenations Using Cinchona Alkaloids 

Chiral molecules obtained by enantioselective hydrogenation are of high 
value, especially to the pharmaceutical industry.74 For their production, 
elaborated organometallic complexes bearing chiral ligands have been 
synthesized, and have been widely applied. The tremendous progress made in 
homogeneous enantioselective hydrogenation was awarded with the Nobel Prize 
in Chemistry for Knowles75 and Noyori76 in 2002.  

Combining the inherent technical advantages of heterogeneous catalysis 
connected to separation, recycling, and regeneration with the highly 
enantioselective homogeneous catalyst is the basis of the idea to use chiral 
organic molecules (modifiers) to impart chirality on metal surfaces.77-80 Among 
the many possibilities to do so, adsorbing chiral modifiers on achiral surfaces 
turned out to be most promising.78 The modifier strongly adsorbs on the metal 
surface, forms a “chiral pocket”, and translates its chiral information to co-
adsorbed prochiral reactants in such a way that enantiodifferentiation occurs. 
Cinchona alkaloids, a natural product found in the bark, stem, and roots of the 
Cinchona tree, proved to be efficient and are widely used as chiral modifiers in 
the enantioselective hydrogenation on Pd and Pt.  

The cinchona-Pd system is suited to hydrogenate α,β-unsaturated carboxylic 
acids yielding up to 93 % of enantiomeric excess (ee).81 The way how the chiral 
information is carried from the modifier to the substrate is far away from being 
understood. It has been hypothesized that one82-84 or more85-88 acid molecules 
interact via hydrogen bonds with the basic cinchonidine, used as a modifier. In 
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Chapter 6, the interaction mode between cinchonidine and 2-methyl-2-hexenoic 
acid is investigated in depth and by combination of ATR-IR MES, NMR, DFT 
and ab inito molecular dynamics. 

 

Figure 1-9. Enantioselecitve ethyl-pyruvate hydrogenation to ethyl lactate. Employing 
cinchonidine (CD) as a chiral modifier yields the (R)-handed product and quinidine (QD) 
the (S)-handed product. 

In contrast, the mechanistic understanding of cinchona modified Pt, applied in 
the hydrogenation of activated ketones is better developed. The Orito reaction89, 

90, i.e. the enantioselecitve hydrogenation of alkyl-pyruvates in acetic acid, 
serves as the prototype reaction. Chiral induction can be well rationalized by the 
stereocenters highlighted in Figure 1-9.91 Up to 98% ee were achieved for this 
reaction.92, 93Inverting the two stereocentres highlighted in Figure 1-9 yields a 
diastereoisomer that induces opposite handedness in the product (in Figure 1-9 
the modifiers CD and QD are shown). There are a number of other CD 
derivatives which have been discovered to be effective for this reaction.94 
Among other factors, the adsorption mode and adsorption strength of these 
modifiers have been identified as being crucial for enantiodifferentiation. 

In Chapter 7 the competition of modifiers for surface sites is investigated in a 
continuous and dynamic manner by ATR-IR spectroscopy. These investigations 
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give new insights into the relative adsorption strength and molecular adsorption 
mode of cinchona alkaloids. 

1.5 Aim of the Thesis 

The main goal of this thesis is to understand chemical phenomena and 
transformations occurring at the solid-liquid interface under real (technical) 
conditions on a molecular level. Designing, developing and applying a new 
spectroscopic device to sensitively and simultaneously probe surface and liquid 
phase molecules at solid-liquid interfaces was a prerequisite to achieve this aim. 
Such a device will allow investigation of heterogeneously catalyzed reactions in-
situ and without the so-called pressure gap between vacuum and catalytic 
conditions, common for many high-vacuum spectroscopic techniques. CO 
oxidation, benzyl alcohol oxidation and adsorption of acids on alumina are 
chosen as model systems. Spectral features of PM-IRRA are compared with 
calculated, transmission, and ATR-IR spectra to underline the power and 
versatility of the novel technique.  

In a further step, PM-IRRAS should be combined with MES to study the 
influence of physicochemical parameters in the region of the solid-liquid 
interface at high time resolution and enhanced sensitivity. 

 Finally, ATR-IR is employed and supported by catalytic and NMR 
experiments aiming to clarify important aspects found in the heterogeneous 
enantioselective hydrogenation of α,β-unsaturated acids and α-functionalized 
ketones.
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2. Design and performance of a flow-through PM-
IRRAS cell for time-resolved simultaneous surface 
and liquid phase detection under concentration and 
temperature perturbations 

 

Design and performance of a flow-through cell for polarization-modulation infrared 
reflection-absorption spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS) suitable for simultaneous monitoring of 
species on surface and in liquid phase on a molecular level at a high time-resolution (ca. 1s) 
are presented. In particular, the cell was designed to allow periodic concentration and 
temperature perturbations and thus excite physicochemical phenomena of interest occurring at 
solid-liquid interfaces. Utilizing the perturbations and spectral responses of both surface and 
liquid phase species, their dynamic behavior, kinetics, and correlations can be studied. The 
detection sensitivity is greatly enhanced by the data processing employed in modulation 
excitation spectroscopy (MES). The cell design is based on a theoretical model. The IR beam 
path through a multiple-phase system consisting of air, prism, and liquid as well as light 
reflection at the surface of a sample were considered in order to maximize the detected IR 
light intensity and absorption by surface molecules. Its high surface sensitivity was 
demonstrated by CO adsorption on a thin Pt film in a liquid phase. Combination of the PM-
IRRAS with concentration MES led to a significant sensitivity enhancement for the detection 
of surface and liquid phase species. The temperature, tunable in a wide range from 263-343 
K, could be controlled within an accuracy of 0.1 K and also modulated periodically in a 
completely reversible manner, thus allowing accurate temperature MES experiments. With 
these capabilities, dynamic physicochemical processes at solid-liquid interfaces can be 
sensitively investigated. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Infrared spectroscopy is widely applied for understanding chemical, 
biological, and physical phenomena occurring at various interfaces. Since the 
first transmission measurements of adsorbed CO on Pt29, a variety of surface-
sensitive vibrational spectroscopic techniques have been developed to probe 
surface species, yielding information on the electronic states, orientations, and 
intermolecular interactions of the adsorbates.34, 35, 95 Among them, infrared 
reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS), also known as IRAS or RAIRS, 
has been widely used due to its high surface sensitivity, contained rich chemical 
information, non-invasive nature, and low cost compared to other techniques. 
Information on the spatial configuration of surface molecules can be extracted 
using the surface selection rule.95 The well developed optoelectric theory of 
IRRAS predicts strong IR absorption by surface molecules, when the incident IR 
beam approaches the surface at near grazing angle.34, 35, 96 The external reflection 
configuration of IRRAS renders this technique more suited for probing surface 
species present on thick metal films compared to transmission29 and attenuated 
total reflection50 arrangements, where the large portion of the incident IR light is 
absorbed or reflected by the films. The surface sensitivity of IRRAS can be 
further enhanced by its combination with polarization-modulation (PM) by 
means of a photoelastic modulator (PEM).39-41 The resulting method, PM-
IRRAS, has particular advantages over IRRAS such as sensitivity enhancement 
and excellent compensation of bulk species above surface (here the “bulk” phase 
is defined as the phase through which the IR beam travels before and after 
surface reflection). Furthermore, PM-IRRAS allows time-resolved 
investigations at ambient pressure, i.e. in situ conditions, for example at the gas-
solid16, 42, 43, gas-liquid44, 45, and solid-liquid36, 37, 46, 47 interfaces. Another great 
advantage of PM-IRRAS is that the bulk and surface information can be 
separated but obtained simultaneously. Recently, we have reported the PM-
IRRAS cell designed to simultaneously obtain in situ chemical information 
about surface and gas phase during CO oxidation on a Pt catalyst.48 
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In this chapter, the scope of our previous work, i.e. simultaneous detection of 
surface and gas phase species under in situ conditions, has been extended to the 
monitoring of surface and liquid phase species. This is significantly more 
challenging due to the presence of liquid phase molecules, whose concentration 
is typically much higher than that of surface species. We present the design and 
performance of a flow-through cell for PM-IRRAS at solid-liquid interfaces. In 
comparison to the in situ flow-through IRRAS cells used in the field of 
electrochemistry37, 97-99, the cell allows fast and periodic perturbations of 
concentration and temperature. These perturbations can be used for modulation 
excitation spectroscopy (MES) for sensitivity enhancement and dynamic process 
analysis. The crucial design parameters are obtained and optimized based on 
optoelectric theory. The performance with regard to surface sensitivity is shown 
by CO adsorption on Pt. The simultaneous detection of salicylic acid on an 
Al2O3 surface and in liquid phase is demonstrated by concentration MES.56, 57 
Finally, the temperature profile during a temperature-modulation experiment is 
reported. To our knowledge, this study is the first attempt to i) simultaneously 
obtain surface and liquid phase spectra by PM-IRRAS, ii) acquire these spectra 
at high time-resolution (ca. 1s), iii) combine PM-IRRAS with concentration 
MES, and iv) implement temperature MES for PM-IRRAS at solid-liquid 
interfaces. 

2.2 Theoretical Background 

2.2.1 Surface IRRA Spectroscopy 

Considering the light reflection on a surface, an incident IR light can be 
conveniently resolved into two orthogonal components, p-(parallel) and s-
(perpendicular) polarization whose direction is defined with respect to the plane 
spanned by the incident and reflected IR light. In other words, the electric field 
vector of p-polarization oscillates perpendicular to the surface, while that of s-
polarization oscillates parallel to the surface. Upon reflection at the surface, the 
phase of the light can be shifted by δ, relative to the incoming light. Surface 
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molecules interact with the electric field sum of the incident and reflected light. 
The sum of s- and p- components (Es and Ep) are described by Eqs.(2-1) and (2-
2), respectively,100 

sin   sin           (2-1) 
sin sin   sin         (2-2) 

where Es
i and Ep

i are the electric field amplitudes of the incident light of the 
respective polarization,  is an arbitrary phase of the incoming light, and  and 

 are the phase shifts of the respective polarizations upon reflection. The 
reflectivity coefficients rs and rp can be assumed ~1 for metallic surfaces. For p-
polarization, Ep is shown as the surface normal component ( ) because of the 
negligible amplitude of the surface parallel component (Ep

║) of the electric field 
at near grazing incident angle which is typical for IRRAS. For s-polarization a 
phase shift of ~180° occurs, independent of the incident angle φ.34 Consequently 
and as evident form Eq. (2-1), incident and reflected s-polarizations combine 
destructively near the surface and no information on adsorbed molecules can be 
obtained. On the other hand, for p-polarization, the phase shift due to surface 
reflection is small (ca. : 0-50°), except at highly grazing conditions (i.e., 
incident angle > 85°) where the shift suddenly increases to 180°.34 Therefore, 
incident and reflected p-polarization combine constructively (Eq. (2-2)) near the 
surface leading to an enhanced electric field normal to the surface. Therefore in 
IRRAS p-polarization is used to probe the surface as clearly demonstrated by the 
pioneering studies of Francis and Ellison.35  

It should be noted that the quantity to be maximized upon designing of an 
IRRAS cell is the light absorption by surface species such as adsorbates. The 
surface absorption factor (Abs), an indicator of how much light is absorbed by 
the adsorbates, is proportional to  and the probed surface area, which varies 
with  as described by Eq. (2-3).101 

  sec          (2-3) 
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For an incident angle  of 88° the surface adsorption factor is up to 25 greater 
compared to transmission spectroscopy.34  

2.2.2 Modulation Excitation PM-IRRA Spectroscopy 

PM-IRRAS is operated in the same principle as IRRAS with the difference in 
that the s- and p-polarizations are modulated, i.e. alternatingly generated in time. 
A typical experimental PM-IRRAS set-up is excellently described by Buffeteau 
et al.102 In PM-IRRAS the surface spectrum S is obtained by Eq. (2-4) resulting 
from the division of the two independently and simultaneously recorded signals 
through different electronic channels (IAC and IDC),103 

      (2-4) 

where γ is a constant that takes into account the polarization-dependent 
optoelectronic responses, g is a constant which accounts for different gain and 
filtering of the two channels, and J0 and J2 are zero- and second-order Bessel 
functions originating from the PEM. S is calculated at maximum dephasing φo 

which is introduced by the PEM. Eq. (2-4) can be simplified assuming 
, leading to the following equation. 

∆         (2-5) 

The numerator and denominator of Eq. (2-5) describe the difference and sum 
of the p- and s-polarized reflectivities (Rp and Rs), respectively. Due to the 
destructive and constructive interference between incident and reflected light at 
the surface, s-polarization (Rs) in principle only contains information about the 
bulk phase (here liquid) above the surface, whereas p-polarization (Rp) 
additionally contains the information on surface species. Hence, the numerator, 
the difference reflectivity, contains rich surface information as well as some 
bulk phase information due to the polarization-dependent reflectivities. The 
denominator, the sum reflectivity, contains mainly bulk phase information 
typically due to much larger IR absorption by bulk (in particular liquid) species 
than the surface species. Division of these difference and sum reflectivities as 
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shown in Eq. (2-5) cancels out the signals due to bulk phase species, yielding 
PM-IRRA surface spectrum with excellent compensation of bulk phase 
contributions.48, 102  

PM-IRRA spectrum is often shown in a normalized form as in Eq. (2-6), i.e. 
dividing sample (e.g. adsorbates on surface) PM-IRRA surface spectrum Ssample 
by that of reference Sreference (e.g. bare surface without adsorbates). Applying the 
same optoelectronic settings, the constants and the J2 in Eq. (2-5) vanish.  

        (2-6) 

Another great advantage of PM-IRRAS is that both difference and sum 
reflectivities can be measured at the same time so that surface and bulk phase 
species are monitored simultaneously.48 In case of PM-IRRAS at solid-liquid 
interfaces, the concentration of surface species with respect to that of liquid 
species is expected to be remarkably low; hence the complete compensation of 
the liquid phase contributions is unlikely and an employment of a technique 
combinable with PM-IRRAS is necessary for sensitivity enhancement especially 
for surface species detection. Modulation excitation spectroscopy (MES)56, 57 
can be used in a combined manner to greatly enhance the sensitivity towards 
both surface and bulk species.48 MES utilizes a periodic perturbation of a 
parameter, so-called stimulation, such as concentration and temperature. 
Repeatedly stimulating a system leads to an oscillating response of certain 
signals which are influenced by the stimulation. The response oscillates 
typically at the same frequency as that of the stimulation with a possible delay 
(phase delay or phase lag) in time. By averaging a number of periodic responses 
and also the mathematical treatment of the averaged response, namely phase 
sensitive detection (PSD), the sensitivity is greatly enhanced and the detection 
limit is significantly lowered. Furthermore, information about transformation 
kinetics can be obtained from the phase delay and the response amplitude. A 
more detailed description of the principles and application of MES and PSD can 
be found elsewhere.56, 57  
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2.3 Design of PM-IRRAS cell for solid-liquid interface detection  

Some points have to be carefully considered in the cell design. The crucial 
components include a reflective element (RE) such as a metal and particularly 
its surface, the liquid above the RE, and the IR transparent crystal material 
above the liquid. The incident IR light travels from the atmosphere into the 
crystal and then the liquid, and is reflected at the RE. The reflected light travels 
further through the liquid, the crystal, and the atmosphere to reach the detector. 
Higher IR light absorption by liquid phase species than by gas phase species and 
the additional interfaces due to the presence of the crystal compared to a gas-
solid interface detection demand careful optimization of design parameters. First 
of all, the IR light has to reach the detector in a wide frequency range, ideally in 
the whole spectrum range, by achieving a very thin liquid layer thickness above 
the RE. Therefore, a precise control of the liquid film thickness in the order of a 
few micrometers is a prerequisite, and a homogeneous flatness of the RE surface 
is necessary for a proper thickness control.37, 97 Secondly and most importantly, 
the signals due to surface species, i.e. the surface absorption factor in Eq. (2-3), 
on the reflective element (RE) should be maximized by carefully optimizing the 
incident angle. The second point requires successful accomplishment of the first 
point to enhance the surface species signals with respect to those of liquid 
species. Another important design issue is its compatibility with MES for 
concentration and temperature perturbations. A flow-through design, 
comparable to that introduced by the flow-through ATR-IR cell104, is employed 
to achieve fast and efficient concentration modulation. Furthermore, an efficient 
design of heating elements for temperature modulation is pursued by means of 
thermoelectric cooling and heating. Clearly, to meet all above-mentioned 
specifications, high-precision mechanics with proper selections of the materials 
for the cell and the RE are crucial. In the following sections, we describe in 
detail the applied theoretical models and the choice of the design parameters.  
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2.3.1 Optimization of Light Path and Surface Sensitivity 

The light path through a four-component system consisting of air, a prism, a 
liquid and a RE is considered. A schematic drawing of the IR light path within 
the cell is illustrated in Figure 2-1. 

 

Figure 2-1. Schematic drawing of the IR beam path used in the design of a PM-IRRAS cell 
for solid-liquid interface investigation. The fraction of light being reflected or transmitted is 
indicated by the product of the relevant reflectance R or transmittance T; α is the prism-
angle and β the incident angle at the metal surface 

The aim of this theoretical account is to maximize the electric field 
perpendicular to the surface, conveniently represented by the surface absorption 
factor (Eq. (2-3)), as well as the terminal (i.e. detected) light intensity, both 
being a function of the prism angle α, assuming surface-normal incidence of the 
IR light from air to the prism with the intensity of I0. The light intensity I0 
decreases to I0TA,B, where TA,B is the transmittance at the interface between 
components A and B when light travels from A to B. The transmittance is 
polarization-dependent and can be obtained from the Fresnel equations. After 
rearrangements, we obtain the following equations,38  

, , tA,B,        (2-7) 

, , tA,B,        (2-8) 

tA,B,        (2-9) 
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tA,B,        (2-10) 

where TA,B,s and TA,B,p are the transmittances and tA,B,s and tA,B,p are transmission 
coefficients of s- and p-polarizations, respectively. At the normal incident angle, 
the transmittance is polarization-independent and the equations can be 
simplified.38 

          (2-11) 

The transmittance at the air-prism interface is denoted as T1 (=Tair-prism), which 
is obtained by Eq. (2-11) because of the normal incidence, and the transmitted 
light intensity can be expressed as I0T1. CaF2 was chosen as the prism material 
due to its transmittance property in the mid-IR and the chemical resistance to 
most chemicals. A constant CaF2 refractive index nprism of 1.399 was assumed 
due to its minor wavelength-dependency in the IR-range.105 The IR light 
approaches the liquid surface with incident angle α as shown in Figure 2-1. This 
angle, identical to the prism angle, was subject to the optimization of the final 
cell performance. At the prism-liquid interface, the light is partially refracted 
and reflected, the respective amounts being largely dependent on α. The angle of 
refraction β was calculated by the Snell’s Law.38 The refracted light intensity 
transmitted into the liquid is described by I0T1T2 where T2 is the transmittance at 
the prism-liquid interface Tprism,liquid obtained from Eqs. (2-7, 2-8). Please note 
that T2 is polarization-dependent (Eqs. (2-7, 2-8)) and the refracted light 
intensities of the perpendicular and parallel polarizations have to be considered 
separately. The light then passes through the liquid and reaches the RE surface 
at the incident angle of β. The IR light absorption by the liquid and the 
consequent light intensity decrease are neglected here. Upon the light reflection 
at the RE surface, complex phenomena such as the phase change of the electric 
field occur. The changes of the light phase and intensity, which are polarization-
dependent, can be described by the Fresnel coefficients taking complex 
refractive indices into account by the following equations,96 

, ,         (2-12) 
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, ,         (2-13) 

where μL, μRE and εL, εRE are the magnetic permeabilities and complex dielectric 
constants of the liquid and RE, respectively. μL and μRE were assumed to be 1, 
and εL and εRE were obtained from the following relation, 

    /  ,ε           
    /           (2−14) 

where nRE is the complex refractive index of the RE and nL is the refractive 
index of the liquid. ξRE is the angular dependent quantity which is defined as 
follows.96 

ξ       sin   /       (2-15) 

The phase changes of the perpendicular and parallel polarizations, δL,RE,s and 
δL,RE,p upon the reflection at RE can be obtained from the arguments of the 
Fresnel coefficients.96 

, ,   , ,

, ,
        (2-16) 

, ,   , ,

, ,
       (2-17) 

The polarization-dependent reflectance R at the interface can be written as 
follows. 

R   |r | , R |r |        (2-18) 

As briefly described in the principle of reflection-absorption IR spectroscopy, 
proper calculation of the phase changes is of central importance for the 
evaluation of surface sensitivity. After the surface reflection, the IR light travels 
to the detector through the liquid, the prism, and finally the air, encountering 
refraction at the liquid-prism interface and transmission at the prism-air 
interfaces with the transmittances T3 and T4, respectively. Finally, a detected 
light intensity can be expressed as I0T1T2RT3T4 where T2, R, and T3 are 
polarization-dependent.  
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In the assumed multi-component system, the detected light intensity and the 
light absorption by surface species greatly depend on the geometry of the CaF2 
prism and refractive index of a solvent. Figure 2-2 shows the calculated surface 
absorption factor (based on Eq. 2-3) and the overall transmittance (considering 
Eqs. (2-7 to 2-18)), for water, toluene, and cyclohexane as solvents. The 
refractive indices of the solvents 
( 1.32, 1.426, 1.49  and a metallic RE 
(ñ 3 30) were used for the calculations.  

 

Figure 2-2. Prism angle dependent surface absorption factor for water, toluene (tol), and 
cyclohexane (chx). The inset shows the overall transmittance as a function of the prism 
angle. 

For all solvents the surface absorption factor increases with the prism angle α, 
reaching a maximum before a steep decrease. The angle at which the absorption 
factor becomes zero after the decrease corresponds to the critical angle for total 
reflection at the prism-liquid interface. As also shown in the inset of Figure 2-2, 
the ATR phenomena occur at a smaller prism angle in the order of water, 
toluene, and cyclohexane. Surface absorption factor is maximized when the 
prism angle is 69°, 77°, and 82° for water, toluene, and cyclohexane, 
respectively. Consequently, the surface signal is predicted to be enhanced by 
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about 13, 11, and 6 times compared to simple transmission experiments for 
water, cyclohexane, and toluene, respectively. Based on the results presented 
here, a prism angle of 75° has been chosen to be appropriate, as this would allow 
the usage of most organic solvents relevant in heterogeneous catalysis at solid-
liquid interfaces. A system containing low refractive index liquid such as 
aqueous systems requires a smaller (< 65°) prism angle47 or a non-zero incident 
angle at the air-prism interface at the cost of some light loss due to reflection at 
the interface. 

2.3.2 Cell Design 

Figure 2-3 shows a schematic drawing of the PM-IRRAS cell for solid-liquid 
interface investigations.  

 

Figure 2-3. (Left) Entire view of the PM-IRRAS cell in the open mode. (Right) Cross-
section of the cell in the closed mode. (1) IR light path; (2) CaF2 prism; (3) Reflective 
element (sample); (4) Micrometer; (5) Calibration knob for the control of liquid layer 
thickness; (6) Fluid-inlets; (7) Fluid-outlet; (8) Peltier elements; (9) In- and outlets for 
external temperature regulation; (10) Entrance for thermocouple at the Peltier element; (11) 
Entrance for the thermocouple at the reflective element. 

The CaF2 prism (CASIX, 28x12x10 mm) directs the incoming IR light 
through a liquid film to the RE. The distance between the prism and the RE can 
be adjusted in the range of 0-100 μm using a calibration knob and controlled 
with an accuracy of 2 μm or less using an installed micrometer (Tesa, Tesatast, 
0.002 mm). An aluminum plate (16(l)x6(w)x2(d) mm3) with rounded corners 
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serves as the RE. A polishing procedure, using a Struers LaboPol5 device, was 
elaborated to reduce the unevenness of the RE to a minimum. Stepwise 
reduction of the abrasive grain size, from 6.0 to 0.04 μm yielded well-polished 
sample plates. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) and scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) analyses showed that the surface roughness is less than 70 
nm in height, which is sufficiently smaller than the desired liquid thickness and 
also IR light wavelength. The RE is embedded in a stainless steel holder and a 
viton O-ring is used for sealing and keeping the RE in place. Liquids can be 
admitted in a continuous manner to the cell from two lines coinciding directly 
above the RE. This design allows efficient concentration modulation, i.e. the 
alternating liquid flow from the two lines with little mixing volume of the two 
lines, as described elsewhere.104 This design is particularly beneficial for 
exchanging solutions in comparison to the other flow-through design optimized 
for electrochemical studies, where solution enters though a hole drilled in the 
CaF2 prism.97, 99 The typical exchange time of solutions using our design is ca. 
200 ms and it can be controlled by changing the flow-rate and also the liquid-
film thickness. Two Peltier elements (Melcor SH 1.0-95-05L), one on each side 
of the sample holder, as shown in Figure 2-3, are attached to regulate the sample 
temperature. Setting and control for the temperature modulation experiments are 
done by means of LabView software. The characteristic temperatures of the cell 
are measured using two thermocouples (Texas Instruments NIcRO-9211), one 
located directly at the Peltier element and the other closely behind the RE. The 
evolution of both temperatures can be monitored and recorded by LabView. 
With the two water-flow controlled elements made of aluminum, adjacent to 
both Peltier elements and whose temperature is controlled by an external 
thermostat (Lauda M3), an equilibrium temperature of the cell without 
thermoelectric cooling/heating can be set. The cell is fixed on a linear and rotary 
stage located in the sample compartment of an IR spectrometer allowing fine 
tuning of the cell position and the incident angle.  
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2.3.3 Experimental Details 

The above-described cell was fixed in the sample compartment of a Bruker 
PMA50 module, equipped with a polarization modulation set-up and a mercury 
cadmium telluride (MCT) detector, connected to the external beam port of a 
Bruker Vertex 70 spectrometer. The sample compartment was closed and 
purged with dry air during the experiments. Polarization modulation was 
performed at a frequency of 50 kHz with a photoelastic modulator (PEM, Hinds 
Instruments 100, ZnSe optical head) with a half-wave retardation at 1600 cm-1. 
A lock-in amplifier (Standford Research Systems, SR830 DSP) was used for 
demodulation. Spectra were recorded at a resolution of 4 cm-1. Solutions were 
provided from three bubble tanks, saturated with either N2, H2 (PanGas 5.0) or 
CO (PanGas, 10.15 % in Ar) depending on the performed experiments. 
Cyclohexane (Acros, pure) and salicylic acid (Fluka >99.5 %) were used as 
received. The two liquid inlets were connected to the bubble tanks via 1/16 inch 
tubing. A peristaltic pump (ISMATEC Reglo 100) placed behind the cell outlet 
was used to regulate the flow. For concentration modulation experiments the 
selection and alternation of incoming flow lines was achieved by two computer-
controlled pneumatically actuated three-way Teflon valves (Parker PV-1-2324). 

2.4 Performance 

2.4.1 Surface Sensitivity 

Adsorption of CO on Pt is well known and extensively described in literature, 
for example under ultra high vacuum106 or ambient pressure.48, 107 CO adsorption 
from liquid phase has also been investigated in situ using different types of Pt 
surfaces such as smooth polycrystalline electrodes108-110, defined single 
crystals111, nanoparticles112, and thin films.51 Recently, CO formed on the Pt 
surface as an intermediate in the electrooxidation of methanol and formic acid 
has gained attention due to its poisoning effect and the relevance in the fuel cell 
technology.98, 99, 113  
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Here, CO adsorption served as a simple proof of surface sensitivity due to its 
characteristic IR vibrations observed on the metal surface. A polished aluminum 
RE was first coated by a 10 nm Ta thin film as an adhesive layer, followed by 
coating of a 100 nm Pt thin film using plasma sputtering (PVD Products, 
magneton sputtering deposition, Ar flow: 10 sccm; Ta deposition: 150 W, 3 
mTorr, 49 s; Pt deposition: 360 W, 20 mTorr, 90 s). Prior to the admission of 
CO, the Pt surface was cleaned and reduced by passing H2-saturated 
cyclohexane over the RE for one hour to remove adsorbed molecules and dust 
particles adhered on the metal surface. After the pretreatment, CO-saturated 
cyclohexane was passed into the cell for 15 min and spectra were recorded.  

 

Figure 2-4. Spectra recorded after CO adsorption on a 100 nm Pt thin film. (Left) Sum 
reflectivity (Rp+Rs), difference reflectivity J2(Rp-Rs) and the raw PM-IRRA surface 
spectrum obtained by the quotient of the difference and the sum reflectivity J2(Rp-
Rs)/(Rp+Rs); the spectra are scaled and offset for clarity. (Right) Corresponding normalized 
surface spectra. Experimental parameters: CO saturated cyclohexane, flow rate 0.3 ml/min, 
10 μm liquid film thickness, 100 nm Pt thin film on 10 nm Ta thin film, 298 K.  

Figure 2-4 (left) shows the sum and difference reflectivity spectra as well as 
the ratio of the two in the IR region between 4000 and 800 cm-1. The sum 
reflectivity spectrum, simply indicated by (Rp+Rs) and exactly described in the 
denominator of Eq. (2-4), as well as the difference reflectivity spectrum, 
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indicated by J2(Rp-Rs) and exactly described in the numerator of Eq. (2-4), were 
recorded simultaneously in the two separate electronic channels. Division of the 
two reflectivities leads to the surface PM-IRRA spectrum labeled as J2(Rp-
Rs)/(Rp+Rs), in Figure 2-4. Interpretation of the surface PM-IRRA spectrum is 
difficult due to insufficient compensation of the solvent signals. This is clearly 
seen from the signals because solvent molecules appear in the surface spectrum 
when it is compared to the sum spectrum, given that the sum spectrum virtually 
serves as the transmission spectrum of the liquid film. An additional mean for 
liquid signal compensation is evidently necessary and this is achieved by the 
normalization procedure shown in Eq. (2-6), taking the surface spectrum 
measured in the presence of cyclohexane liquid layer after H2-pretreatment as 
the reference. The normalized PM-IRRA spectrum evidently shows the 
characteristic CO signals (Figure 2-4, right). The position of the prominent atop 
and bridged adsorbed CO bands, at 2062 and 1830 cm-1 respectively, are in full 
agreement with earlier experiments of adsorbed CO on Pt using CO-saturated 
solvents.51 A small shoulder at 1989 cm-1 was due to the imperfect compensation 
of the solvent bands. This experiment proves that the PM-IRRAS cell for solid-
liquid interfaces presented here is capable of selectively detecting adsorbed 
molecules on a sample surface through a liquid layer. 

2.4.2 ME PM-IRRAS – Liquid and Surface Spectra Obtained 

Simultaneously 

In this section, we aim to show the high sensitivity of PM-IRRAS towards 
liquid and surface species within the framework of concentration MES. MES 
can significantly lower the detection limit and allow kinetic studies of perturbed 
physicochemical processes.56, 57As shown later, the way spectra are acquired, 
averaged, and processed in MES is remarkably beneficial to sensitively monitor 
processes on surface and in liquid. 

As a test system, an acid interaction with an Al2O3 surface was chosen. 
Concentration ME PM-IRRAS was performed by modulating, i.e. alternately 
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passing a 10-4 M salicylic acid solution in cyclohexane against neat cyclohexane 
over a 10 nm Al2O3 thin film deposited on the aluminum RE prepared by 
physical vapor deposition (Blazers BEA-370, deposition rate: 0.05 nm/s; 
vacuum: 6x10-6 mbar). The liquid layer thickness was set to 10 μm. Typically 64 
spectra were collected per a modulation period. During the first half period the 
acid solution and in the second half period the neat solvent were passed through 
the PM-IRRAS cell. After a quasi steady-state was attained the time-resolved 
spectra were averaged over several modulation periods to increase the signal to 
noise ratio. Additionally, static signals common in both half periods as well as 
noise were removed using the mathematical treatment of MES, PSD, resulting in 
the phase-domain spectra, also called demodulated spectra.56, 57  

 

Figure 2-5. In-phase PM-IRRA liquid phase spectrum of salicylic acid in cyclohexane and 
in-phase PM-IRRA surface spectrum of salicylic acid interacting with Al2O3 in 
cyclohexane. Parameters: 10-4 M salicylic acid in N2-saturated cyclohexane, liquid film 
thickness: 10 µm; liquid flow: 0.3 ml/min over a 10 nm Al2O3 thin film deposited on Al; 
temperature: 288 K; the spectrum is averaged over 5 modulation periods at a modulation 
frequency: 2.3 mHz. 

The demodulated in-phase liquid phase and surface spectra of the acid in the 
region of 1800 to 1500 cm-1, obtained from the sum reflectivity and normalized 
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PM-IRRA surface spectrum, respectively, are shown in Figure 2-5. It should be 
reminded that the sum reflectivity can serve as the transmission spectrum of the 
solution. The liquid phase spectrum is almost free from noise and solvent signals 
(Figure 2-5, upper). It was obtained at a very high sensitivity, resolving bands 
well-below 50 microabsorbance. The in-phase surface spectrum on the other 
hand is greatly different from the liquid phase spectra showing one prominent 
band at 1663 cm-1 with a shoulder at 1633 cm-1 (Figure 2-5, lower). This 
experiment and the previous one dealing with CO adsorption on Pt prove that 
with PM-IRRAS using the cell reported here, not only the surface species but 
also the liquid species can be sensitively detected. 

The liquid phase band assignments of the acid have been described for polar 
and nonpolar solvents.114, 115 The prominent band at 1663 cm-1, arising from the 
carbonyl stretching mode of the acid dimer, was observed on the Al2O3 surface 
and in the liquid phase. In Figure 2-6a) and b), the time-dependent responses at 
1663 cm-1 during the concentration modulation experiment in the liquid and on 
the surface, respectively, are shown. In the liquid phase, a steep increase was 
observed when the acid solution enters the cell, reaching a steady-response only 
after 5 seconds. The removal of the acid from the solution in the cell by the neat 
solvent occurred in a similar fashion and time-scale, and the acid molecules 
were absent after ca. 5 seconds. On the other hand, the signal response of the 
surface band observed at the same frequency behaved slightly delayed. 
Although the surface signal was considerably noisier, the trend in the different 
temporal evolution was clear. The concentration increase of the acid on the 
surface was similar to that of the liquid phase (Figure 2-6a); however the 
removal of the salicylic acid dimer from the surface was notably slowed down 
compared to that in the liquid phase. A near-zero acid concentration level on the 
surface was attained after ca. 30 s in the second half period compared to 5 s for 
the liquid phase. This result was confirmed quantitatively by the phase-delay 
analysis56 obtained using PSD. The response of the signal at 1663 cm-1 was 
delayed with respect to the acid concentration stimulation by about 12.5°, while 
a longer delay quantified as a phase-delay of 18°, was observed for the surface 
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acid response under the current experimental condition. This example clearly 
shows the great sensitivity enhancement, excellent signal compensation of liquid 
phase species by MES, the possibility of separate yet simultaneous detection of 
liquid and surface species, and the possibility of dynamics studies of 
physicochemical processes at solid-liquid interfaces. 

 

Figure 2-6. a) Liquid and b) surface time-resolved PM-IRRAS signal at 1663 cm-1. 
Parameters: 10-4 M salicylic acid in N2-saturated cyclohexane over a 10 nm Al2O3 thin film, 
liquid film thickness: 10 µm; liquid flow: 0.3 ml/ min; temperature: 288 K; the signal is 
averaged over 12 modulation periods at a modulation frequency: 9.37 mHz.   

2.4.3 Temperature Control and Temperature Modulation 

The PM-IRRAS cell was tested in a broad temperature range between 263-
343 K. This range is typical for heterogeneously catalyzed reactions occurring at 
solid-liquid interfaces using organic solvents. The sample temperature can be 
controlled within the accuracy of 0.1 K. The liquid and surface temperatures can 
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be assumed equal due to the extremely small liquid layer thickness and high 
surface to volume ratio. For the temperature modulation experiment, the cell 
was filled with a 10-4 M solution of salicylic acid in cyclohexane. The 
temperature of the externally cooled thermostat was set at 288 K, not the mean 
but the lower limit of the modulated temperature, because of the efficient 
heating compared to the cooling of the cell. In Figure 2-7 the temperature 
profiles during periodic heating and cooling cycles are shown. Controlled 
temperature modulation started after the equilibration by the external cooling. 
The modulation cycle was repeated several times at a frequency of 2.35 mHz. 

 

Figure 2-7. Temperature profile during two temperature modulation experiments with the 
temperature ranges set at a) 289-301 K (ΔT = 12 K) and b) 289-314 K (ΔT = 25 K). The 
gray and black lines represent the temperatures measured at the Peltier element and the 
sample, respectively. Parameters: 10-4 M salicylic acid in N2-saturated cyclohexane over a 
10 nm Al2O3 thin film, liquid film thickness: 10 µm; 7 modulation periods at a modulation 
frequency of 2.35 mHz. 
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 The temperatures were recorded every two seconds by the two thermocouples. 
In the experiments of Figure 2-7a) ΔT is 12 K ranging from 289 to 301 K and in 
Figure 2-7b) ΔT is 25 K, ranging from 289 to 314 K. In both experiments the 
temperature amplitude measured with the thermocouple near the Peltier element 
was expectedly larger than the corresponding amplitude of the sample. During 
the heating half period, the temperature at the Peltier element reached a level 
higher than the target, while the controlled temperature at the RE rapidly 
increased to reach a steady-state value without overheating. A number of tests 
with various temperature differences (ΔT) in the range of 1-60 K showed also 
completely controlled and reproducible responses. For all the modulation 
periods, fully reproducible temperature profile was achieved within a few 
cycles, which is a crucial perquisite for accurate temperature ME PM-IRRAS 
experiments. 

2.5 Discussion 

2.5.1 Cell Design 

A new PM-IRRAS cell, feasible to simultaneously but separately probe 
species on a surface and the liquid phase above the surface was designed on a 
theoretical basis. Careful construction and alignment of all the components 
allowed signal detections as expected in the theoretical considerations. Fine 
adjustment possibility due to the high flexibility of the components and 
positioning at high precision assisted in maximizing the detected signal. The 
control of the liquid layer thickness, which is very critical for sensitive detection 
of species on surface and also in liquid,37, 97 was achieved within the accuracy of 
about 2 μm using well-polished RE. The liquid phase absorbance was correlated 
linearly to the liquid layer thickness (the results are not shown here). The cell 
design with the prism angle of 75° and the normal incident angle at the air-prism 
interface, optimized for toluene (ntoluene=1.49), is ideal for various organic 
solvents with refractive indices of a similar range, e.g. chloroform 
(nchloroform=1.44) and cyclohexane (ncyclohexane=1.42).116 This condition, i.e. the 
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prism and incident angles, limits the range of refractive indices of solvents that 
can be used to 1.37-1.55. Below this range, for example using water 
(nwater=1.32) and ethanol (nethanol=1.36), the IR light totally reflects at the prism-
liquid interface, hence not reaching the sample surface and only probing liquid 
by the penetrating electric field (evanescent wave) from the prism into liquid, 
well known in ATR-IR spectroscopy.50 The typical incident angle of the IRRAS 
cell used for solid-liquid interface investigations is around 60° due to the 
aqueous electrochemical systems.47 97, 99 Slight modification of the experimental 
configuration presented here is necessary for measurements with low refractive 
index liquids, but it is certainly possible. The design and performance aspects of 
concentration and temperature modulation capabilities of the cell are discussed 
in the following section. 

2.5.2 Surface-Bulk Sensitivity and MES 

Simultaneous but separate monitoring of both surface and liquid phase 
species was successfully achieved in the same way as the detection of both 
surface and gas phase species.48 The high surface sensitivity was proved by the 
CO adsorption experiment on a thin Pt film using cyclohexane as a solvent. 
Characteristic bands of adsorbed atop and bridged CO were detected, similar to 
the earlier study by ATR-IRS.51 Although a little contribution from the solvent 
absorption was noticeable, it is remarkable that high quality surface spectra can 
be obtained through a highly IR absorbing liquid medium. Obviously, the 
surface sensitivity can be further enhanced by minimizing the absorption by 
liquid phase molecules, e.g. by decreasing the liquid layer thickness or by using 
highly symmetric and less IR-absorbing solvent molecules such as 
dichloromethane. The liquid layer thickness reduction is ideal for the 
investigations of realistic systems where various solvents need to be used. The 
good control of the liquid layer thickness, within 2 μm accuracy is currently 
possible; still an innovative design is needed for a better control and regulation.  

Another important aspect concerning the surface sensitivity is the 
normalization of the surface PM-IRRA spectrum (Eq. (2-6)). As shown in 
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Figure 2-4 (left), the evaluation of raw PM-IRRA surface spectra (Eq. (2-4)) is 
very difficult with solvents showing a number of bands. High signal to noise 
ratio and quantitative spectra can only be obtained by a proper reference to 
remove liquid phase signals and the Bessel function shapes due to the PEM (Eq. 
(2-4)). The reference should be measured under nearly identical conditions to 
the actual surface measurements. For example in the case of the CO adsorption 
on Pt, a reference of the Pt surface thoroughly cleaned with H2-saturated solvent 
was taken under exactly identical conditions except the saturation gas (H2 
instead of CO). A good reference dominantly determines the surface sensitivity 
of PM-IRRAS at solid-liquid interfaces, since the surface spectrum can be 
largely influenced and distorted by the optical property change of involved 
materials due to, e.g. slight changes in liquid species concentration, temperature, 
and the oxidation state of the surface constituent(s).  

In this work, PM-IRRAS has been combined with MES with concentration 
and temperature modulation capabilities. The former with a square-wave 
stimulation was accomplished by means of switching two-line flows and 
alternatingly admitting one of them into the cell. The two lines meet directly 
near the sample surface, hence minimizing the dead-volume for fast 
concentration alternation. In Figure 2-6 the response of the solute acid molecule, 
clearly shows excellent and fast exchange of the liquid in the cell. This 
capability of fast and high amplitude concentration modulation is mandatory to 
excite physicochemical processes at high frequency in order to study fast 
process dynamics. For the detection of liquid phase species, the high sensitivity 
was demonstrated by the concentration MES experiment passing 10-4 M salicylic 
acid in cyclohexane against neat cyclohexane over a thin Al2O3 film. The 
mathematical treatment of MES, PSD, remarkably enhanced the signal to noise 
and a high-quality liquid phase spectrum was obtained (Figure 2-5). Typical 
transmission IR experiment of the solution (not shown) did not yield such a low-
noise spectrum where the solvent signals are fully compensated by the MES 
technique. Although the response due to the acid on the surface was noisier than 
that of the acid in the liquid phase, the surface spectra analysis of the same 
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experiment revealed that the response is considerably delayed especially upon 
desorption of the acid from the surface as shown in Figure 2-6. Interestingly, the 
species at 1663 cm-1, assigned to the salicylic acid dimer, reversibly interact 
with the Al2O3 surface, while its monomer form was not observed on the surface 
despite its presence in the solution (the band at 1699 cm-1 in Figure 2-5). It 
should be noted that in a MES experiment only reversible processes are 
observed after PDS,56, 57 implying the monomeric acid species does not exist 
near surface or they are strongly bound to the Al2O3 surface. Interestingly, 
several studies have dealt with the adsorption of salicylic acid on metal-
oxides115, 117-119, the dimer signal has not yet been reported on these surfaces. 
This fact has triggered an ongoing and more detailed investigation of salicylic 
acid adsorption, which will be reported in Chapter 4.  

Related to the concentration MES experiments, a few important experimental 
parameters for successful measurements are worth mentioning. One point is the 
concentration of solute molecules. Solutes having different refractive indices 
from that of solvent can alter the optical property of the solution and also the 
reflection characteristics as described in Eqs. (2-12 to 2-18). Upon concentration 
modulation of the solute, the refractive index change of the solution will be 
substantial and the analysis of resulting surface spectra can become drastically 
complex and show artifacts in the spectra when the concentration is too high. 
Hence, it is important to use sufficiently diluted solutions to measure both 
surface and liquid at the same time. Another important point is the choice of 
solvent as mentioned above. When a solvent is absorbing large portion of the IR 
light, some artificial bands can appear in the highly absorbed region due to the 
large effect of the little concentration variations.  

Besides the concentration modulation capability, temperature modulation was 
accomplished utilizing thermoelectric Peltier elements. The element temperature 
was controlled by a computer within the accuracy of 0.1 K. Temperature 
differences, ΔT, of 1-60 K were tested and perfectly reproducible temperature 
responses were obtained as shown in Figure 2-7. The reproducibility is the 
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prerequisite for accurate MES experiments. The heating elements are located not 
in direct contact with the sample, hence there is a considerable temperature gap 
between the sample and the heating elements. The gap and rate of the 
temperature response are largely determined by the thermal conductivity of the 
involved materials. In our current design the control parameter is the actual 
temperature of the sample plate; therefore a stimulation of a defined shape, e.g. 
sinusoidal or square, can be achieved via the temperature regulation system 
implemented in the computer program when the time-constant of temperature 
modulation is sufficiently larger than that of the heat transfer. Both surface and 
liquid phase spectra obtained by temperature MES experiments can be 
extremely complex due to the temperature dependence of the optical properties 
of the involved materials, in particular those of liquid (both solute and solvent) 
and surface. We observed that the spectral changes due to these optical property 
changes are significantly larger than those of physicochemical processes of 
interest such as adsorption, desorption, and surface reactions. In principle, a 
proper reference can compensate these influences and currently the spectral 
analysis and interpretation of temperature ME PM-IRRAS experiments is under 
active investigation. 

Another particular advantage of MES is the great improvement of time-
resolution by the twofold sensitivity increase of the MES. The first one 
originates from averaging a number of modulation cycles into one cycle, i.e. one 
period. The more the number of cycles is, the higher the signal to noise 
becomes. The second one is due to the PSD, which converts the time-domain 
response to the corresponding phase-domain response, thereby removing noise 
and static components which are not influenced by a stimulation.56, 57 In this 
way, we can increase the sensitivity a few orders of magnitude; hence, the time-
resolution can be greatly improved. With the experimental setups used in this 
study, we could achieve ca. 1s time-resolution. Considering the fact that there is 
no report on time-resolved IRRAS or PM-IRRAS for solid-liquid interfaces on 
this time-scale, this capability should be highlighted and may clarify several 
issues which have not been observable so far. 
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Additional advantage of MES particularly for PM-IRRAS at solid-liquid 
interfaces is the acquisition of one of the most appropriate references for the 
normalization. As mentioned previously, this appropriateness plays a decisive 
role to detect surface species at solid-liquid interfaces by PM-IRRAS. During a 
MES experiment, a sample surface is excited by solution concentration, 
temperature, or both, resulting in a stimulated state (state A) and a relaxed state 
(state B) of a sample surface. Since these states A and B are measured rather 
closely in time with some, typically minor, differences, the spectrum of state B 
serves as the most appropriate reference to sensitively study the surface species 
of the state A. 

2.6 Conclusion 

A flow-through PM-IRRAS cell, feasible to simultaneously but separately 
probe species on a surface and in the liquid phase above the surface in situ and 
in a time-resolved manner, was designed on a theoretical basis and constructed. 
The cell was designed to be compatible with MES where solution concentration 
and sample temperature can be periodically perturbed. The combination of MES 
with PM-IRRAS significantly lowers the detection limit for surface and liquid 
phase species and achieved very high time-resolution of ca. 1s. The current 
design is suited for the investigation of dynamic processes at solid-liquid 
interfaces using common organic solvents. Its high sensitivities towards surface 
and liquid phase species were verified by two examples, namely, CO adsorption 
on Pt and salicylic acid interaction with Al2O3 surface. The new technique, ME 
PM-IRRAS for solid-liquid interfaces, was successfully developed. It offers 
great opportunities for mechanistic investigations of dynamic surface and solid-
liquid interface physicochemical processes by simultaneous but separate time-
resolved detection of surface and liquid phase species and the correlation of their 
dynamic behavior.  
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3. Polarization-modulation infrared reflection-
absorption spectroscopy affording time-resolved 
simultaneous detection of surface and liquid 
phase species at catalytic solid-liquid interfaces 

 

Polarization-modulation infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS) 
combined with concentration modulation allows simultaneous monitoring of dynamic 
evolutions of surface and liquid phase species during reactions at catalytic interfaces as 
demonstrated for the Pt-catalysed oxidation of CO by O2 in cyclohexane. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Probing chemical species residing at solid-liquid interfaces is a great 
challenge, in particular under reaction conditions, due to the complexity given 
by the presence of solvent and spectator species in concentrated forms. 
Vibrational spectroscopic techniques are widely applied to investigate the 
chemical state and configuration of the species at such interfaces because of 
their non-invasive character and attainable rich chemical information. Sum 
frequency generation (SFG)120, attenuated total reflection IR spectroscopy 
(ATR-IRS)50, and infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS)47 are the 
techniques of common choice to monitor surface species and processes at solid-
liquid interfaces. The three techniques possess distinct properties and strengths; 
however, none of them allows the simultaneous selective detection of species at 
the surface and in the liquid phase. These techniques often require an additional 
analytical tool such as gas chromatography to investigate liquid phase species 
separately. In this contribution, we demonstrate the potential of polarization-
modulation infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS) for gaining 
simultaneously information on chemical species at the surface and in the liquid 
phase and especially on their dynamic behavior. The application of PM-IRRAS 
to investigate chemical transformations occurring at solid-liquid interfaces has 
been reported since the 80s mainly in the field of electrochemistry.46, 110, 121 Our 
particular focus was on a transient study using a concentration perturbation with 
a good time-resolution (up to 1s), which is important to gain deeper knowledge 
on the dynamic surface chemical processes. A three-phase system, the Pt-
catalyzed oxidation of CO by O2 in cyclohexane was applied as a model 
reaction. Recently, liquid phase CO oxidation attracted considerable attention 
due to its importance in electrocatalysis where CO acts as a poison in the anodic 
reaction of fuel cells.60 
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3.2 Experimental Section 

In brief, the investigated system consisted of a Pt film (100 nm), a 
continuously fed liquid solution consisting of CO or O2 dissolved in 
cyclohexane, and a CaF2 prism (Figure 3-1). The IR light, whose polarization is 
modulated with time in the direction parallel (s in Figure 3-1) and perpendicular 
(p in Figure 3-1) to the surface, travels through the prism and solution, is 
reflected on the surface, and finally reaches the detector. The p polarization 
contains information about the species on the surface and in the liquid phase, 
whereas the s polarization contains information of only the liquid phase species 
due to destructive interference of s polarization at the surface.100 The difference 
of the polarizations p-s can be utilized to selectively monitor surface species, 
while liquid phase species information can be extracted from the s 
polarization.48, 102 One of the unique features of our cell design is the capability 
to exert concentration and temperature perturbations to surface processes for 
transient dynamics and kinetics studies as shown in Chapter 2 where the details 
of the experimental setup were presented. 

 

Figure 3-1. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup 
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For the concentration stimulation, a flow-through design was employed and CO- 
(10.15% CO in Ar) and O2- (>99.999%) saturated cyclohexane flows were 
admitted alternately (484 s each) at 298 K after prereduction of the Pt by a H2-
saturated flow. PM-IRRA surface and liquid phase spectra were acquired with a 
time-resolution of 16 s for several cycles and averaged into one cycle to enhance 
the sensitivity.56 The experiments in Chapter 2 showed that under the given 
conditions the time required to exchange dissolved molecules (5-10 s) was much 
faster than the time resolution of the spectroscopic measurements. 

3.3 Results and Discussion  

Figure 3-2a) shows time-resolved PM-IRRA surface and liquid phase spectra, 
obtained simultaneously during the CO/O2 transient experiment. In Figure 3-2b) 
the temporal evolutions of the band intensities for adsorbed atop CO (surface at 
2085 cm-1) and the asymmetric stretching vibration of formed, dissolved CO2 
(liquid phase at 2335 cm-1) are shown. Obviously, the CO oxidation proceeded 
easily at the solid-liquid interface at temperatures as low as 298 K. CO2 
formation was observed twice upon switching between CO- and O2-saturated 
solvent flows with distinct temporal evolutions. Several seconds after switching 
to the CO-saturated flow (the first spectrum at ca. 8 s in Figure 3-2a), a large 
amount of CO2 was formed and released into the liquid phase, while no 
adsorbed CO could be detected on the Pt surface. Shortly after ca. 25 s, the CO2 
concentration reached its maximum within the period of the CO-saturated flow. 
At the same time a broad band indicative of adsorbed CO appeared at 2076 cm-1. 
The band steadily increased and developed its sharpness with a blue-shift to 
2085 cm-1. The CO-coverage dependent band position and the blue-shift at 
higher coverage is well known and attributed to dipole-dipole coupling122 or 
explained by the Blyholder model.61 The profiles of CO2 formation and the 
adsorbed CO (Figure 3-2b) were correlated. CO showed different adsorption 
profiles during (i) the first ca. 100 s where adsorbed surface oxygen was 
consumed for oxidation, and (ii) afterwards (100-484 s) where the amount of 
adsorbed CO slowly and gradually increased.  
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On the other hand, no prompt change was observed in the surface and the 
liquid phase spectra upon switching to the O2-saturated flow at 484 s. About 30 s 
later, however, CO oxidation was initiated as confirmed by the CO2 formation in 
the liquid phase. CO2 formation reached its maximum at ca. 570 s, which was 
considerably delayed compared to the maximum in the former period under the 
CO-saturated flow. 

 

Figure 3-2. Time-resolved surface and liquid phase PM-IRRA spectra during the transient 
experiment where CO- and O2-saturated cyclohexane flows were alternately admitted over 
Pt at 298 K. Modulation frequency: 1.03 mHz, liquid flow rate: 0.6 ml/min, liquid film 
thickness 10 μm. b) Time dependent signal absorbance/intensity of the adsorbed atop CO at 
2085 cm-1 and the liquid phase CO2 at 2335 cm-1. The excellent compensation of the solvent 
signals was possible by taking the internal background or reference which is the last liquid 
phase or surface spectrum, respectively, i.e. the respective last spectrum under O2-saturated 
flow 

Clearly, the profiles of CO2 formation and the amount of adsorbed CO were 
counter-correlated. The increase of the former and the decrease of the latter were 
remarkably more drastic than under the CO-saturated flow. Also the decrease of 
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the CO2 formation was more abrupt. There is an apparent delay in the decrease 
of CO2 compared to that of adsorbed CO by ca. 15-20 s. This is most likely due 
to the diffusional mass transfer caused by the flow pattern within the PM-
IRRAS cell working as a continuous-flow microreactor.  

The differences in the CO2 formation profiles between the two CO- and O2- 
saturated periods clearly indicate the adsorption of CO and O2 molecules on the 
Pt surface as well as the dissociation of the latter, i.e. its activation for the 
oxidation reaction. The high affinity of CO towards the (here oxygen-
precovered) Pt surface resulted in the high initial reaction rate upon switching to 
the CO-saturated flow. On the other hand, the reaction did not proceed 
immediately upon switching to the O2-saturated flow, most likely due to the 
higher adsorption strength of CO compared to that of O2 on Pt. Presumably, CO 
desorption and the creation of surface vacant sites are required to initiate the 
oxidation reaction. Such a desorption was confirmed to occur at the solid-liquid 
interface using a similar transient experiment employing CO-/Ar-saturated 
flows. The CO2 formation under both flows and the clear correlation between 
the adsorbed CO and liquid phase CO2 concentrations confirm that the reaction 
occurs over the Pt surface between both adsorbates, i.e. by a Langmuir-
Hinshelwood mechanism. 

3.4 Conclusion 

We have successfully shown very sensitive detection of surface and liquid 
phase species/processes during CO oxidation over Pt in cyclohexane at the 
solid-liquid interface using PM-IRRAS. The thinness of the liquid film is critical 
to the liquid phase sensitivity since this directly influences the surface/volume 
ratio and enhances the concentration of the product. This method is suited for 
studying physicochemical processes, such as adsorption and chemical reaction, 
occurring on model surfaces in the presence of liquid under practically relevant 
conditions. The simultaneous but separate detection of surface and liquid phase 
species present just above the surface helps gaining a comprehensive overview 
of the investigated systems. Furthermore, a good time-resolution (down to 1 s) 
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as well as the capability of exerting concentration perturbation offer a wide 
variety of possibilities for transient studies aiming to elucidate mechanisms and 
kinetics of chemical processes occurring at solid-liquid interfaces. 
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4. Adsorption behavior of salicylic, benzoic, and 2-
methyl-2-hexenoic acid on alumina: An in situ 
modulation excitation PM-IRRAS study 

Adsorption and desorption of acid molecules (10-4 M in cyclohexane) with different 
functional groups, namely salicylic acid (SA), benzoic acid (BA) and 2-methyl-2-hexenoic 
acid (MHA), on an Al2O3 thin film was studied by in situ polarization-modulation infrared 
reflection-absorption spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS). We used a flow-through PM-IRRAS cell to 
induce adsorption and desorption processes by alternating acid concentration. Simultaneous 
but separate detection of liquid phase and surface species was achieved in a time-resolved 
manner by PM-IRRAS providing insight into the adsorption-desorption behavior and their 
kinetics. The reliability and sensitivity of recorded surface and liquid phase spectra were 
assured by comparative measurements using attenuated total reflection infrared spectroscopy 
(ATR-IRS) and density functional theory (DFT) calculations. All three acids irreversibly 
adsorbed on the basic alumina sites in a bridging mode. Remarkably, reversibly adsorbing 
surface species were only detected for SA, whereas BA and MHA adsorption were 
irreversible. To enhance the sensitivity and to obtain kinetic information on adsorption and 
desorption processes, PM-IRRAS was combined with modulation excitation spectroscopy 
(MES) applying periodic acid concentration changes. The MES experiments revealed distinct 
kinetic responses of liquid phase SA and two different types of surface adsorbed SA species. 
One of the adsorbed SA was a dimer-like species loosely bound to the alumina surface and 
the other was probably strongly bound and interacting with other adsorbed SA molecules by 
hydrogen-bonding. The formation of the two surface species was induced by the presence of 
the hydroxyl group in SA which most likely enhances the intermolecular interaction via 
hydrogen-bonding near and on the alumina surface. 
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4.1 Introduction  

Molecular adsorption from solution phase on aluminum oxides is of great 
interest in heterogeneous catalysis, environmental- and geochemistry, where 
alumina serves as a catalyst,123 support,124 or simply as adsorbent in geochemical 
processes.125 Various analytical techniques have given insight into formation, 
structure, strength, and orientation of adsorbed molecules and their layers on 
alumina. Among them, infrared (IR) spectroscopy is widely applied for such 
studies mainly due to its surface sensitivity, rich chemical information, non-
invasive nature, and economical advantages over other sophisticated 
spectroscopic methods. For example, adsorption of carboxylic acids on alumina 
has been studied by simple transmission IR (TIR)126, IR reflection absorption 
(IRRA)127, attenuated total reflection IR (ATR-IR)118 and diffuse reflectance IR 
Fourier transform (DRIFT) spectroscopies.119, 128 There is a consensus in 
literature that carboxylic acids bind to alumina surfaces as carboxylates, 
independent of the solvent polarity.119 The carboxylate coordination occurs in 
monodentate, chelating bidentate, and bridging bidentate modes.117 The 
carboxylate is formed either by replacing a surface hydroxyl group and forming 
water or by acid adsorption on aluminum sites to form carboxylate salts having 
the proton in close proximity, e.g. bound to a lattice oxygen atom. Chemical 
functionality of acid molecules is known to influence the adsorption behavior. 
Logically, the adsorption is stronger and may occur faster for dicarboxylic acids 
than for monocarboxylic acids since two possible anchoring groups are 
present.117 Acid molecules with no or short tail groups such as formic or acetic 
acids, respectively, do not adsorb on Al2O3 from solution when the concentration 
is 10-3 M or less129 but their adsorption was observed at higher concentrations, 
e.g. 10-2 M.130 Aromatic carboxylic acids adsorb on metal oxide surfaces, 
especially when they are substituted as for example salicylic acid or thiosalicylic 
acid.117 Longer tailed n-alkanoic acids (n>11) form well oriented closed packed 
structures on oxidized aluminum surfaces after days of immersion in the acid 
solutions in hexadecane.127, 131 The layers of stably adsorbed acid have been well 
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characterized by a number of IR studies; however, the transient adsorption and 
desorption behavior have not been investigated in detail. 

In this work, we present the adsorption behavior of three functionally 
different acids, two aromatic acids (salicylic acid, SA and benzoic acid, BA) and 
an aliphatic carboxylic acid (2-methyl-2-hexenoic acid, MHA) on alumina 
surface. Our particular focus is given on the transient adsorption-desorption 
behavior of SA on alumina in cyclohexane studied by in situ polarization-
modulation infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS). Both 
surface and solution signals can be monitored simultaneously but separately at a 
good time resolution (max. 1 s) by this technique, which allows differentiation 
of concentration evolutions of species in liquid phase and on surface (vide 
antes). The used PM-IRRAS cell allows periodic perturbation of acid 
concentration in the system so that adsorption and desorption processes are 
induced, and their dynamic behavior and kinetics can be studied in the 
framework of modulation excitation spectroscopy (MES).56, 57 

4.2 Experimental Section 

IR. Details about the PM-IRRAS theory and the design of the flow-through 
cell used in this study can be found in Chapter 2. In brief, PM-IRRAS utilizes 
light whose polarization is modulated, i.e. repeatedly alternated in time, between 
its p- and s-polarizations (p and s polarizations contain major electric field 
components perpendicular and parallel to the surface, respectively) by means of 
a photoelastic modulator (PEM). The polarized light travels through a guiding 
CaF2 prism to the liquid phase, is reflected from a reflective element (RE, Al 
substrate was used in this study) whose surface is analyzed, and finally travels 
further to the detector (Figure 4-1). The main advantages of PM-IRRAS are its 
high surface sensitivity as well as the simultaneous but separate detection of 
surface and liquid phase species. Upon surface reflection, a 180° phase shift 
occurs for the s-polarization electric field, while the phase of the p-polarization 
is only weakly affected by the reflection. Consequently, destructive and 
constructive interferences of the electric field occurs between the incident and 
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reflected s- and p-polarizations, respectively. Hence, the p-polarization contains 
information about the species on the surface and in the liquid phase, whereas the 
s-polarization contains information of only the bulk species due to destructive 
interference, i.e. no net electric field, at the surface. It has been shown that PM-
IRRAS is suited to study metal oxide films deposited on reflective metal 
surfaces.102, 132 Here, we aim to extend this technique to study adsorbed 
molecules on the metal oxide films. 

 

Figure 4-1. Schematic drawing of PM-IRRAS cell for probing adsorption-desorption 
behavior of the acids on the Al2O3 at the solid-liquid interface. 

The PM-IRRA surface spectrum S is given by Eq. (4-1) resulting from the 
division of the two independently recorded signals through different electronic 
channels (IAC and IDC).103 Assuming a metallic surface or a thin film on such a 
surface where the polarized reflectivites are equal (Rp ≈ Rs), Eq. (4-1) can be 
simplified to Eq. (4-2). 

      (4-1) 

∆        (4-2) 

γ is a constant that takes into account the polarization-dependent optoelectronic 
responses, g is a constant which accounts for different gain and filtering of the 
two channels, and J0 and J2 are zeroth- and second-order Bessel functions 
originating from the PEM.102 The PM-IRRA liquid phase spectrum is 
conveniently obtained by the IDC signal which can be roughly expressed as R (= 
Rp + Rs) due to the considerably larger signals of liquid phase species than those 
of surface species. The PM-IRRA surface spectrum can be separately obtained 
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by cancelling the liquid phase signals (R) out from the reflectivity difference 
(ΔR) as shown in Eq. (4-2). While PM-IRRAS can be applied to probe gas-
solid16, 42, 43, 48, 107, gas-liquid45, and solid-liquid interfaces46, 108, 110, the unique 
feature of the current study is the simultaneous and transient investigation of 
chemical processes in the liquid phase and at the solid-liquid interfaces using the 
flow-through PM-IRRAS arrangement introduced in Chapter 2.  

PM-IRRA spectra were recorded on a Bruker PMA 50, connected to the 
external beam port of a Bruker Vertex 70 spectrometer, equipped with a PEM 
and a liquid nitrogen cooled mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector. The 
sample compartment was closed and purged with dry air during the experiments. 
Polarization modulation was performed at a frequency of 50 kHz with a PEM 
(Hinds Instruments 100, ZnSe optical head) with half-wave retardation at 1600 
cm-1. A lock-in amplifier (LIA, Standford Research Systems, SR830 DSP) was 
used for demodulation of the IAC signal. Spectra were recorded at a resolution of 
4 cm-1. Cyclohexane (Acros, >99 %), salicylic acid (SA, Fluka, >99.5 %), 
benzoic acid (BA, Merck, >99.9 %) and 2-methyl-2-hexenoic acid (MHA, 
ABCR, >98 %) were used as received. The acid solutions in cyclohexane and 
neat cyclohexane, degassed and saturated with N2 (PanGas 5.0), were provided 
from respective bubble tanks to the PM-IRRAS cell. Periodic concentration 
change of the acids was achieved by alternately switching the flows of the 
solvent (cyclohexane) and the acid (SA, BA, or MHA) solutions entering into 
the cell. A peristaltic pump (ISMATEC Reglo 100) was used to regulate the 
flow rate of 0.3 ml/min. An aluminum wafer was used as a RE and the liquid 
film thickness defined by the distance between the RE and the CaF2 prism was 
set to ca. 10 μm. The RE was polished using a Streuers LaboPol5 to reduce the 
unevenness of the RE to less than 70 nm. 40 nm alumina thin films were 
deposited by physical vapor deposition (PVD, Blazers BEA-370). AFM 
measurements were performed to evaluate the roughness of the alumina thin 
film with a Topometrix TMX 1010 equipped with a Topometrix SFM probe 
model 1660-00 tip and a Topometrix 1000 modulation unit. The analysis of the 
AFM images indicated mean square roughness values of 1.87 and 18.3 nm for 
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the bare RE and the alumina-deposited RE, respectively. Chemical analysis of 
the alumina thin film by XPS and ATR-IRS indicated an amorphous nature of 
the film and a highly hydroxylated surface. The alumina phase and its surface 
properties are described elsewhere.51, 130 

For the ATR-IR measurements a Ge crystal was used as internal reflection 
element (IRE, 45°, 52 x 20 x 2 mm) and fixed into a home-built stainless steel 
flow-through cell.104 The IRE was coated with a 40 nm alumina film by PVD. 
The ATR-IR cell was placed in a Bruker IFS66/S spectrometer equipped with an 
ATR attachment (Optispec) and a liquid-nitrogen cooled MCT detector. The IR 
compartment was closed and purged with dry air. Ar (PanGas 4.8) saturated 
cyclohexane was admitted to the cell from a bubble tank until a stable signal had 
been attained. Then the flow was switched to the 0.1 mM acid solution in 
cyclohexane (Ar saturated) with a flow rate of 0.3 ml/min regulated by a 
peristaltic pump (ISMATEC Reglo 100) placed at the solution outlet of the cell. 
Spectra were recorded at a resolution of 4 cm-1.  

Modulation Excitation Spectroscopy. MES utilizes a periodic perturbation 
of a parameter, so-called stimulation, such as concentration and temperature. In 
this study, the concentration of the acids is the stimulation to induce adsorption-
desorption processes. Repeated stimulation of a system leads to an oscillating 
response of certain signals which are influenced by the stimulation. The 
response oscillates typically at the same frequency as that of the stimulation with 
a possible delay (phase delay or phase lag) in time. By averaging a number of 
periodic responses and also the mathematical treatment of the averaged 
response, namely phase sensitive detection (PSD), the sensitivity is greatly 
enhanced and the detection limit is significantly lowered. Furthermore, 
information about transformation kinetics can be obtained from the phase delay 
and the response amplitude. A more detailed description of the principles and 
application of MES and PSD can be found elsewhere.56, 57 In case of PM-IRRAS 
at solid-liquid interfaces, the concentration of surface species with respect to that 
of liquid species is remarkably low; hence the complete compensation of the 
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liquid phase contributions is difficult and the combination of MES with PM-
IRRAS is beneficial for sensitivity enhancement to selectively detect surface 
species. 

Computational Method. Geometry optimization and vibrational analysis 
were performed with the B3PW91 hybrid functional133, 134 using Gaussian 03.135 
A 6-311G+(d,p) basis set was applied for all the atoms. An isolated gas-phase 
molecule or dimer without solvent effects was assumed. For dimeric complexes 
the basis set superposition error (BSSE) due to the Gaussian basis sets was 
corrected using the counterpoise approximation.136 The zero point energies were 
corrected. IR spectra are shown as the sum of Lorentzian lines taking the 
calculated IR intensity of a normal mode as the height at each frequency. The 
calculated vibrational frequencies were scaled by 0.97. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Liquid phase Analysis: Molecular States of the Acids in Solution 

Molecular states of the SA in solution, especially of its monomeric and 
dimeric forms, were investigated by PM-IRRAS utilizing the sum-reflectivity 
component (Rp + Rs, see experimental section) to assign the vibrational modes of 
the acids observed in the liquid phase and to demonstrate the sensitivity of the 
technique for liquid phase analysis. The sum-reflectivity PM-IRRA spectrum 
serves as liquid phase transmission IR spectrum with a short light path length 
which is determined by the liquid layer thickness. Monomeric and dimeric forms 
of BA and their band assignments have been reported in detail elsewhere.137 The 
corresponding bands of MHA will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6. The liquid 
phase IR spectrum of SA was measured using the MES technique in order to 
enhance the detection sensitivity. An SA solution and the neat solvent were 
alternately passed through the cell (Figure 4-1) for a number of cycles. The 
time-resolved spectra of the repeated cycles were averaged into one cycle to 
enhance signal to noise and further treated mathematically by PSD, which 
removes all signals common in the two flows, i.e. solvent, as well as noise. The 
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highest amplitude spectrum in the phase-domain (so-called in-phase spectrum) 
can be taken as the liquid phase SA spectrum. This approach was necessary 
since the detection of acid molecules in low concentration (10-4 M) acid 
solutions in highly IR absorbing media is a big challenge and an excellent 
compensation of solvent signals is mandatory.  

 

Figure 4-2. Calculated (bottom two) and measured (top two) liquid phase spectra 
obtained by PM-IRRAS. Experimental parameters: 10-3 M and 10-4 M SA in N2-saturated 
cyclohexane; liquid flow rate: 0.3 ml/min; temperature: 288 K. 

Figure 4-2 (top) shows the in-phase PM-IRRA liquid phase spectra of the 
MES experiments using 10-3 and 10-4 M SA solutions. The negative signal 
around 1450 cm-1 is a consequence of the very small concentration difference of 
the cyclohexane in the two solutions (i.e. SA in cyclohexane and neat 
cyclohexane). Notably, the relative absorbances of the bands at 1699 and 1662 
cm-1 inverted at the two different SA concentrations. Conformational analysis by 
DFT calculations revealed that the conformation with internal hydrogen-bonding 
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and that with di-hydrogen-bonds between the carboxylic groups are the most 
stable ones as the monomer and dimer, respectively. Compared to the monomer, 
the dimer is stabilized by 54.8 kJ/mol due to the hydrogen-bonds, which is 
comparable to the binding energy of 61.6 kJ/mol obtained for the MHA dimer as 
it will be presented in Chapter 6. The calculated IR spectra are shown in Figure 
4-2 (bottom). The two bands which underwent the absorbance interchange can 
be confidently assigned to the carbonyl stretching mode of the SA monomer and 
dimer. As expected, the monomer-dimer equilibrium is shifted towards the latter 
by increasing the concentration. With the model of Hosoya et al.138 and the 
parameters obtained for SA given by Pant et al.139 the dimer fraction was 
calculated to be 0.19 for 10-4 M and 0.73 for 10-3 M SA in cyclohexane, which 
also confirms the inversion of the band absorbances observed in this study.  

4.3.2 Surface Analysis: Molecular States of the Acids on Al2O3 

Adsorption of SA, BA, and MHA on Al2O3 was studied using low 
concentration (10-4 M) acid solutions by PM-IRRAS and the surface spectra 
were compared with those obtained by ATR-IRS concerning spectral features 
and surface sensitivities. The quality of PM-IRRA surface spectra was 
deteriorated in the region where the solvent absorbs IR light strongly; therefore 
only the region where we can confidently discuss the spectral features between 
1500-1700 cm-1 are shown. Figure 4-3 presents the PM-IRRA surface and ATR-
IR spectra measured in contact with the acid solutions after stable adsorption of 
acids has been attained (after ca. 10-20 min). Using such low concentration 
solutions, the signals due to acid adsorbates on the Al2O3 surface are also very 
small (ca. 0.5 milli-absorbance in ATR-IRS). In general, similar spectral 
features were observed by the two IR techniques and the surface acid bands 
considerably differed from the acid bands observed in the liquid phase spectra. 
Although there are differences, the major similarities observed in ATR-IR and 
PM-IRRA spectra ensure the surface sensitivity of the latter method for 
characterizing adsorbed acid species on Al2O3. 
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Figure 4-3. ATR-IR and PM-IRRA surface spectra of adsorbed of SA, BA, and MHA 
on Al2O3. Experimental parameters: 10-4 M acid in N2-saturated cyclohexane passed over 
40 nm Al2O3 film on Al substrate; liquid flow rate: 0.3 ml/min; temperature: ambient 
temperature in ATR-IR, 288 K in PM-IRRA. Background was taken prior to the contact 
with acids. 

The spectral features suggest that the three acids bind to the Al2O3 surface in a 
bridging configuration of the COO- groups based on the differences in the band 
positions of symmetric and asymmetric COO- stretching modes observed at ca. 
1400 and 1560 cm-1, respectively.140 Due to different functional groups of the 
three acid molecules, other bands appear at distinct positions. Such characteristic 
bands were observed at 1604 cm-1 for BA and the C=C stretching mode at ca. 
1657 cm-1 for MHA. Rinsing the surface by the neat solvent for 15 min after the 
BA and MHA adsorption did not alter both ATR-IR and PM-IRRA surface 
spectra, indicating stable COO- bridging adsorption of BA and MHA on the 
Al2O3 surface.  

Prominent surface bands of SA besides the COO- stretching modes were 
observed at 1629 and 1597 cm-1 by ATR-IRS, whereas similar but slightly 
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different spectral features were found by PM-IRRAS. Both bands have been 
assigned to the ring stretching vibrations119 and appeared at the same positions 
as in the ATR-IR spectrum, although the band at 1560 cm-1 is less pronounced. 
Additionally, a band at 1612 cm-1, whose presence was not obvious in ATR-IRS, 
was detected by PM-IRRAS. This and other bands which apparently showed 
different spectral features by the two techniques may have been caused by the 
different sampling configurations, leading to distinct local sensitivities141 or 
optical effects142, and by effects of a possibly oriented Al2O3 thin film143 
deposited on the Al substrate. Such oriented films may induce adsorption of the 
acid molecules in a specific direction with respect to the Al surface where the 
metal surface selection rule plays a role.95 Related to this, the conductivity of the 
substrate (here, Al or Ge) plays an important role and may even lead to an 
inversion of the signals of adsorbates on metal oxide films.144 Furthermore, there 
was a broad band centered at ca. 1665 cm-1, which coincided with the carbonyl 
stretching of the dimer (Figure 4-2). Interestingly, rinsing the surface with neat 
solvent after SA adsorption did lead to significant decrease of the intensity of 
this broad band at 1665 cm-1 and to a slight decrease of the band intensity at 
1629 cm-1 (the spectrum is not shown), while the other bands were hardly 
affected. The differences in the interaction behavior of the three acid molecules 
with the Al2O3 surface are striking. Obviously, the hydroxyl group present in SA 
has a strong influence on adsorption configuration and also the desorption 
behavior. The nature of the bands at 1665 and 1629 cm-1 and their dynamic 
sorption behavior will be discussed further in the following section. 

4.3.3 Transient Adsorption-Desorption: Time-and Phase-Domain 

Analysis 

To gain a deeper insight into the nature of SA adsorption on the Al2O3 
surface, the adsorption-desorption behavior was investigated using the transient 
MES technique. In short, 10-4 M SA solution in cyclohexane (the first half 
period) and the neat cyclohexane (the second half period) were alternately 
admitted and passed through the cell for several cycles. Typically 7-15 cycles 
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were measured and averaged into one cycle to enhance the signal to noise after a 
quasi steady-state response has been reached.56, 57 

Figure 4-4 shows time-resolved PM-IRRA surface and liquid phase spectra 
obtained by the MES experiment at the modulation frequency of 2.3 mHz. The 
last spectrum (i.e. the last spectrum recorded from the neat solvent) served as a 
background/reference for both liquid phase and surface spectra. This internal 
background/reference allows observing only the changes induced by the SA 
concentration alternation. The compensation (elimination) of the contributed 
signals by the solvent and liquid phase SA molecules in the surface spectra is 
excellent and we are able to differentiate spectral features and responses of 
surface and liquid phase species from the respective spectra obtained 
simultaneously.  

The liquid phase spectra are identical to the in-phase spectrum of 0.1 mM SA 
shown in Figure 4-2. On the other hand, in the surface spectra two bands were 
observed at ca. 1665 and 1630 cm-1, at the positions where decreases in their 
band intensity were observed by the solvent rinsing as discussed above. The 
other bands due to adsorbed SA, e.g. at 1612, 1597, and 1569 cm-1 (Figure 4-3) 
did not appear in the spectra because of the applied internal reference and no 
change in their band absorbance by the SA concentration change. Therefore 
these bands evidently belong to the SA molecule, strongly and irreversibly 
adsorbed in a bridged configuration on the Al2O3 surface via the COO- group. 

Interestingly, the temporal responses of the two surface bands were 
remarkably different. The broad band at ca. 1665 cm-1 disappeared quickly after 
switching to the neat solvent flow almost as fast as the SA in the solution, while 
a significant delay in the desorption was observed for the band at 1630 cm-1. 
This difference in the sorption responses indicates the different nature of the SA-
Al2O3 surface interaction modes. 
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Figure 4-4. Time-resolved surface (top) and liquid phase (bottom) ME-PM-IRRA spectra. 
The SA solution (10-4 M SA in N2-saturated cyclohexane) was passed through the cell in 
the first half-period and neat cyclohexane in the second half-period over 40 nm Al2O3 
deposited on Al. Experimental parameters: liquid flow rate: 0.3 ml/min; temperature: 288 
K; modulation frequency: 2.3 mHz. The spectra were averaged over 6 modulation cycles. 
For the surface and liquid phase spectra, the last spectrum was taken as internal reference 
for normalization or background, respectively 

To further confirm the different sorption kinetics and different nature of SA 
interaction modes indicated by the two bands, MES experiments were carried 
out at three modulation frequencies (2.3, 4.7, and 9.4 mHz). Thus obtained time-
resolved spectra were evaluated by PSD and converted into the phase-domain 
spectra to accurately determine the frequency-dependent amplitude and phase 
lag of the two bands and to compare them with those of the liquid phase SA.56 In 
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the analysis we have utilized high-frequency demodulation (PSD) scheme at 
3ω48 where 1ω is the fundamental excitation frequency used in the MES 
experiments. The main advantage of this scheme is that one obtains kinetic 
parameters at different excitation frequencies from a single experiment.48 

Figure 4-5 shows the Bode diagram presenting the frequency-dependent 
responses of the three SA bands, one in liquid phase at 1660 cm-1 and two on 
surface at 1665 and 1630 cm-1, respectively. The high-frequency demodulation 
scheme was applied for the first two bands but was not used for the response of 
the band at 1630 cm-1 because the signal to noise ratio of the high-frequency 
3ω component was too low to evaluate the kinetic parameters accurately. The 
phase lag and amplitude ratio of the 1630 cm-1 band at 9.4 mHz modulation 
frequency are also not shown due to the same reason, i.e. too low signal to noise 
ratio. Clearly and most importantly, the kinetics, i.e. the frequency-dependent 
responses, of the three bands were distinct as evidenced by the different profiles 
and slopes of both phase lag and amplitude ratio. With respect to the liquid 
phase SA response, the responses of the two surface bands were considerably 
delayed or their amplitudes were greatly lowered. The band at 1665 cm-1, which 
showed a slight delay (ca. 5 degrees) in the response at 2.3 mHz (Figure 4-4), 
exhibited more pronounced delay at the higher modulation frequency (up to ca. 
20 degrees). On the other hand, the response of the band at 1630 cm-1 observed 
in Figure 4-4 was delayed considerably more than the band at 1665 cm-1, 
indicating the different nature of the band origins for the two surface bands. It is 
worthwhile to note that the values obtained by 3ω demodulation almost 
systematically underestimated the phase lags and also the decrease in the 
amplitude at higher modulation frequencies. This is an indication of the non-
linearity of the investigated processes48 and too large stimulation amplitude (SA 
concentration) used in this frequency-response study to achieve a linear 
response. It is not in the scope of this study to investigate the origin of the non-
linearity but we can speculate that the coupling of convection of the solution 
flow, molecular diffusion, and chemical interaction of SA with the Al2O3 surface 
causes the non-linearity. 
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Figure 4-5. Bode diagram showing frequency-dependent phase lag and amplitude ratio of 
the SA in solution (1660 cm-1, black circle), on/near the Al2O3 surface (1665 cm-1, red 
triangle and 1630 cm-1, blue square). Empty symbols are obtained by the high-frequency 
demodulation at 3ω. Square-wave concentration stimulations at 2.3, 4.7 and 9.4 mHz were 
used as excitation fundamental frequency. Amplitude ratio is given with respect to the 
amplitude obtained at the lowest frequency (2.3 mHz). The lines serve to guide the eyes 
only. 

For BA and MHA, such a reversibly formed band induced by the acid 
concentration change in the liquid phase was not observed, or possibly such 
bands were present at the noise level. The only difference between SA and BA 
is the hydroxyl group present in SA, which resulted in their largely different 
static and dynamic (reversible) adsorption behaviors.  

A number of adsorption modes of SA on aluminum oxide have been proposed 
and their plausibility has been discussed.118 Most studies reported SA adsorption 
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using an aqueous solution of a higher SA concentration (10-3–10-1 M)117-119 and 
the conditions were greatly different from that of this study (cyclohexane as 
solvent and 10-4 M SA concentration); therefore our spectral comparison is made 
cautiously because some spectral differences may arise due to the differences in 
experimental parameters. 

As discussed above, the band at ca. 1630 cm-1 of SA adsorbed on Al2O3 has 
been assigned to the ring stretching mode in literature.119 However, it is 
important to realize that this band is absent for BA adsorbed on Al2O3 (Figure 4-
3 and Reference145), while the other ring stretching band observed at ca 1600 
cm-1 and also the symmetric and asymmetric COO- stretching bands at ca. 1560 
and 1400 cm-1 are present at nearly identical vibrational frequencies for both BA 
and SA on adsorbed Al2O3 (Figure 4-3). These observations strongly indicate 
that the band located at ca. 1630 cm-1 is formed by the presence of the hydroxyl 
group in SA and that the vibrational mode is different from a simple ring 
stretching. The band was actually not present or not prominent when the 
concentration of SA was high and a SA multilayer was formed, however, after 
washing (rinsing) and consequent SA monolayer formation on Al2O3 the sharp 
band at 1630 cm-1 appeared119, implying that the assignment to ring stretching 
vibration is likely not correct or not sufficient, possibly due to a combined 
vibrational mode related to the hydroxyl group. The band was clearly visible 
when SA coverage was as low as 0.08 ML.119  

Our dynamic MES study indicated that the band at 1630 cm-1 is slowly 
formed. It appeared and  disappeared, correlated to the SA concentration 
increase and decrease in the liquid phase, respectively, as characterized by the 
large phase lags of the band (Figure 4-5). An interesting point is that other bands 
such as the ring stretching vibration at 1597 cm-1 and also asymmetric COO- 
stretching vibration at 1569 cm-1 did not appear in the MES study due to no or 
negligible changes of the absorbances of these bands (Figure 4-4). There is a 
possibility that SA adsorbs in a specific way so that only the band at 1630 cm-1 
prominently appears; however this is unlikely considering the presence of highly 
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IR absorbing carboxylic group in SA. Another possibility is a concentration-
induced change in the conformation or interaction mode between adsorbed SA 
molecules, involving a direct hydroxyl group interaction with the Al2O3 surface 
or an intermolecular interaction between adsorbed SA molecules via the 
hydroxyl group. 

On the other hand, the broad surface band at 1665 cm-1 appeared rather 
quickly when the liquid phase SA concentration increased. Similar to the band 
1630 cm-1, this was the only band observed with the particular kinetic behavior. 
This band position is close to that of the SA dimer in liquid phase, bridged by 
two hydrogen-bonds (Figure 4-2). Such dimer-like interaction may appear as a 
single band since the asymmetric carboxylic stretching of the dimer is far more 
prominent than other bands based on the calculated SA spectrum and it is 
possible that the other bands were too small to be observed or appeared in the 
region where the solvent absorbance was very strong. Assuming this; the 
broadness of the band indicates that SA molecules interact in a more flexible 
manner or in wider variety of configurations of intermolecular interactions near 
the surface. In addition, the dimer concentration seems higher near or at the 
surface; unlike the liquid phase spectra of 0.1 and 1 mM solutions (Figure 4-2) 
the SA monomer band at ca. 1700 cm-1 is absent. This dimer or dimer-like SA 
species may be attracted by the hydroxyl group of SA adsorbed on Al2O3. 
Probably, the hydroxyl group induces hydrogen-bonding interactions with the 
carboxylic or hydroxyl groups of non-adsorbed SA, forming a multi-layer like 
structure. Therefore, the surface SA concentration was supposed to be much 
higher (> 1 mM) than that of the solution (0.1 mM) based on the absence of the 
monomer band. 

The precise identification of the origin of the 1630 cm-1 band is difficult based 
solely on the experimental results of this study. The adsorption mode is 
influenced and changes slowly as a result of the surface SA concentration 
change. This band formation may originate from configurational changes of the 
adsorbed SA, where the hydroxyl group is directly involved in the adsorption to 
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Al2O3 surface oxygen,117, 118 or from intermolecular interactions between 
adsorbed SA molecules. Alternatively, this band can be formed by the formation 
of monomeric acid species adsorbed on Al2O3 by the equilibrium shift from the 
dimer-like species (observed at 1665 cm-1) induced by the acid concentration 
change during the MES experiment, which explains well the phase lag of the 
former band with respect to the latter.  

4.4 Conclusion 

The adsorption behaviors of salicylic, benzoic, and 2-methyl-2-hexenoic acid 
on Al2O3 were examined by means of PM-IRRAS using cyclohexane as a 
solvent and compared to corresponding spectra measured by ATR-IR under 
similar conditions. The three acid molecules adsorbed in a bridged configuration 
and formed a stable layer on the Al2O3 surface. 

The studies indicate that the most promising methodological advantage of 
PM-IRRAS is its ability to monitor surface and liquid phase species 
simultaneously but separately with a good time resolution (down to ca. 1 s). A 
transient sorption study using concentration-modulation MES allowed 
differentiating the kinetics of liquid phase SA and two different SA species 
on/near the surface. The response kinetics of the characteristic bands belonging 
to the three species was investigated by time- and also phase-domain analysis to 
quantify and evaluate the kinetics. It turned out that a layer of SA dimer or 
dimer-like species, likely bridged by hydrogen-bonding, was formed near the 
surface when the SA concentration in the solution increased. This layer 
formation was reversible with the SA concentration change in the liquid phase. 
Furthermore, SA concentration change induced slow rearrangement of adsorbed 
SA involving a change in the hydroxyl group of SA upon interaction with the 
Al2O3 surface or other adsorbed SA molecules. The exact adsorption induced 
geometrical changes are not yet clear, but the study clearly demonstrates the 
opportunity PM-IRRAS offers for the monitoring and kinetic differentiation of 
simultaneously occurring surface and liquid phase processes, and this by a single 
technique.
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5. In situ PM-IRRAS study of liquid phase benzyl 
alcohol oxidation on Pd 

 
Polarization-modulation infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS), 

facilitating simultaneous selective detection of liquid phase and surface bound species, was 
applied to study the liquid phase oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde on a Pd film. 
Experiments under aerobic and anaerobic conditions revealed significantly higher activity 
under anaerobic conditions and higher selectivity under aerobic conditions. Under anaerobic 
conditions toluene was the major side product. CO2 and benzoic acid, not yet detected by in 
situ IR during this reaction, were observed as degradation and side products in the liquid 
phase. Enhanced formation of CO2 and benzoic acid was observed under aerobic conditions 
where no surface signals could be detected. In contrast, under anaerobic conditions CO, 
formed by decarbonylation of benzaldehyde, was observed on the Pd (111) surface, delayed 
with respect to the formation profile of benzaldehyde in the liquid phase. Both CO and 
oxygen were found to poison the surface for alcohol oxidation. The poisoning by oxygen was 
more effectual than that by CO, which was attributed to the low surface area of the Pd film as 
well as the non-site-selective nature of the alcohol oxidation. No benzoate species were 
present on the Pd surface. This confirmed the hypothesis that benzoate species only adsorb on 
the basic support sites and not on Pd.  
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5.1 Introduction 

Palladium catalyzed selective oxidation of alcohols to aldehydes by molecular 
oxygen is an important process in fine chemistry.146, 147 Especially, the use of 
molecular oxygen as oxidant renders this approach ecologically benign and 
economically viable.65  

The sequence of elementary steps of this reaction on the Pd surface, i.e. 
adsorption, chemical transformation, and desorption of reactants and products, 
have been studied extensively using ultra-high vacuum (UHV) techniques70, 148-

152. Still, bridging the pressure and material gaps by studies under technically 
more relevant conditions is desirable for gaining a molecular understanding of 
this reaction.18, 20, 153 In previous mechanistic studies we have investigated the 
Pd-catalyzed alcohol oxidation in liquid phase67, 69, 72, 154 or in supercritical 
CO2

53, 155 using attenuated total reflection infrared (ATR-IR) spectroscopy and 
X-ray absorption spectroscopy. ATR-IR spectroscopy is one of the few 
techniques which allows sensitive detection of catalytic processes occurring at 
solid-liquid interfaces,50 and important reaction intermediates during alcohol 
oxidation could be identified by its combination with modulation excitation 
spectroscopy.156  

Concerning the reaction mechanism of alcohol oxidation on Pd catalysts, the 
spectroscopic studies under technical16, 69, 147 and idealized70 conditions using 
different alcohols elucidated that the catalytic cycle starts with the adsorption of 
the hydroxyl hydrogen (1).  

 

Subsequent β-H elimination (2) completes the dehydrogenation step.70 This 
elimination step is considered to be the rate-determining step in the oxidation of 
benzyl alcohol.151, 157 Depending on the conditions, the formed carbonyl 
compound binds either as monodentate (η1) or bidentate (η2) to the surface.70, 148, 
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150, 158 The η1-species is easily released from the catalyst surface to the reaction 
mixture yielding the desired oxidation product without direct participation of 
oxidant, molecular oxygen, presumably dissociatively adsorbed on the Pd 
surface. This reaction sequence is termed oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH). 
The more tightly bound η2 species, on the other hand, can decompose via further 
H-abstraction (3) and C-C bond scission (4) to surface bound hydrocarbons and 
CO.149 

 

Oxygen assists to complete the catalytic cycle by removing surface hydrogen 
(formally forming water) and by oxidizing the surface adsorbed CO to CO2.67 
The reaction performs optimally under conditions where the Pd is neither over-
oxidized159-161 by oxygen nor deactivated by CO poisoning.154   

For the liquid phase oxidation of benzyl alcohol, a complex reaction network 
has been proposed based on an ATR-IR spectroscopic study using a commercial 
5 wt % Pd/Al2O3 catalyst.69 It was found that the product decomposition 
predominantly occurred on Pd (111) sites, while the ODH took place at Pd (111) 
and Pd(100) sites.62 Accordingly, selective doping of the catalyst’s Pd (111) 
sites with Bi enhanced the catalyst stability.72 Furthermore, prominent benzoate 
species were formed and strongly adsorbed on the catalyst,69, 154 although no 
liquid phase benzoic acid was detected; therefore it was concluded that this 
species adsorbs on the Al2O3 support.69 

In this work, we utilized polarization-modulation infrared reflection-
absorption spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS)43, 48, 102 for the in situ investigation of the 
Pd-catalyzed benzyl alcohol oxidation. The processes  occurring in this catalytic 
system could be followed by detecting simultaneously but separately liquid 
phase and surface species using a special microreactor cell presented in Chapter 
2. Unlike as in the previous spectroscopic studies, a Pd film was used in order to 
unambiguously clarify the catalytic functions of the Pd surface and to exclude 
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the influence of support materials. Special attention was given to: i) the 
investigation of the chemical species occurring in the liquid phase and on the 
surface during the course of the reaction, ii) the study of the influence of the 
presence/absence of oxygen in the system on the reaction mechanism and 
selectivity, iii) the understanding of the nature of the active sites, and iv) the 
comparison of the obtained spectra with earlier IR studies62, 69, 154 where the 
catalyst was supported on a metal oxide.  

5.2 Experimental Section 

PM-IRRAS. The PM-IRRAS setup and cell construction are described in 
detail in Chapter 2. To recapitulate, the cell (schematically shown in Figure 5-1) 
was fixed in the sample compartment of a Bruker PMA50 connected to the 
external beam port of a Bruker Vertex 70 spectrometer equipped with a 
polarization-modulation set-up and a mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) 
detector. It allows parallel and time-resolved detection of the sum and difference 
reflectivities of two mutually perpendicular lights, namely the perpendicular (s) 
and parallel (p) polarizations whose directions are defined by the plane spanned 
by incident and reflected light. According to the Fresnel equations96, a phase 
shift of ca. 180° of electric field occurs upon surface reflection for s-
polarization; hence incident and reflected light interacts destructively on the 
surface, yielding no surface information. On the other hand, p-polarization 
interacts constructively on the surface upon reflection, resulting in an enhanced 
surface electric field which makes the polarization suitable for the detection of 
surface species.34 Division of the measured difference reflectivity with the sum 
reflectivity yields the surface PM-IRRA spectrum.102 The sum reflectivity itself 
can be considered as the single-beam spectrum of liquid phase due to the 
dominant light absorption by the liquid phase (Chapter 2).102 Theoretical and 
practical aspects of PM-IRRAS can be found in Chapter 2 and elsewhere.43, 48, 102  

Polarization-modulation was performed at a frequency of 50 kHz with a 
photoelastic modulator (PEM, Hinds Instruments 100, ZnSe optical head) with 
half-wave retardation at 1600 cm-1. A lock-in amplifier (Standford Research 
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Systems, SR830 DSP) was used for demodulation. A polished Al wafer (root-
mean-square roughness: 1.87 nm), was first coated with Ta (10 nm) and then 
with Pd (200 nm) by plasma sputtering (PVD Products, magneton sputtering 
deposition, Ar flow: 10 sccm; Ta deposition: 150 W, 3 mTorr, 49 s; Pd 
deposition: 25 W, 5 mTorr, 33 min). The coated Pd surface served as a mirror 
for the IR light and as a catalyst for the alcohol oxidation at the same time. The 
liquid-layer thickness between the Pd film and the CaF2 crystal was adjusted to 
ca. 10 μm (Figure 5-1). The system temperature was set to 323 K for all 
experiments. It was controlled by a thermostat (Lauda M3) and two Peltier 
elements (Melcor SH 1.0-95-05L). All PM-IRRAS spectra were obtained by 
averaging 200 spectra at a resolution of 4 cm-1.  

 

Figure 5-1. Schematic illustration of the PM-IRRAS experimental geometry. 

Experimental Procedure. The following protocol was used for the oxidation 
of benzyl alcohol (Aldrich 99+ %) to benzaldehyde. The IR-sample 
compartment was purged thoroughly with nitrogen. H2 (PanGas, 5.0) saturated 
cyclohexane was admitted from bubbling tanks via 1/16’ Swagelok tubing for 
30 min in order to reduce and clean the Pd surface.162, 163 A peristaltic pump 
(Ismatec, Reglo 100) was placed behind the cell to regulate the flow rate at 0.3 
ml/min. After reduction of Pd, N2 (PanGas, 5.0) saturated cyclohexane was 
admitted for 30 min to clean the surface, removing hydrogen and possible 
reduction products. Removal of hydrogen is important to avoid the 
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hydrogenolysis of benzyl alcohol, producing toluene and water, at the beginning 
of the reaction.69 Then the reactant, 10 mM benzyl alcohol in cyclohexane, was 
admitted for 15 min and the flow was stopped. The reaction (liquid phase and 
surface) processes were monitored by PM-IRRAS for 120 min. Under aerobic 
conditions the reaction mixture was saturated with synthetic air (PanGas, 5.0), 
while the solution was saturated with N2 under anaerobic conditions. In a 
reference CO adsorption experiment, CO (0.1 % in Ar, PanGas 5.0) saturated in 
cyclohexane was admitted over the Pd film reduced by the procedure described 
above.  

Conversion was calculated based on the OH stretching band area of benzyl 
alcohol at 3623 cm-1. The linearity of the band area with concentration was 
validated in the presence and absence of the product, benzaldehyde. Selectivity 
towards benzaldehyde was determined based on the area ratio between 
benzaldehyde (the area of the band centered at 1713 cm-1) and benzyl alcohol 
(the area of the band centered at 3623 cm-1) to avoid possible errors in absolute 
concentration determination caused by a little difference in the liquid-film 
thickness from different experiments.  

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Benzyl Alcohol Oxidation under Anaerobic and Aerobic Conditions  

Liquid Phase Spectra. Independent of the conditions, among liquid phase 
species (Fig. 2) the most prominent band at 1713 cm-1 was the ν(C=O) of the 
reaction product, benzaldehyde. The signals at 1606, 1597, 1586, 1309 and 1201 
cm-1 were also assigned to benzaldehyde by comparison with literature69, 154 and 
reference transmission IR measurements (not shown). Apparently, the product 
formation was more pronounced under anaerobic conditions. 

There were two other small bands observed in the liquid phase at 2336 and 
1748 cm-1. Both bands have not yet been reported by in situ IR studies on benzyl 
alcohol oxidation. At a glance these bands were larger under the aerobic 
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condition (Figure 5-2). The former band was assigned to the νas(C=O) of 
dissolved CO2. The assignment was confirmed by a reference measurement 
using CO2 saturated solvent. The latter band was assigned to the ν(C=O) of the 
benzoic acid monomer, whose assignment was confirmed by comparison with 
transmission-IR experiments and DFT calculations (Appendix A). The band of 
the acid dimer (expected at 1698 cm-1) is not clearly visible in Figure 5-2 due to 
its minor presence and to the largely overlapping band of benzaldehyde at 1713 
cm-1, strongly indicating a very low concentration of the benzoic acid in the 
solution (<< 0.5 mM). 

 

Figure 5-2. PM-IRRA liquid phase spectra taken after 10, 30, 60, 90 and 120 min, during 
the oxidation of benzyl alcohol under aerobic (red) and anaerobic (black) conditions. The 
negative signals, indicated by an asterisk, are due to incomplete compensation of the 
solvent signal. Reference was taken at the start of the reaction. Due to strong IR-absorption 
by the solvent, the region between 1500 and 1350 cm-1 is not shown. 

Surface Spectra. As shown in Chapters 2 and 3, one of the powerful features 
of PM-IRRAS is the possibility to simultaneously monitor liquid phase and 
surface species. Surface PM-IRRA spectra, obtained simultaneously with the 
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liquid phase spectra (Figure 5-2) during the oxidation under the anaerobic and 
aerobic conditions, are shown in Figure 5-3. The only surface species detected 
by IR during the reaction was adsorbed CO in a bridged configuration, gradually 
appearing at 1844 cm-1 and blue shifting to 1890 cm-1 during the reaction course 
of 2 h. It was present only under anaerobic condition and absent under aerobic 
condition. The origin of this surface CO was attributed to the decomposition of 
the benzaldehyde (reactions 3,4).62, 154 The negative band at 1713 cm-1 was 
caused by the imperfect compensation of the liquid phase signal of 
benzaldehyde due to the contribution of liquid phase signals (here Rp+Rs was 
taken) in the surface spectrum.102 

 

Figure 5-3. PM-IRRA surface spectra taken after 10, 30, 60, 90 and 120 min during the 
oxidation of benzyl alcohol under aerobic (red) and anaerobic (black) conditions. A 
spectrum, taken after 30 min of flowing CO-saturated cyclohexane on Pd is shown as dotted 
line. Reference was taken at the start of the reaction. 

The spectral feature of the surface adsorbed CO was compared with that of a 
reference CO adsorption measurement which was obtained by admitting a CO-
saturated solvent over the same Pd film but pre-reduced by H2-saturated solvent 
flow in the absence of benzyl alcohol (Figure 5-3, dotted line). The reference 
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spectrum showed a small band around 2070 cm-1 (atop CO) and a prominent one 
at 1956 cm-1 (bridged CO). The latter band has been ascribed to the CO 
adsorption on Pd(100) planes and defect sites (edges, corners).62 The shoulder 
flanking the 1956 cm-1 band on its low energy side indicates the polycrystalline 
nature of the Pd film.154 This comparison confirms earlier findings that CO 
formed by benzaldehyde decomposition (reactions 3,4) adsorbs on specific sites 
or, in other words, the decomposition occurs on specific sites.62 

Temporal Evolutions. The temporal evolutions of benzyl alcohol conversion 
and the temporal profiles of the band areas for benzaldehyde, benzoic acid 
monomer, dissolved CO2, and adsorbed CO are shown in Figure 5-4. As 
expected from the liquid phase spectra (Figure 5-2), the conversion under 
anaerobic conditions (78% after 2 h, Figure 5-4 left) was considerably higher 
than that under aerobic conditions (26 % after 2 h, Figure 5-4 right). The target 
product, benzaldehyde was formed significantly faster and in a greater amount 
in the absence of oxygen. Under anaerobic conditions the benzaldehyde signals 
leveled off after around 80 minutes parallel to the conversion (Figure 5-4 left). 
On the contrary, a gradual and steady increase of the benzaldehyde signal as 
well as of the benzyl alcohol conversion was observed under aerobic conditions 
(Figure 5-4 right).  

Accurate determination of the temporal evolutions of CO2 and benzoic acid 
monomer was more demanding since the areas of these species were small, and 
baseline movements and/or noise may have influenced the accuracy 
significantly (CO2 and benzoic acid areas in Figure 5-4 were scaled by a factor 
of 40). Nevertheless, it is evident from the band areas that these side products 
requiring oxygen for their formation appear in a larger amount under aerobic 
conditions despite the lower conversion. For both CO2 and the acid, the signal 
areas under aerobic condition were about twice as large as under anaerobic 
condition. 

The development of the CO2 signal was different under the two conditions. 
The CO2 concentration leveled off after 40 min under anaerobic condition. 
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Under aerobic condition the CO2 signal increased sharply until 50 min and grew 
slightly afterwards. Similarly, the benzoic acid monomer signal increased during 
the first 40 min under anaerobic condition and decreased afterwards. Under 
aerobic condition the temporal evolution of benzoic acid was similar to that of 
CO2. Immediate formation of benzoic acid was observed, indicating the strong 
influence of the amount of oxygen available in the solution and consequently on 
the surface on the rate of the acid formation.  

 

Figure 5-4.Time evolution of the conversion, liquid phase and surface signals during the 
benzyl alcohol oxidation under anaerobic (left) and aerobic (right) conditions. Integrated 
time dependent signal areas of benzaldehyde (PhCHO), monomer of benzoic acid 
(PhCOOH), dissolved CO2, and the CO surface signal are shown. 

Under anaerobic condition, surface CO was observed after ca. 20 min with a 
remarkable delay compared to the evolutions of other products and the amount 
increased linearly with time.  

5.3.2 Selectivity under Aerobic and Anaerobic Conditions 

It is clear from the formation of side products (benzoic acid and CO2 in the 
liquid phase and adsorbed CO on the Pd surface) that the selectivity towards 
benzaldehyde was not at its desirable maximum of 100 %, due to some 
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unwanted reaction pathways of the alcohol and/or further reactions of the 
desired product, benzaldehyde, over the Pd surface. The selectivity towards 
benzaldehyde was compared at identical conversions (14 %) under anaerobic 
and aerobic conditions, considerable differences were observed. Under 
anaerobic and aerobic conditions the selectivities for benzaldehyde were 59 ± 5 
and 73 ± 4 %, respectively.  

Earlier investigations of benzyl alcohol oxidation reported toluene as a major 
byproduct with up to 50 % selectivity.67, 69, 71 So far, toluene has not been 
detected during the reaction by in situ IR studies and its formation was only 
confirmed ex situ by gas chromatography. Two reasons hindered in situ 
detection of toluene by IR spectroscopy.67 First, the toluene signals were masked 
by the signals of surface species such as benzoate adsorbed on the alumina 
support and there was no technique to unambiguously distinguish between 
surface and liquid phase signals, and second, the characteristic aromatic ring 
stretching signals are common for reactants, products, and side-products. By 
applying PM-IRRAS and a Pd film (absence of support) we could avoid these 
disturbing factors. Furthermore, deconvolution of overlapping signals allowed 
quantifying toluene by its characteristic aromatic ring vibration at 1604 cm-1 

(Figure 5-5 spectrum c). The band at 1604 cm-1 was also present in 
benzaldehyde (Figure 5-5 spectrum d). To quantitatively evaluate the amount of 
toluene formed, the area ratio between the bands at 1604 and 1587 cm-1 obtained 
for a 10 mM benzaldehyde solution in cyclohexane (Figure 5-5 spectrum d) was 
compared to the corresponding ratios of the reaction products after 120 min 
reaction time (the above criterion, the selectivity at the alcohol conversion of 14 
%, was too small to accurately determine the band area of toluene) under the 
anaerobic (Figure 5-5 spectrum b) and aerobic conditions (Figure 5-5 spectrum 
a). While the 1604:1587 cm-1 area ratios were similar for the 10 mM 
benzaldehyde solution and the reaction mixture under aerobic conditions, i.e. no 
toluene was formed, this ratio greatly changed under anaerobic conditions. 
Using a standard with a known concentration of toluene, ca. 35 and 0 % 
selectivities to toluene under the anaerobic and aerobic conditions, respectively, 
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were determined. Careful inspection of the spectra did not reveal any species 
besides toluene and side-products (CO2 and benzoic acid). This finding clarified 
that toluene formation was the main reason for the lower selectivity under 
anaerobic conditions, whereas the formation of the side products, CO2 and 
benzoic acid, most likely caused the decrease in selectivity towards 
benzaldehyde. 

5.4 Discussion 

Reaction Pathways under Anaerobic and Aerobic Conditions. Formation 
of benzaldehyde [reactions (1) and (2)] has been investigated mechanistically 
and it is known to readily occur independently of the conditions.69 The 
formation of toluene, the main byproduct under anaerobic conditions, has been 
reported via two pathways, namely (i) a SN2 type hydrogenolysis by a surface 
hydrogen attacking the benzylic carbon of adsorbed benzyl alcohol164 or (ii) by 
the recombination of [PhCH2]ads with [H]ads.71 The latter pathway involves two 
different dissociative adsorptions of benzyl alcohol and tandem-recombination 
of the adsorbates formed by the two pathways. This mechanism was suggested 
to explain the equimolar formation of benzaldehyde and toluene using Pd-561 
giant cluster under anaerobic condition.71 Our results also showed a large 
amount of toluene formation, but the selectivity towards benzaldehyde and 
toluene was not equal. Furthermore, no water was detected in this study neither 
in the liquid phase nor on the Pd surface, although water formation is expected 
in both pathways (i) and (ii). This may be related to the apolar solvent 
(cyclohexane) used in this work, which possibly prevented desorption of water 
from the surface and promoted other side reactions on the surface. Presumably, 
the surface chemical reactions proceeded very fast and thus it was not possible 
to identify reaction intermediates on the surface. Hence, the pathway of toluene 
formation could not be followed in detail in this study and its elucidation 
requires further in situ studies at lower temperature or transient-type 
investigations such as modulation excitation spectroscopy.56 It is important to 
realize that both pathways require adsorbed surface hydrogen. The surface 
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hydrogen is likely consumed and not present under aerobic condition, which led 
to no formation of toluene and consequently to a higher selectivity towards 
benzaldehyde (Figure 5-5). 

Under aerobic condition, reactions with atomic oxygen were enhanced as 
evidenced by larger formation of benzoic acid and CO2 as the main side-
product. In literature two mechanistic pathways have been suggested for benzoic 
acid formation. First, the reaction of the aldehyde with water to the instable 
geminal diol, which is immediately dehydrogenated on the surface to form 
benzoic acid (reactions 5 and 6)69, 146 and second, nucleophilic oxidation of the 
aldehyde (7) followed by a recombination with surface hydrogen (8).150  

       (5) 

       (6) 

       (7) 

       (8) 

The enhancement of the acid formation under aerobic condition suggests a 
faster reaction (7) and the probable formation route to benzoic acid via reactions 
(7) and (8). Besides, no water was observed during the oxidation of benzyl 
alcohol in agreement with earlier studies.67, 69 The lack of water can be due to its 
possible fast reactions as discussed above and also rationalized by the 
equilibrium between the adsorbed hydrogen and oxygen and the formation of 
water in the apolar environment, which lies on the side of the adsorbed atoms. 
Interestingly, the formation of water was spectroscopically observed only in 
cases where the oxidation products (aldehyde) could not accept additional 
oxygen as shown for the oxidation of 1-phenylethanol to acetophenone which 
cannot be oxidized to a carboxylic acid.67 This fact suggests that water formed 
during the reaction is consumed for the acid formation and that the reaction 
route to benzoic acid via (5) and (6) is more probable. The amount of water can 
be enhanced under aerobic condition since adsorbed hydrogen can react readily. 

PhCHOad + H2O PhCH(OH)2,ad

PhCH(OH)2,ad PhCOOHad + 2Had

PhCHOad +  Oad PhCHOOad

PhCHOOad + Had PhCHOOH
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The elucidation of detailed mechanisms of the acid formation also requires 
further mechanistic investigations. 

Certainly, the formation of CO2 confirmed the decarbonylation reaction of the 
product (reaction 4) and subsequent oxidation of CO by surface oxygen. The CO 
oxidation rate was clearly higher under the aerobic condition. Similar to the 
dissolved CO2 found here, gas phase CO2 was detected as a methanol 
decomposition product over a Pd (111) single crystal by PM-IRRAS.165 This 
similarity is important since it validates the suggested decomposition 
mechanism for a broad range of conditions and alcohols. 

 

Figure 5-5. Liquid phase PM-IRRAS spectra of a) the reaction solution after 120 min under 
aerobic condition, b) the reaction solution after 120 under anaerobic condition, c) 10 mM 
toluene in cyclohexane, and d) 10 mM benzaldehyde in cyclohexane (scaled by 0.5). 

Benzene, another side product expected to be formed by the decarbonylation 
of the aldehyde, could not be detected by IR. The absence of the hydrogenated 
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form, cyclohexane, was also confirmed by the experiments substituting the 
solvent to cyclopentane, most likely due to its low concentration.67  

Active Sites and Surface Poisoning. Generally, both the catalytic activity 
and selectivity are determined by the types of active sites available during the 
reaction. In alcohol oxidation these sites may be occupied by oxygen, CO, and 
degradation products.154, 166 The accumulation of the surface poison, CO, was 
observed as shown in Figure 5-3 under anaerobic condition. The bridged CO 
band was significantly red-shifted relative to the reference CO signal obtained 
by adsorbing CO from the liquid phase. Similar trends have been reported 
before and this shift has been explained by the decomposition of benzaldehyde 
preferably occurring on Pd (111), the most active Pd face for this degradation 
reaction.62 The evolving signal around 1850 cm-1 is characteristic for CO 
adsorbed on Pd (111) and confirms that CO adsorbed where it had been 
formed.62  

The time lag between the first appearance of CO with respect to that of 
benzaldehyde confirms that the reaction occurs consecutively and that CO is a 
decomposition product of the aldehyde (Figure 5-3). It is likely that surface 
poisoning by CO deactivates the active sites responsible for the formation of 
benzaldehyde (after ca. 40 min) and also for all the side reactions as evident 
from the conversion profile (after ca. 60 min). The concentration of surface CO 
continuously increased within 2 hours of reaction time. The different temporal 
profile of surface CO from those of the aldehyde and alcohol conversion 
indicates that certain reactions are blocked at different CO coverage of the Pd 
surface and are hence site-selective.  

On the other hand, the absence of the CO band under aerobic condition 
indicates that i) CO is immediately oxidized to CO2 in the presence of oxygen, 
and ii) that the lower catalytic activity under aerobic condition is caused by 
catalytic-site-blocking with oxygen atoms dissociatively adsorbed on Pd.167 
Although undetectable by IR, it is known from XAS studies that oxygen 
accumulating on the Pd surface deactivates the metal by forming a passivating 
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oxygen layer.73 A similar effect has been observed for Pt catalysts.159, 160 We 
could prove the formation of this surface oxygen layer by studying the temporal 
CO and CO2 signal evolution of benzaldehyde under anaerobic condition 
employing a Pd film that had been used for the alcohol oxidation under aerobic 
condition and was thus covered and deactivated by oxygen. After switching to 
anaerobic condition, a strong surface CO signal evolved, indicative of a reduced, 
more oxygen-free surface, and at the same time the production rate of 
benzaldehyde was enhanced (Appendix A).  

Typically using commercial catalysts such as Pd/γ-Al2O3, higher reaction 
rates are reported under aerobic conditions.62, 69 This study using a Pd film 
showed an opposite trend; higher reaction rates under anaerobic condition. One 
of the reasons for the difference is the surface-to-volume ratio implied by the 
cell applied. In other words, the surface area (86.42 mm2) of the Pd film was too 
small relative to the oxygen concentration in the solution; hence the Pd surface 
was readily deactivated. Contrarily, high surface area catalysts are much less 
sensitive to site-blocking when the same amount of oxygen is available in 
solution. Because there are more active sites available, the reaction can be 
operated in the mass-transport-limited regime68, 161 and the deactivation occurs 
slowly. 

Although the Pd surface was gradually covered by CO under anaerobic 
condition, the reaction rate was higher under anaerobic than under aerobic 
condition. This implies the non-site-selective oxidation of benzyl alcohol; the 
oxidation occurs over various Pd sites as (111) and (100) terraces, however, the 
CO poisoning preferentially takes place on (111) sites. This deactivation is 
likely less significant than that caused by oxidation of the Pd surface and could 
account for the higher activity under anaerobic condition. 

Finally, the obtained PM-IRRAS surface spectra in Figure 5-3 were compared 
to earlier in situ ATR-IR studies of this reaction under identical conditions using 
an Al2O3-supported Pd catalyst.62, 69, 154 During the reaction, strong signals 
originating from adsorbed benzoate were detected on the catalyst by ATR-IR. 
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Surprisingly, the surface benzoate signals, expected at 1601 cm-1 and 1549 cm-1, 
were missing on the Pd-film catalyzed reaction. This clearly confirms the 
hypothesis made earlier that benzoate species adsorb on basic support sites and 
not on catalytic active sites.62, 69, 154 Traces of benzoic acid detected in the liquid 
phase did not accumulate on the Pd surface, independent of the conditions used; 
therefore it is not the source for the deactivation of the Pd surface.  

5.5 Conclusion 

Reaction pathways of liquid phase benzyl alcohol oxidation to benzaldehyde 
over a Pd film were investigated by in situ PM-IRRAS, aiming at identifying the 
role of Pd active sites in the absence of support material such as Al2O3. 
Particularly, the unique feature of PM-IRRAS, simultaneous but separate 
detection of liquid phase and surface species, was utilized for this study. The 
reaction yielded 78 % conversion of the alcohol under anaerobic and 26 % 
conversion under aerobic conditions using the PM-IRRAS cell described in 
Chapter 2 functioning as microreactor. Toluene, benzoic acid and CO2 in the 
liquid phase were detected for the first time by an in situ IR technique during 
this reaction. Selectivity towards benzaldehyde was significantly higher under 
aerobic than under anaerobic conditions, while CO2 and benzoic acid were 
formed under both conditions and more distinct under aerobic conditions. The 
major side-product of the reaction under anaerobic condition was toluene, which 
considerably decreased the selectivity towards benzaldehyde.  

On the surface, CO formed by the consecutive decarbonylation of 
benzaldehyde was detected on Pd (111) sites under anaerobic condition. In 
contrast, under aerobic condition the surface CO was immediately oxidized by 
surface oxygen and no surface species were detected. Both CO and oxygen act 
as a poison of the catalytic active surface. The poisoning by oxygen, caused by 
passivating the Pd surface, was more remarkable than that by CO, which could 
be traced to the low surface area of the Pd film as well as to the facile alcohol 
oxidation. The oxygen passivated Pd film could be reactivated by applying 
anaerobic conditions. As successfully applied for oxidized Pt,168 unsteady-state 
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cycles between lean and rich oxygen concentration may assist in regenerating 
catalytic active sites and prolong the catalyst stability. 

Furthermore, our study supports the hypothesis proposed in literature that 
benzoates adsorb on basic support material, such as Al2O3, and that they do not 
accumulate on catalytic active metal sites. The formed benzoic acid was simply 
released into solution in the absence of support. Finally, the study demonstrates 
that with the novel in situ PM-IRRAS device, interesting information about 
benzyl alcohol oxidation could be gained, that was otherwise obscured by 
overlapping signals from different phases. 
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6. Hydrogen bonding interactions in cinchonidine - 
2-methyl-2-hexenoic acid complexes: A combined 
spectroscopic and theoretical study 

 

Molecular interactions between cinchonidine (CD) and 2-methyl-2-hexenoic acid (MHA) 
have been studied by means of NMR, ATR-IR MES, DFT, and ab initio molecular dynamics. 
These interactions are of particular interest due to their pivotal role in the chiral induction 
occurring in the heterogeneous catalytic asymmetric hydrogenation of α,β-unsaturated acids. 
The population density of the Open(3) conformer of CD, the most populated one at room 
temperature in apolar solvents, considerably increased to a maximum by addition of MHA to 
CD in toluene. The CD-MHA complex showed prominent symmetric and asymmetric 
carboxylate stretching vibrations in the regions of 1350-1410 and 1520-1580 cm-1, 
respectively. DFT calculations revealed that these vibrational frequencies are expected to 
significantly shift depending on the chemical surrounding of MHA, that is, the hydrogen bond 
network. Earlier postulated 1:1 binding between CD and MHA was considered unlikely; 
instead, a dynamic equilibrium involving the MHA monomer and dimer, the 1:3 and possibly 
1:2 CD-MHA complexes, were rationalized. Stable CD-MHA structures suggested by DFT 
calculations are the “1:3, halfN, cyclic” and the “1:3, halfN, cyclic tilted” complexes, where 
three MHA molecules are connected in wire by hydrogen bonding, two having direct 
interaction with CD. The confinement of CD’s torsional motions in the complexes, leading to 
a slightly distorted Open(3) conformer via specific hydrogen-bonding interactions, was 
clearly reproduced by ab initio molecular dynamics, and the stable and flexible nature of the 
interaction was verified. Theoretical IR spectra of the complexes reproduced the characteristic 
vibrational frequencies of the complexes observed experimentally, supporting the stability of 
the 1:3 and implying the possibility of even higher molecular weight CD-MHA complexes. 
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6.1 Introduction 

Intermolecular hydrogen bonding, which is largely responsible for the 
generation of supramolecular complexes, is an eminent and still expanding 
research field. The noncovalent structures of flexible nature play key roles in a 
broad chemical range, including chiral recognition and catalysis.169

 The 
interactions are well-known in liquid phase chemistry, for example, 
homogeneous catalysis where they promote regioselective reactions170 or induce 
stereoselectivity.171

 Such interactions are also understood to occur in 
heterogeneous catalysis, as, for example, in the asymmetric hydrogenation of 
activated ketones172

 or, as studied here, of α,β-unsaturated carboxylic acids. 
Thereby, metal surfaces are modified by adsorbing a chiral molecule, the so-
called chiral modifier or simply modifier. In general, Pd chirally modified by 
cinchona alkaloids, employed in the enantioselective hydrogenation of the 
carboxylic acid’s substituted C-C double bond, are proven to be efficient for this 
reaction.173

 An overview of the reaction and a variety of prochiral acids 
hydrogenated in this way are summarized in different reviews.78, 80, 94, 174-177

 In 
contrast to the continuous improvement of the enantiomeric excess (ee) up to 
92%81

 by systematically varying the reaction conditions,178 substrates,179
 and 

additives,180
 the mechanistic understanding of the reaction lags somewhat behind 

and is a matter of debate in the literature. This is certainly in part due to the 
inherent complexity of the reaction involving a substrate, modifier, solvent, and 
catalyst surface. Better insight into the reaction mechanism, especially the 
interaction between the modifier and substrate, is crucial towards the rational 
design of the catalytic system. 

The focus of the current study is on the interaction between the chiral 
modifier, cinchonidine (CD), and 2-methyl-2-hexenoic acid (MHA) in solution, 
in view of the commercial importance of chiral carboxylic acids181, 182

 and the 
good ee afforded for this reaction using CD and MHA.183, 184

 A combined 
spectroscopic and theoretical approach was deemed suitable to study the CD-
MHA interaction and gain deeper insight into the reaction mechanism. In 
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solution phase, two very powerful spectroscopic techniques are IR and NMR, 
being largely complementary due to their significantly different sensitivity 
relative to structural changes and bonding information. An absolute necessity, 
considering the complexity of the system, was theoretical support, in particular, 
for the IR signal assignment and the structural characterization.  

 

 

Figure 6-1. Open(3) conformer of CD. The two characteristic torsion angles τ1 and τ2 are 
indicated. Definitions of carbon and proton numbering are shown in a) and b), respectively. 

From earlier spectroscopic185-191
 and theoretical192, 193

 studies, it is known that 
CD and other cinchona alkaloids exist preferably in the Open(3) conformation, 
especially in apolar solvents.186

 Upon addition of an acidic substrate to CD or 
employing an acidic solvent, the population of the Open(3) conformer is further 
enhanced.85, 194, 195

 Similarly, simple protonation of the quinuclidine N of CD and 
the presence of a counterion can drastically influence the conformational 
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behavior and leads also to an increase in Open(3).194
 In the case of the CD-acid 

interaction, the origin of the enhancement of the Open(3) population has been 
assigned to the confinement of two characteristic torsion angles of CD (τ1 and τ22, 
Figure 6-1) via a specific interaction between the quinuclidine N of the modifier 
and the carboxylic acid.85, 86 

It was suggested that one or two acid molecules bind to CD, forming 1:1 and 
1:2 modifier-acid complexes. Two possible structures for the 1:1 complex have 
been proposed, a monodentate interaction82

 where the acidic proton interacts 
with the basic N of the quinuclidine and a bidentate interaction83, 84

 where an 
additional hydrogen bond between the hydroxyl H of the CD and the carbonyl O 
of the acid is formed. Extended and more flexible hydrogen bond networks 
involving two acid molecules in 1:2 complexes have been suggested as well.85-88 
Furthermore, a solvent-polarity-dependent modifier to acid ratio was postulated 
to explain the change in ee on differently dispersed catalysts.196

 Previous FT-IR 
studies using acetic and tiglic acid show that more than one acid molecule 
interacts with the modifier, already at a CD:acid ratio of about 2:1.85, 86 Plausible 
1:1 and 1:2 structures were theoretically studied for the CD-acetic acid system.85 
In this work, we have extended the CD-acid interaction model by taking three 
acid molecules into account in the hydrogen bond network. Conformational 
aspects and the interaction network between CD and MHA were investigated by 
NMR and IR, respectively, and critically compared with theoretical 
investigations. 

6.2 Experimental Section 

Chemicals. Chemicals were used as received. Toluene (≥99.7%) and CD 
(≥98%) were purchased from Fluka and MHA (≥98%) was purchased from 
ABCR. MHA was determined to be present as an (E)-isomer based on 1H-NMR, 
13C-NMR, HH-NOESY proton spectra, and comparison with NMR prediction as 
well as with (E)-2-methyl-2-pentenoic acid studied in the literature.197

 Toluene-
d8 (≥99.8%, Dr. Glaser AG Basel) was used for the NMR experiments. Solutions 
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were saturated with hydrogen (PanGas, 5.0) and nitrogen (PanGas, 5.0) in the 
ATR-IR experiments. 

 NMR. NMR spectra were recorded using Bruker Avance AV- 500 and AV-
700 MHz spectrometers. Signal assignments were assisted by correlation 
spectroscopy (COSY), total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY), and low-
temperature experiments (193-300 K). Conformational information was 
obtained by nuclear Overhauser enhancement spectroscopy (NOESY) and 
vicinal coupling constants. The standard solutions measured contained 2.5 mM 
CD or 2.5 mM CD and 5 mM MHA in toluene-d8. Low concentration was 
required to suppress autoaggregation198 and precipitation199

 and also to have a 
better comparison with theoretical results where no solvent and no 
intermolecular interactions are considered. For the NOESY experiment, the free 
precession time (t1max), the mixing time (τm), the acquisition (AQ), and the 
relaxation time were 80 ms, 0.7 s, 0.205 s, and 2 s, respectively. In the TOCSY 
experiment t1max, the spin lock time, AQ, and the relaxation time were 70 ms, 80 
ms, 0.307 s, and 0.8 s, respectively.  

Transmission FT-IR. A commercial IR cell (Portmann Instruments) 
equipped with rectangular CaF2 windows was used for recording IR transmission 
spectra at room temperature. The path length was set at 25 μm by means of a 
Teflon spacer. IR spectra were collected with a Bruker Equinox 55 at 4 cm-1 
resolution with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled MCT detector. A spectrum of pure 
toluene served as the reference.  

ATR-IR MES. Infrared spectra were measured on a Bruker IFS 66/S FT-IR 
spectrometer equipped with an ATR-IR attachment (Optispec) and a liquid-
nitrogen-cooled MCT detector. All spectra were recorded at 4 cm-1 resolution. 
The IRE (internal reflection element, Ge, 50 × 20 × 2 mm) was fixed within a 
stainless steel flow-through cell specially designed for fast switching between 
two flow lines. A more detailed description of the cell is reported elsewhere.104

 

The temperature of the flow-through cell was regulated by means of a 
thermostat (Julabo F25) at 298 K. The solution flow (0.54 mL/min) was 
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controlled by means of a peristaltic pump (ISMATEC Reglo 100) located 
behind the cell. The entrance of two flow lines was altered by two computer-
controlled pneumatically actuated three-way Teflon valves (Parker PV-1-2324). 
Modulation excitation spectroscopy (MES) was combined with ATR-IR 
spectroscopy, typically used in the investigation of solid-liquid interfaces.50

 

Here, the MES technique was employed to simply analyze the solution phase. 
The great sensitivity enhancement allows detection of very small signals, as 
those in this study originating from modifier-carboxylic acid interactions, by 
alternately flowing two solutions periodically, for example, first a solvent (e.g. 
CD in toluene) and second a solution (e.g. CD and MHA in toluene). MES 
removes all of the signals in common in the two flows, reduces noise, and 
further enhances the difference signals between the two flows (e.g. interaction 
signals due to CD-MHA) by means of phase sensitive detection.56, 57

 The CD-
MHA interaction signals were on the order of 10-100 microabsorbances, which 
would otherwise be very difficult to achieve for confident identification. Only 
in-phase spectra56

 are shown in this work. The experimental series started with 
the modulation experiment, that is, alternating flow of MHA in a 2.5 mM CD 
solution versus a 2.5 mM CD solution. Different concentrations of MHA were 
used for the modulation experiments: 0.5, 1.25, 2.5, and 5.0 mM, which 
correspond to 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 acid equivalents, respectively. For 
comparison, the MES experiment of MHA in toluene versus toluene was 
performed. Four dummy and 10 measurement cycles with 60 data points per 
cycle were measured in the MES experiments. 

Computational Methods. Geometry optimization, singlepoint energy, 
vibrational frequency calculations within harmonic approximation, and ab initio 
molecular dynamics were performed with the B3PW91 hybrid functional133, 134 
using Gaussian 03135 and with the BLYP functional134, 200 using Car-Parrinello 
molecular dynamics (CPMD).201 The first and the second methods are noted 
hereafter as B3PW91-G and BLYP-PW, respectively. A 6-311G(d,p) basis set 
was applied for all of the atoms for the B3PW91-G method. Basis set 
superposition error (BSSE) due to the Gaussian basis sets was corrected by the 
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counterpoise approximation136 for selected complexes with a bimolecular 
interaction. Zero-point energies were corrected. The BLYP-PW applied plane 
wave basis sets (energy cutoff: 70 Ry) within a cubic cell of 24 Å length. Norm-
conserving Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials were used to describe the 
interaction between the valence electrons and the ionic cores.202 All calculations 
were performed as an isolated gas-phase molecule or complex without solvent 
effects. IR spectra are shown as the sum of Lorentzian lines taking the calculated 
IR intensity of a normal mode as the height at each frequency. The calculated 
vibrational frequencies were scaled by 0.96. For ab initio molecular dynamics 
simulations, the BLYP-PW method was used with an electronic fictitious mass 
of 600 au and a time step of 5 au (0.121 fs). 

6.3 Results and Discussion  

NMR Investigation. The conformation of CD is best described by two 
dihedral angles defining the relative spatial positions of the modifier’s 
quinuclidine and quinoline moiety, τ1 (C3-C4-C9-C8) and τ2 (C4-C9-C8-N), as 
indicated in Figure 6-1. CD is shown in its Open(3) conformation, where the 
quinuclidine nitrogen atom points away from the aromatic quinoline moiety. 
Structures of other stable conformers can be found elswhere.186, 192, 203, 204

 In 
order to determine the CD conformation, the coupling constant between H8 (δ 
5.3) and H9 (δ 3.1), 3JH8-H9, was studied. This coupling constant is sensitive to 
changes in (i) the angle of τ3 (H9-C8-C9-H8) and (ii) the population density of 
Open or Closed CD conformations.85, 186 Interestingly, upon addition of 2 equiv 
of MHA to the CD solution, the H8 signal shifted from δ 5.13 to 6.19, while 3JH8-H9 
decreased from 4.3 to 1.6 Hz. The decrease in 3JH8-H9 indicates higher populations 
of conformers with τ2 close to 90°, implying the conformation changes to be 
more Open in the presence of the acid. Also, 2D NOESY experiments on the 
CD-MHA mixture were performed to gain additional structural information (the 
spectra are shown in Appendix B), and the data were analyzed by NOESY-DFT 
analysis reported elsewhere.204 Strong NOEs between H5-H8 and H5-H9, 
indicative of the Open(3) conformer, were observed. Additional clear evidences 
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The lower one illustrates that the alcoholic proton signal of CD disappears by 
presaturation at δ 14.8, proving that chemical exchange occurs between the 
acidic and alcoholic proton. Signals due to water, contained in the purchased 
CD, were not detected below 248 K. 

Unambiguously, the NMR experiments showed that upon addition of the acid 
to CD, the population equilibrium between the different conformers shifted 
almost completely towards the Open(3) conformer. This is in good agreement 
with the conformational change reported for the protonation of CD.194, 195 The 
important finding of the current study is the discrimination of two different 
acidic protons at low temperature and the observation of exchange processes 
occurring between the CD hydroxyl proton and the acidic protons, which persist 
even at low temperature. This is consistent with a picture of molecular 
interaction of MHA with both the basic nitrogen and the hydroxyl group of the 
CD. A twofold modifier-acid interaction seems crucial for asymmetric 
induction. Employing a derivatized modifier, that is, by substituting the CD 
hydroxyl group with an organic rest, led to racemic product mixtures in the 
hydrogenation of α,β-unsaturated acids.205

 From the NMR experiments, 
however, it was not possible to establish whether the modifier-carboxylic acid 
interaction results in a 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, or higher ratio complex, or even in a 
combination of these, nor could the exact form of the intermolecular interaction 
be resolved. Therefore, we studied the nature of the dynamic interactions by IR, 
which allows investigation at a much shorter time scale. 

IR Investigation. Prior to the IR study on the CD-MHA interaction, IR bands 
originating from MHA monomers and dimers were investigated. Spectra were 
measured for diluted (0.25 mM) and concentrated (50 mM) toluene solutions of 
MHA in order to assign bands due to isolated and dimeric forms of MHA, 
respectively. Both spectra were recorded in the transmission mode and are 
shown in Figure 6-3 in comparison to the theoretical spectra of monomeric and 
dimeric MHA calculated by the B3PW91-G method. 
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On the basis of this comparison, MHA exists mainly as a dimer (Figure 6-3c 
and d, for example, bands at approximately 1290 and 1425 cm-1

 due to δ (O-H) 
and δ (C-H) and 1685 cm-1

 due to νas(C=O)) in the 50 mM solution, while bands 
of the monomer could also be assigned at 1644 (ν(C=C)) and 1725 cm-1

  

(ν(C=O)) based on the theoretical IR spectrum of the monomer (Figure 6-3b). 

 

Figure 6-3. Experimental IR spectra of 0.25 (a) and 50 mM (c) MHA in toluene and 
theoretical IR spectra of MHA monomer (b) and dimer (d), calculated by the B3PW91-G 
method. The frequencies are scaled by 0.96. 

The dimer considered in the calculation has the cyclic structure where the two 
units connect via hydrogen bonds. The excellent agreement between the 
experimental and theoretical spectra of the MHA dimer assures the reliability of 
the method used for IR spectra calculations, which also implies a high accuracy 
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of the calculated molecular or complex structure, in particular, connected by 
hydrogen bonds as CD-MHA complexes. For the diluted, 0.25 mM MHA 
solution (Figure 6-3a), MHA exists dominantly as a monomer, as evidenced by 
the intense band at 1726 cm-1. The dimer seems also to be present at the 0.25 
mM concentration, as seen from the small absorption at 1688 cm-1. The poor 
quality of the latter spectrum (Figure 6-3a) and the unsatisfying agreement with 
the theoretical spectrum of the monomer (Figure 6-3b) are due to the low 
concentration and probably an interaction with the solvent molecules which 
could not be taken into account by our calculations. 

 

Figure 6-4. IR spectra obtained by ATR-IR MES. The compositions of two flows used in 
the MES experiments are MHA,CD:CD = (a) 0.5,2.5:2.5 mM, (b) 1.25,2.5:2.5 mM, (c) 
2.5,2.5:2.5 mM, (d) 5.0,2.5:2.5 mM, and (e) 2.5,0:0 mM. 

Next, the CD-MHA interactions were investigated by ATR-IR MES (Figure 
6-4a-d). The CD concentration was set constant at 2.5 mM, and the MHA 
concentration was stepwise increased from 0.2 to 2.0 equiv with respect to CD. 
In the regions of 1350-1410 and 1520-1580 cm-1

 (highlighted in the figure), 
broad and slightly growing signals appeared, with absorbance being on the order 
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of 10-4. Such a very high sensitivity and excellent suppression of solvent signals 
could be achieved as a result of the application of the MES technique.56

 The 
negative signals around 1500 cm-1 in Figure 6-4 are an experimental artifact due 
to the very small concentration difference of toluene used in the two flows (of 
CD and CD + MHA solutions). The observed broad signals belong neither to 
MHA (Figure 6-3) nor to CD;52

 they originate from the intermolecular 
interactions between the modifier and the acid. The interaction signals could be 
observed already at the lowest ratio of 0.2 (Figure 6-4a) and did not 
proportionally increase at higher MHA concentrations. In addition, alteration of 
the CD-MHA ratio did not shift the band positions nor did it affect their broad 
shapes. In the same frequency region, signals due to the interaction of acids with 
CD had been observed previously by transmission IR.85-87 Generally, broad 
signals indicate a high flexibility of a system, dynamic processes, and various 
possible configurations near the energetic minima. This implies a highly flexible 
and dynamic nature of the CD-MHA interaction. The two regions where the 
interaction signals were observed are typically assigned to asymmetric (1550-
1610 cm-1) and symmetric (1400-1450 cm-1) carboxylate vibrations.206

 Figure 
6-4e shows the spectrum of MHA measured by ATR-IR MES (one flow with 
MHA in toluene and the other with toluene). The concentration of MHA is equal 
to that in the spectrum (c) of Figure 6-4 where the CD-MHA ratio is 1:1. At this 
1:1 ratio, all signals due to the acid in its monomeric and dimeric forms could be 
detected; however, they were significantly reduced in intensity in the presence 
of CD. The signals of MHA were marginal up to the CD-MHA ratio of 1:0.5 
(1.25 mM MHA) compared to the broad signals due to the CD-MHA complex. 
Under these conditions, the MHA concentration (1.25 mM) is five times higher 
than that in the diluted MHA solution shown before (Figure 6-3a); hence, the 
absence of the expected monomer and dimer signals clearly corroborates a 
stronger interaction between CD and MHA than that between MHA molecules. 
In contrast to the transmission IR studies with CD, acetic acid,85

 and tiglic acid,86
 

no signal shifts or shoulders were detected in the spectral region of 1520-1580 
cm-1, probably due to the use of different substrates and solvents. The lack of a 
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band shift in the “interaction regions” of the CD-MHA complex implies a 
preferred arrangement, independent of the modifier-acid ratio. Concluding, it 
can be stated that the IR experiments revealed a specific CD-MHA interaction, 
starting to appear at CD-to-MHA ratios slightly higher than 1:0.2. Despite the 
clear indication of this interaction influencing the carboxylate vibrations, as 
clearly evidenced from their near absence at the high CD-to-MHA ratios (Figure 
6-4a and b), unfortunately, no conclusive structural information could be 
obtained from the IR spectra. In the next section, we would like to shed light on 
the nature of the CD-MHA interaction and preferred specific interaction 
networks based on the stabilities of various CD-MHA complexes as well as the 
structural investigations. 

Theoretical Investigation. CD-MHA Complexes. CD-MHA interactions 
were studied in detail, considering various types of 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 CD-MHA 
complexes. In all cases, we restricted the search to the Open(3) conformers of 
CD based on the NMR results discussed previously. Potential minima structures 
of CD-MHA complexes are illustrated in Figure 6-5. 

A stable 1:1 complex can be expected, having hydrogen bonds between the 
quinuclidine N and the hydroxyl group of the acid and between the hydroxyl 
group of CD and the carboxyl group of MHA. Possible monodentate 1:1 
complexes containing either one or the other interaction were ruled out due to 
their inherent low stability85

 and due to the necessity of a twofold interaction for 
the induction of product chirality.83, 205 For the 1:2 ratio, three different 
interaction modes were considered. The one called “1:2, cyclic” forms a cyclic 
hydrogen bond network where two MHA molecules are connected in chain, 
forming a third hydrogen bond between two MHA molecules. The two other 
complexes are, in principle, similar to the “1:1”, the difference being that in the 
complex “1:2, halfO”, the second MHA molecule forms a hydrogen bond to the 
O of the first acid where the hydroxyl group of CD is interacting, while in the 
“1:2, halfN” complex, the second acid molecule forms a hydrogen bond to the 
acid O where it interacts with the quinuclidine N of CD. The minimum-energy 
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1:1 1:2, cyclic

1:2, halfO 1:2, halfN

1:3, cyclic 1:3, halfN, halfO

1:3, halfN, cyclic 1:3, halfN, cyclic, tilted

structures and the binding energies (B.E.) for these complexes were evaluated 
by two DFT methods, the B3PW91-G and the BLYPPW methods, in order to 
compare the influence of different functionals and basis sets. The B.E.s 
calculated using the B3PW91-G method were consistently higher (Table 6-1). 
This is most likely because of the BSSE caused by the Gaussian basis sets. 

 

Figure 6-5. Investigated 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 CD-MHA complexes.   
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The correction of the BSSE for the first two bimolecular complexes yielded 
B.E. values close to those calculated using the second method, indicating that 
the B.E. differences are largely due to the BSSE. The acid dimer shows higher 
stability than that of the 1:1 complex. Our IR results, however, revealed a 
stronger CD-MHA interaction compared to the MHA intermolecular 
interactions, hence rendering the possible presence of the 1:1 interaction. The 
1:2 complexes are significantly more stable with respect to the 1:1 complex. 
Among the 1:2 complexes, the “1:2, halfN” and the “1:2, cyclic” have about the 
same B.E.s. The “1:2, halfN” is similarly stable based on the BLYP-PW method 
but less stable based on the B3PW91-G method. The “1:2, halfO” shows a 
considerably smaller B.E. than those of the other 1:2 complexes.  
Table 6-1. Binding energies (B.E.) and N-H bond lengths from quinuclidine N to the closest 
acid proton obtained by two different DFT methods for the respective CD-MHA complexes. 

  B3PW91-G BLYP-PW 

B.E. / kcal mol-1 N-H bond length / Å B.E. / kcal mol-1 

MHA-dimer 17.6 1.62 15.5 

1:1 15.7 1.61 12.2 

1:2, cyclic 27.0 1.52 21.5 

1:2, halfO 22.2 1.57 16.9 

1:2, halfN 25.7 1.08 21.6 

1:3, cyclic 35.0 1.47 28.0 

1:3, halfN, halfO 35.8 1.07 29.1 

1:3, halfN, cyclic 37.0 1.07 30.4 

1:3, halfN, cyclic, tilted 36.5 1.08 30.2 

BSSE corrected B.E. MHA-dimer: 14.7 kcal mol-1 
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Furthermore, four 1:3 complexes based on the stable “1:2, cyclic” or “1:2 
halfN” were studied (Figure 6-5). All of these are combinations of the structural 
motifs discussed above. In (i) the “1:3, cyclic” CD interacts with three acid 
molecules, forming a hydrogen-bonding chain. (ii) “1:3, halfN, halfO” is a 
combination of the “1:2, halfN” and the “1:2, halfO” complex, whereas (iii) 
“1:3, halfN, cyclic” is the combination of the “1:2, halfN” and the “1:2, cyclic” 
complex. In (iv) “1:3, halfN, cyclic, tilted”, the central acid molecule is tilted by 

90° with respect to the “1:3, halfN, cyclic” complex, having the two acid 
protons interacting with the carboxyl oxygen of the acid. Table 6-1 clearly 
shows the high stability of the 1:2 and 1:3 complexes and also a nearly linear 
increase in B.E. proportional to the number of acid molecules in the complexes. 
Among the 1:3 complexes, the “1:3, halfN, cyclic” is the most stable one found 
by both DFT methods, followed by the “1:3, halfN, cyclic, tilted”. Furthermore, 
the acidity of MHA, leading to the protonation of quinuclidine N, seems to be 
greatly influenced by the characteristics of the hydrogen bond network. As a 
general trend, shorter H···N distances are connected with higher binding 
energies (Table 6-1). This tendency infers a major electrostatic contribution to 
the CD and MHA interaction, effectively forming an ion pair, whose binding 
energy is greatly influenced by the coordination ratio (1:1, 1:2, or 1:3) and the 
relative spatial arrangement of CD and the acid. Similarly, much higher binding 
energies have been observed for protonated amines interacting with methyl 
pyruvate than those for neutral amines interacting with the same substrate.207, 208 

Comparison between Experimental and Theoretical IR Spectra. Figure 
6-6 compares the experimental IR spectra with the calculated ones obtained for 
the different complexes by the B3PW91-G method. The IR spectrum of the 
deprotonated MHA, the MHA anion, serves as a reference for the carbonyl 
stretches, ν(COO), without intermolecular interaction. The frequency regions 
expected to contain the signals originating from the modifier-acid interactions 
are highlighted. The MHA anion has no bands in these highlighted regions; the 
experimentally detected signals in this region do not likely arise from free 
carboxylate vibrations. The shifts of the carboxylate stretching frequencies are 
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, tilted

(a)-(d)

probably due to the presence of a hydrogen bond network. This holds, for 
example, for the 1:1 complex, whose signals are calculated to be in the same 
region as those of the acid and the MHA anion. 

 

 

Figure 6-6. Comparison of the experimental MHA (Figure 6-3c) and CD + MHA (Figure 
6-4a-d) IR spectra with the theoretical ones of the investigated CD-MHA complexes 
(Figure 6-5). The theoretical spectrum of the MHA anion is also shown as the reference of 
carboxylate vibrational frequencies without a biasing environment. The theoretical IR 
spectra were obtained by the B3PW91-G method, and the frequencies are scaled by 0.96. 

On the other hand, the bands arising from the 1:2 complexes are considerably 
different. What remarkably differentiates these three spectra of the 1:2 
complexes are red and blue shifts of the νas(COO) and the νs(COO), respectively, 
steadily increasing from the “1:2, cyclic” , the “1: 2, halfO”, to the “1:2, halfN”. 
In particular, the νas(COO) of the “1:2, halfN” appears in the highlighted region. 
Normal mode analysis clarified that the bands in or close to the “interaction” 
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regions are due to the MHA ν(COO), which interacts with the quinuclidine N of 
CD. A number of bands in the nonhighlighted regions are due to other MHA 
ν(COO), partially combined with the vibrations of the CD skeleton. Calculations 
for the 1:3 complexes generally reproduced best the experimentally observed 
shifts of νs(COO) and νas(COO), and the bands are indeed located in the 
highlighted region (Figure 6-6). Similar to the 1:2 complexes, the vibrations in 
the “interaction” regions arise from the MHA ν(COO) interacting with the 
quinuclidine N. The “1:3, cyclic” spectrum looks very different compared to 
spectra of the other three 1:3 complexes. Particularly, the band at 1770 cm-1, 
assigned to combination vibrations of νas(COO) and δ ( O-H[···N])) is prominent. 
For other 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 complexes, this vibrational mode is located at a 
higher frequency than 1900 cm-1, not depicted in Figure 6-6. This vibrational 
mode shifts remarkably depending on the characteristics of the hydrogen bond 
network. Nevertheless, such a band is expected to be fairly broad209

 and likewise 
difficult to be observed under our experimental conditions. The spectrum 
calculated for the “1:3, halfN, cyclic”, the energetically most stable complex, 
reproduced best the spectral features arising from the CD-MHA interaction. The 
calculated spectrum for the “1:3, halfN, halfO” complex is close to the one of 
“1:3, halfN, cyclic”, however with slightly less agreement for νas(COO) (Figure 
6-6). Interestingly, the “1:3, halfN, cyclic, tilted” complex, only a little less 
stable than the “1:3, halfN, cyclic”, is expected to have an additional band at 

1460 cm-1, which may have appeared in the broad ν(COO) bands. 

On the basis of the findings shown in Figure 6-6, we conclude that the 
interaction signals detected in the IR originate possibly from the “1:2, halfN”, 
the “1:3, halfN, halfO”, the “1:3, halfN, cyclic”, and the “1:3, halfN, cyclic, 
tilted” complexes, thus predominantly 1:3 complexes. In particular, the “1:3, 
halfN, cyclic” and the “1:3, halfN, cyclic, tilted” showed a very good agreement 
with the experimental IR spectra. Both DFT methods yielded the “1:3, halfN, 
cyclic” as the most stable complex, the “1:3, halfN, cyclic, tilted” coming 
second (Table 6-1), which confirms the reliability in the order of the complex 
stabilities. Interestingly, all four low-energy complexes have shorter H···N 
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bonds, around 1.07 Å, in contrast to the complexes whose spectra do not possess 
bands in the highlighted region. These specific forms of the hydrogen bond 
network can probably enhance the acidity of the MHA and the electrostatic 
interaction, leading to the larger stabilization. 

Ab initio Molecular Dynamics Study of the 1:3 Complex. The stability of 
the “1:3, halfN, cyclic” complex and the conformational flexibility of the CD 
therein was examined by ab initio molecular dynamics using the BLYP-PW 
method. The purpose was to evaluate the flexibility and stability; therefore, the 
temperature of the system was controlled simply by velocity scaling at 300 K. 
Total simulation time extended over 18.4 ps.  

Figure 6-7 shows the trajectories of the O-H and O’-H distances, where O and 
O’ belong to the same MHA molecule which interacts with the quinuclidine N 
of CD. The initial configuration was C, “1:3, halfN, cyclic”. Upon the start of 
the simulation, instantaneously, the proton of the N-H···O’ hopped to O, 
resulting in the configuration A. This configuration A, not investigated 
previously, was stable for 6.5 ps. Static DFT analysis showed configuration A 
to be less stable compared to all of the investigated 1:3 complexes before 
(Figure 6-5) and, in particular, destabilized by 2.6 kcal/mol relative to the 
configuration C based on the B3PW91-G method (zpe corrected). Still, 
configuration A seemed to be of similar stability as C at this temperature in 
vacuum. The configuration of the complex fluctuated between A, B, and C in 
the period of 6.5-12 ps. The configuration B has to be considered as a metastable 
state where two oxygen atoms are equivalently interacting with the N-H, 
forming a bifurcated bond. For times longer than 12 ps, the complex was stable 
mostly in the configuration C. Remarkably, the “1:3, halfN, cyclic” retained its 
configuration despite the switching to other stable configurations such as A and 
B. Since the conditions used in the simulation process give more freedom for 
molecular motion compared to that for the experiments due to the absence of 
solvent, we expect that the stability of the 1:3 complex could be further 
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enhanced in solution, especially in apolar solvents. In polar solvents, the solvent 
molecules likely break the specific hydrogen bond network. 

 

Figure 6-7. O-H bond length trajectories of MHA interacting with the quinuclidine N of 
CD during the ab initio molecular dynamics (18.4 ps). The initial complex structure was the 
“1:3, halfN, cyclic” complex (shown as C). The two different oxygen atoms in MHA are 
noted as O and O’. 

This highly flexible and delocalized nature of the hydrogen bond network would 
lead to entropic stabilization, which might explain the superior stability of 1:3 
complexes, particularly of the “1:3, halfN, cyclic” as seen from the best 
agreement between experimental and calculated IR spectra. The “1:3, halfN, 
cyclic tilted” can also be transformed from the “1:3, halfN, cyclic” via simple 
rotation of the central MHA molecule. The complex was indeed observed and 
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included as a possible 1:3 interaction by a different run of ab initio molecular 
dynamics simulations at a slightly different temperature starting from the “1:3, 
halfN, cyclic”, suggesting that a likelihood of transitions between different types 
of stable 1:3 complexes exists. Judging from the similarity in stability of these 
complexes and the possible entropic enhancement of the hydrogen bond network 
of the “1: 3, halfN, cyclic tilted” by short-range proton hopping to other oxygens 
of MHA and the possibility of formation of bifurcated bonds, the probability of 
finding both types of complexes is expected to be similar. Furthermore, the 
conformational behavior of CD within the 1:3 complex was analyzed and 
compared with that of the isolated CD simulated under identical conditions 
except for the total simulation time (23.9 ps).  

Figure 6-8 shows the trajectories of the dihedral angles τ1 and τ2 during the 
two simulations, mapped in white onto the free-energy surface of the isolated CD 
at 300 K obtained by ab initio metadynamics.204 At a first glance, we notice a 
clear difference of τ1 and τ2 trajectories between the CD in the 1:3 complex 
(Figure 6-8, lower panel) and the isolated CD (Figure 6-8 upper panel). The 
isolated CD was mostly in the Open(3) conformation (τ1: 99° and τ2: 150°, 
optimized by the BLYP-PW method), but it transformed into other 
conformations like Closed(2), Closed(7), and Open(8).204 In contrast, the two 
torsional movements are largely restricted by the specific 1:3 interaction and 
centered at a slightly different minimum. The center of the trajectory was close 
to the values obtained for the “1:3, halfN, cyclic” (τ1: 102° and τ2: 160°, 
optimized by the BLYP-PW method). A slightly distorted Open(3) conformation 
within the 1:3 complex was also suggested by the detailed analysis of the 
NOESY spectra. In Table 6-2, interatomic distances between protons of less 
than 3 Å, characteristic of conformational discrimination of CD,204

 are listed. 

For the optimized Open(3) structure, the distance between H8 and H16 is smaller 
than that between H1 and H11; however, the former is larger in the CD within the 
“1:3, halfN, cyclic”. The same trend was confirmed by the order of the relative 

NOESY signal intensity that is also inverted for these proton pairs. This clearly 
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points to the distorted Open(3) upon the interaction with MHA and the 
plausibility of the specific hydrogen bond network as discussed in this study. 

 

 

Figure 6-8. Conformational trajectory (τ1 and τ2) of CD during the ab initio molecular 
dynamics in its isolated form (upper panel) and within the “1:3, halfN, cyclic” complex 
(lower panel) at 300 K mapped on the free-energy surface of CD in vacuum at 300 K.204

 

The simulation lengths were 23.9 and 18.4 ps, respectively. The energy bar on the right side 
is given in kcal mol-1.  

We found that the most stable 1:2 complex, the “1:2, halfN”, shows one of the 
characteristic ν(COO) bands in the experimentally observed “CD-MHA 
interaction” region. However, this 1:2 complex is energetically less favorable 
than the 1:3 complexes and clearly less flexible than the probable 1:3 complexes 
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due to the bidentate interaction of MHA with CD (Figure 6-5), although the 1:2 
cinchona-carboxylic acid ratio has been accepted as the intermediate modifier-
acid complex for the hydrogenation of aliphatic acids.86, 173, 205

 It is noteworthy 
that the interaction scheme can be extended to include even more acid molecules 
with respect to the modifier, for example, 1:4 and 1:5 complexes.  
Table 6-2. Interproton distances and dihedral angles τ1, τ2, and τ3 obtained from the 
optimized structures by the two DFT methods and the relative NOESY cross peak volume of 
the specific proton pairs. 

    interatomic distance     

  CD Open(3) CD-3MHA, hN, cyc relative NOESY cross peak volume  

H-atom# H-atom# B3PW91-G BLYP-PW B3PW91-G 2.5 mM CD 2.5 mM CD, 5 mM MHA 

5 8 2.149 Å 2.181 Å 2.176 Å 1.00 1.00 

5 9 2.59 Å 2.551 Å 2.443 Å 0.45 0.63 

8 16 2.679 Å 2.790 Å 2.703 Å 0.51 0.07 

1 11 2.789 Å 2.644 Å 2.576 Å 0.14 0.25 

τ1 / degree 98.7 101.5 102.7     

τ2 / degree 150.1 160.3 160.8   

τ3 / degree 278.2 288.7 288.8     

Due to the expected very flexible hydrogen bond networks of such complexes, 
a more sophisticated approach such as QM/MM might be needed, including 
explicit solvent molecules with molecular dynamics to study the statistical 
behavior of such complexes and the network. Still, we strongly believe that the 
1:3 structural motives reported here constitute the backbone moieties of the 
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extended hydrogen bond network since there is little space left for additional 
hydrogen bonds within the central core. The results of this study, the form of the 
specific hydrogen bond network, may clarify some aspects of the hydrogenation 
on surface. 

6.4 Conclusion 

The combined NMR, IR, and theoretical study suggested a new mode of 
interaction between the chiral modifier, CD, and the carboxylic acid, MHA. The 
population of the 1:1 CD-MHA complex seems minor, while that of the 1:2 
complex may exist in a small portion. Instead, the 1:3 complex likely exists 
abundantly in toluene solution. Especially, “1:3, halfN, cyclic” and also the “1:3, 
halfN, cyclic tilted” types of complexes are found to be stable due to a specific 
yet flexible set of hydrogen bond networks. The stability of the complexes was 
assessed by two different DFT methods and also ab initio molecular dynamics, 
helping to explain the experimental spectral changes observed in IR and NMR. 
This study can be considered as a reference with regard to the surface structure 
of the complexes, where a chiral surface site is formed during the asymmetric 
hydrogenation. 
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7. Competition of chiral modifiers on platinum: A 
transient catalytic and in situ ATR-IR study in 
continuous reactors 

 

Fundamental aspects of the competition of chiral modifiers on a metal surface were 
investigated in a continuous-flow fixed-bed reactor using the enantioselective hydrogenation 
of ethyl pyruvate on Pt/Al2O3 as an example. The “chiral switch” in the product composition 
was induced by replacing the modifier (cinchonidine, cinchonine, and quinidine) in the feed. 
The changes at the catalytic interface were followed by in situ ATR-IR spectroscopy under 
high-pressure conditions. These studies confirmed the replacement of the chiral modifiers on 
the metal surface and revealed differences in the adsorption strength and geometry (“flat” and 
“tilted” species). 
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7.1  Introduction 

Heterogeneous catalysts based on the concept of modification of a metal 
surface by a strongly adsorbing chiral compound are usually less effective than 
the homogeneous counterparts, but have advantages related to industrial 
production.79, 210-212 The easy separation and recycling of the catalyst, and the 
possibility of continuous operation213-217, are attractive features for process 
intensification. In addition, it is possible to change the major enantiomer of the 
product from (R) to (S) and back by simply replacing the chiral modifier in the 
feed. The fundamental aspects of this “chiral switch” are analogous to the 
nonlinear behavior of modifier mixtures studied in batch reactors by using two 
modifiers that alone give the opposite enantiomers of the product.218-225 This 
nonlinear phenomenon is commonly attributed to the different adsorption 
strengths of the chiral modifiers on the metal surface. However, the spectacular 
shifts in ee could not be explained satisfactorily solely by the different surface 
concentrations of the modifiers.92 It has been speculated that the dominant 
adsorption geometries of the modifiers are also different.226 

To understand the competition of chiral modifiers on the metal surface at the 
molecular level, we analyzed the phenomenon in transient catalytic and in situ 
spectroscopic experiments in continuous-flow reactors. The hydrogenation of 
ethyl pyruvate to lactate on a cinchona-modified Pt/Al2O3 catalyst was chosen as 
a test reaction.89, 227 

7.2 Experimental 

Catalytic experiments. The experimental setup consisted of three feed lines 
for the dissolved chiral modifier, the dissolved substrate, and H2. The rates of the 
two liquid flows were regulated by HPLC pumps. The three lines were mixed 
directly before the reactor. An 8- cm-long Swagelok stainless steel tube with an 
inner diameter of 1.8 mm (dr) was used as a continuous-flow reactor. At the 
front end of the reactor, a quartz wool plug served to disperse the liquid phase 
and to hold the catalyst bed in place. Before use, the 5 wt% Pt/Al2O3 catalyst 
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(Engelhard 4759) was reduced at 400 °C in flowing H2 for 60 min, cooled to 
room temperate in H2 in 30 min, and finally flushed with nitrogen. The activated 
catalyst was immediately transferred to the reactor. Typically, 75 mg of catalyst 
was used, yielding a bed length (L) of 28 mm. An average catalyst particle 
diameter of 70 μm (dp) led to the following geometrical ratios of the catalyst 
bed: L/dp = 400; dr/dp = 25.7. The standard reaction conditions were as follows: 
acetic acid solvent; ethyl pyruvate substrate (736 mM); alkaloid modifier 
concentration 0.225 mM, 15 bar pressure, 0.4 ml/min total liquid flow rate, 20 
°C. 

ATR-IR spectroscopy. ATR-IR spectra were collected using a Bruker Optics 
IFS-66/S spectrometer equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooled MCT detector 
and a commercial ATR accessory (Optispec, Switzerland). Toluene (Fluka, 99.7 
vol%) was dried over molecular sieves; N2 was provided by PanGas (99.999 
vol%). The Pt/Al2O3 catalyst was suspended in 1.5 ml of water, placed on a ZnSe 
internal reflection element (IRE; 52×20×2 mm,Crystran Ltd, England) and dried 
overnight. The catalyst powder film was reduced at 350 °C before the 
measurement with the activation procedure described previously. The Pt/Al2O3 

thin film was prepared on a Ge IRE (52×20×2 mm; Komlas, Germany) by 
electron beam vapor deposition as described elsewhere.51 The IRE was fixed in a 
stainless flow-through high-pressure ATR-IR cell, designed and manufactured 
in-house. The temperature in the cell was regulated by a thermostat. After 
mounting the cell, the sample compartment was purged with nitrogen for 3–4 h. 
Then, N2-saturated toluene was flown over the coated IRE for 60 min, followed 
by H2-saturated solvent to clean the surface for 10 min. The chiral modifier 
dissolved in toluene was then added for the next 30 min before being replaced 
by the second chiral modifier for another 30 min. All experiments were carried 
out at 10 bar. The total liquid flow (0.4 ml/min) was regulated using a HPLC 
pump, and the same concentrations of modifier and substrate were used as in the 
catalytic experiments. Spectra were acquired by co-adding 300 scans at a 
resolution of 4 cm-1. Water vapor and CO2 signals were subtracted when 
required. 
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7.3 Results and Discussion 

Three different cinchona alkaloids were applied as chiral modifiers in trace 
amounts, at a modifier-to-pyruvate molar ratio of 307 ppm. Platinum modified 
by quinidine (QD) and cinchonine (CN) gave the (S)-lactate in excess, and that 
modified by cinchonidine (CD) gave the (R)-lactate in excess. When QD was  

 

Figure 7-1. Top: Major enantiomers in the hydrogenation of ethyl pyruvate on Pt/Al2O3 

modified by cinchonidine (CD) or quinidine (QD). Middle: Switch of the major enantiomer 
by replacement of QD with CD (●) or CD with QD (□) in the continuous hydrogenation of 
ethyl pyruvate in acetic acid. The vertical dashed line indicates the time when the second 
modifier reached the catalytic bed. Bottom: Different adsorption geometries of the 
competing modifiers on the Pt surface. 

used, the ee in the effluent  of the continuous-flow fixed bed reactor stabilized 
at around 66% (Figure 7-1).  
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After QD was replaced by CD in the feed, the (R)-enantiomer formed in 
excess within 5 min and the ee increased gradually to 89%. (Note that under 
optimized conditions, both CD and QD afford up to 97–98% ee in batch 
reactors92, 93 and around 90% in continuous-flow reactors213.) In the reverse case, 
CD was fed first (Figure 7-1), and after switching to QD, the shift in ee was 
slow and incomplete even after 75 min. 

In an analogous experiment, replacement of CN by the pseudoenantiomer CD 
resulted in a rapid chiral switch from 86% (S)-lactate to 82% (R)-lactate. 
Replacement of CD by CN was slower, but still faster than the switch from CD 
to QD (Figure 7-1). It is very likely that the variations in the dynamics of the 
chiral switch can be traced to differences in the adsorption strength of the 
modifiers at the metal surface. Based on these experiments, a relative order of 
adsorption strength of CD > CN > QD may be deduced, which is in good 
agreement with previous studies on the nonlinear behavior of modifier mixtures 
on Pt in the same reaction.92, 218, 228 

ATR-IR spectroscopy,49, 50 a powerful surface-sensitive technique, was 
applied to provide molecular insight into the chiral switch at the catalyst–liquid 
interface. QD and CD were probed because they exhibit slightly different IR 
spectra due to the presence of the 6’-methoxy group in QD. The ATR-IR 
experiments were conducted in a specially designed high-pressure continuous-
flow cell to mimic the conditions in the catalytic fixed-bed reactor. The 15-mg 
catalyst coating on the ZnSe crystal was activated in solution at 10 bar in H2. 
Toluene was used as a solvent because it interferes less than acetic acid in the 
spectral region of interest. In a “bridging” experiment in the catalytic reactor 
using toluene instead of acetic acid, the ee changed from 13% (S) with QD to 
85% (R) with CD (96% conversion with 25 mg of catalyst). In the analogous 
experiment in the ATR-IR reactor cell, continuous replacement of the modifiers 
induced a switch of ee from 21% (S) to 22% (R)-lactate at 4% conversion. We 
must reemphasize that the reaction rate and enantioselectivity strongly depend 
on the conditions, including the efficiency of mass transport.212 
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Figure 7-2. Time-dependent intensity of the signal at 1622 cm-1
 during the switch of the 

cinchona alkaloids on 5 wt% Pt/Al2O3 in H2-saturated toluene. Vertical dashed lines mark 
the time regions when the modifiers were present in the ATR-IR cell. Inset: ATR-IR spectra 
for different times-on-stream belonging to points 1, 2, and 3 in the CO region. Conditions: 
0.225 mM alkaloid concentration, 5 mg catalyst, 0.4 ml/min total liquid flow rate, 20°C, 10 
bar. 

The evolution of the lactate signal could be followed in situ by the increasing 
peak at 1221 cm-1. Because the strong pyruvate signals cover most other signals 
of the product and modifier, additional experiments were carried out without 
substrate to focus on the exchange of modifier at the catalyst surface. Figure 7-2 
shows the time-dependent intensity of the signal at 1622 cm-1, which is 
characteristic for QD. This signal served as a tracer for the modifier 
replacement. As soon as CD reached the catalyst layer, it replaced adsorbed QD 
relatively rapidly, as indicated by attenuation of the signal intensity at 1622 cm-1

 

in Figure 7-2. Figure 7-2 also shows that the time required to replace CD by QD 
was remarkably longer in the control experiment, in good agreement with the 
experiments conducted in the catalytic reactor. 

The spectra obtained with the commercial catalyst were dominated by the 
interaction of the alkaloids with Al2O3, probably via the quinuclidine N and the 
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OH functions. Competition with CO adsorbed on the small Pt particles located 
on the large Al2O3 surface provides the sole evidence for the alkaloid–metal 
surface interaction. (CO is produced at the boundary sites on Pt by the slow 
reduction of CO2 adsorbed on Al2O3 as carbonate.52) The inset of Figure 7-2 
shows that when CD reached the catalyst, CO was rapidly displaced from Pt, but 
reappears with time on stream. The competitive adsorption of CO, H, and CD 
has been shown previously.229, 230 This detail indicates the chiral switch at Pt, 
which was, however, immediately masked by the replacement of QD by CD on 
Al2O3. 

To uncover the molecular interaction of the modifiers with the metal surface, 
a Pt thin film deposited onto Al2O3 was used as a model catalyst. Figure 7-3 
shows the spectra of QD before the chiral switch and that of CD after the chiral 
switch. It can be seen that CD adsorbed preferentially parallel to Pt, as indicated 
by the signal at 1570 cm-1.231, 232 In contrast, a dominantly tilted geometry of QD 
was displayed by the strong signals at 1510 and 1620 cm-1. This binding mode, 
illustrated in the inset in Figure 7-1, led to weaker modifier–Pt interaction. 

As mentioned previously, CD and QD have the same ee when applied alone 
in pyruvate hydrogenation.92, 93 It is reasonable to assume that the reaction 
mechanism, including the adsorption geometry of the alkaloids (parallel to the Pt 
surface via the quinoline ring227), is similar with these two modifiers. It was 
shown earlier that this “flat” adsorption mode is dominant for CD, although 
more weakly adsorbed tilted species are also present on Pt.231 In contrast, the 
contribution of the flat adsorption mode is minor with QD, because this alkaloid 
adopts dominantly tilted adsorption geometry (Figure 7-1), which is a spectator 
species that does not participate in enantioselection. As a result, in CD–QD 
mixtures, the former controls the enantioselection, which explains the large 
nonlinearity and different rates of their substitution on Pt. 
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Figure 7-3. ATR-IR spectra of QD (after 16 min on stream) and CD (18 min on stream 
after switching from QD), recorded on Pt/Al2O3 thin model film in H2-saturated toluene. 
Conditions: 0.225 mM alkaloid concentration, 0.4 ml/ min total flow rate, 20 °C, 10 bar. 

7.4 Conclusion 

The transient experiments in the continuous-flow reactor illustrate the 
feasibility of switching the major enantiomer in the product by simply changing 
the feed from one modifier to another. Besides the technical importance, this 
concept offers a new possibility for screening modifier libraries. With this 
approach, not only the efficiency of the modifiers, but also their relative 
adsorption strength can be estimated. 

The ATR-IR experiments were carried out under true in situ conditions, as 
evidenced by the enantioselective transformation of ethyl pyruvate in the tiny 
high-pressure reactor cell. It has already been speculated92 that the weaker 
adsorption of QD relative to CD is due to the dominantly tilted adsorption mode 
of the quinoline ring; our study provides the first experimental evidence for this 
assumption. 
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Outlook 

A molecular level understanding of processes occurring at catalytic solid-
liquid interfaces is of paramount importance for the rational design of solid-
catalyzed liquid phase reactions. While a rich arsenal of techniques suitable for 
the characterization of solid-gas interfaces has been developed in the past a 
similar development has not been witnessed for spectroscopic tools suitable for 
the investigation of solid-liquid interfaces. Today, only a few analytical 
techniques are adequate to probe catalytic interfaces during the course of the 
reaction. This thesis has shown by comparing various techniques, that PM-
IRRAS is powerful to study the solid-liquid interface in a time-resolved manner. 
Most importantly, liquid phase and surface signals could be obtained with the 
same technique at the same time. Combination of PM-IRRAS with MES proved 
effective for detection of the active species only, and that with very high 
sensitivity. The versatility of the first generation PM-IRRAS cell presented for 
dynamic studies of heterogeneously catalyzed reactions and the results gathered 
for various examples of solid-liquid interfaces proved that the method should be 
of great value for further explorations of chemical reactions at solid-liquid 
interfaces. Most relevant fields for possible follow-up studies may include: 

•         Investigation of catalyzed reactions using other metals than Pt and Pd: 
The unique design of the micro-reactor core of the PM-IRRAS cell allows 
other metals to be used as catalysts. Hence, this method facilitates 
investigations of numerous chemical reactions provided that the catalyst 
adheres to the Al reflecting element and is self-reflecting. 

•       Adsorption studies with temperature MES: Measuring adsorption 
enthalpies on catalytic surfaces at technical conditions is a great 
challenge. With the current setup, adsorption enthalpies could be 
estimated within the frame of temperature MES.  

•       Investigations of biosystems: Sorption and diffusion processes at 
biological surfaces are of great pharmaceutical and medical importance. 
Slight modifications of the PM-IRRAS cell would allow probing 
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dissolved drugs in an aqueous phase and their interaction with a 
membrane simultaneously. Also, docking of ligands to membrane 
embedded proteins could be studied. 

•        Design of a second generation PM-IRRAS cell: Experimental experience 
with the first PM-IRRAS cell, designed to be combined with MES in 
order to measure dynamic processes at the solid-liquid interface, showed 
the potential of this technique. When developing the next generation of 
such a device, an improved design for the control of the liquid film 
thickness should be considered. 

Most likely, the studies suggested above could spread the PM-IRRAS 
technique to many other fields of research involving chemical and/or biological 
transformations at the solid-liquid interface. The cell design and benchmark 
experiments presented in this thesis could serve as a basis for future 
developments. 
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Appendix  
A

Supplementary Information to Chapter 5  

Experimental Section 

Transmission FT-IR Measurements. For signal assignment of benzoic acid 
(in particular to distinguish between the bands due to the monomer and dimer), 
transmission FT-IR experiments at various acid concentrations were performed 
at ambient temperature. A Bruker Vertex 70 and a commercial transmission IR 
cell (Perkin Elmer) equipped with rectangular CaF2 windows were used. The 
spectra were collected at 4 cm-1 resolution with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled MCT 
detector. 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10 and 20 mM benzoic acid (Merck, 99.9 %) solutions 
(Acros >99%) of were measured.  

DFT Calculations. Geometry optimization and vibrational frequency 
calculations were performed with the B3PW91 hybrid functional133, 134 using 
Gaussian 03.135 A 6-311+G(d,p) basis set was applied for all the atoms. The 
calculated vibrational frequencies were scaled by 0.965. 

Reactivation of Oxygen Covered Pd. Absence of the CO band under aerobic 
condition can be explained by CO oxidation to CO2. The lower catalytic activity 
under aerobic condition compared to that under anaerobic condition suggests 
that the oxygen being dissociatively adsorbed on Pd blocks the active sites.167 It 
has been reported that the oxygen accumulating on the Pd surface deactivates 
the metal by forming a passive oxygen layer.73 A similar effect has been 
observed for Pt catalysts.159, 160  
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The formation of such an oxygen layer and its influence on catalytic activity 
were investigated by the temporal evolution of benzaldehyde, CO, and CO2 
under anaerobic condition employing a Pd film that had just been used for the 
alcohol oxidation under aerobic condition, and thus the Pd surface was 
supposedly covered by oxygen.  

 

Figure A1.Black a-f: Transmission FT-IR spectra of 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 20 mM benzoic acid 
in cyclohexane; calculated spectra of benzoic acid monomer (red) and benzoic acid dimer 
(grey). 

The catalytic activity (Fig. S2) was lower during the first 60 min than in the 
case where the reaction was followed under anaerobic condition after H2-
reduction (Fig. 4). The conversion after one hour was only about 15%. At about 
80 min of reaction the catalytic activity suddenly increased and after 180 min 
the conversion reached 47%, showing a clear reactivation of the Pd surface. 
During the reactivation phase a large amount of CO2 evolved in the liquid phase. 
Obviously, oxygen which passivated the catalyst surface was removed by its 
reaction with CO, that was formed by the decarbonylation of benzaldehyde 
(reactions 3, 4). Consequently, the surface CO signal started to grow only after 
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the catalyst was reduced and reactivated. The same surface CO signal around 
1850 cm-1, corresponding to the CO adsorbed on Pd(111), was observed. This 
evidenced that after removing the oxygen layer from the Pd, the activity was 
comparable to that of the freshly reduced catalyst, indicating that the oxygen 
covered Pd film could be reactivated/recycled under anaerobic conditions after 
reduction by CO. 

 

Figure A2. Evolution of conversion and the band areas of benzaldehyde (PhCHO), 
dissolved CO2, and adsorbed CO on Pd during benzyl alcohol oxidation on deactivated Pd 
under anaerobic condition. 
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Supplementary Information to Chapter 6  

 

 

Figure B1: 1H-NMR (700 MHz) of a CD. 2.5 mM CD, measured at 300 K in toluene-d8. 
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Figure B2. HH-COSY NMR (700 MHz) of CD. 2.5 mM CD, measured at 300 K, in 

toluene-d8 

 

Figure B3. HH TOCSY NMR (700 MHz) spectrum of CD. 2.5 mM CD, measured at 300 

K, in toluene-d8. 
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Figure B4. 1H-NMR (500 MHz) spectrum of CD and MHA. 2.5 mM CD and 5 mM MHA, 

measured at 300 K, in toluene-d8. 

 

Figure B5: HH-NOESY (500 MHz) spectrum of CD and MHA. 2.5 mM CD and 5 mM 

MHA in toluene-d8, measured at 300 K. 
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